FARM. CARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

Republic

tins department brief suggestions, facts and
vperioncos are solicited from housekeepers,
.on ers and gardeners.
Address Agricultural
liter. Journal Ollice, Belfast Maine.]
Household

Hints.

i,mint'd wood should bo washed with
old tea.
Soiiv milk removes iron rust
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poods.

hot knife,

I he free use of lemon juice and sugar
i alw a\ s relieve a cough.
of tartar rubbed upon soiled
gloves cleans them well.

fleam

kid

ite

Moths will eat the all-wool reps, but
the mixed silk and cotton upholstcrt

amplmr placed

iu

r>.

avient

in draw ers or trunks
from doing them any

mice

lh.it have been smoked bv :i
imp should be washed olfwith

iiuys
-cue i

■■!. water

making

a crust of any kind, do not
die lard in Ilnur.
Melting will in

the

rust.

ream is eream that has stood
milk twelve hours,
it is best for
11:d roller.

ngle

~

tiling

b

put them ill boiling
prevent the Volks from

eggs,

It will
■ring black.
■

I

:

sisens the dead skin of
fried, n rubs ntf the
just
.rt skin of the buds.
fee.:

m
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that
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lie
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.inter eream, lest
.uyrs to butter.
■

whipped should
in whipping it

prosen ed chert los.. w itli
the \ cry best thing
y.irnish sweet dishes.
:

r

"lit. are

■

j

stands on its milk twm
i.■ >nrs. and eream for butter frc; mds forty -t lyht hours
eream

■

Slumber

Strawberries.
a

In

The last pint of strawberries is picked,
then what
Will you plough down the
old bed or go to work for another crop
from the same groundSome people
think it best to haw a bed entirely new
for each year's picking. \n old and very
large grower of this fruit starts the harrow after the fruit is gathered, and
keeps
the soil mellow through dune and duly.
He uses a line, steel-toothed harrow,
with twelve teeth, between the rows, the
same as in a newly-planted bed.
This
cuts the, ground line and does not cover
the plants.
No matter if one-fourth to
one-third of the \ ines are rooted out, and
the remainder "look sadly demoralized”
in eotisei[lienee, they will soon recover,
and tin* next crop be all the better for
the severe scattering.
Some growers
lirst mow olf the leaves, and use a plough
instead of a harrow, ploughing a furrow
from the row. leasing unploughed space
six to nine inches wide, thinning out the
plants in a row with a hand plough, afterwards using the harrow between the
row s.
\ new bed may be started now to
fruit next year, by spading up a ball of
earth with the plant, and setting without
disturbing the roots. Those w ho like the
hill system can set the plants in rows
both ways, and use a wheelbarrow with
a sheet-iron wheel. Inning a sharp-edged
rim for cutting the runners. This w ill do
the work. The tine-toothed harrow can
be run both ways, so that no hand hoeing
In the
or backbreaking wor!, is needed.
matted row system, the runners may be
kept tit oif until early in August, when
tlvc In rsc cultivation should cease and
the runners be allowed to take root.
Dairying
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.-i' eggs
uiekly. put
i lie i■■ >t111 r tile eggs,

win;

a

■moil ol
tker
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they
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freshens t In
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l froth,

salt .Is

in.

ash ,g
il-elotli... put a little
n the
last water they are washed
This will keep them bright and
.>ngi t ihalt clean water.
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is a gieenness ill onions and
potint remlers them hard to digest.
Health's sake put them in a inn
lor an hour i iclore cook iug.

make silk which has been wrinkled
exactly like new. sponge on the
w ith a weak solution of
gum arawhite glue, and iron on the wrong

o

coated with butter in which two
”e per cent, of
salicylic acid has
dissolved and then packed in diy
:~t without touching one another.
v•
p fresh for a year.
■ ■

iste made of

whiting and benzine
ole. and one made of w liiti eldoi .|e of soda spread and left
(in the sun if possible.) on the
ble, will remove sji,>ts.
an nia:

■

Maine.

and a ready market.
Mr. X. \
Hilbert, the present Secretary oi the Hoard -if Agriculture, is setting a good example in this direction, by
making a ton or more of butter per year
; that brings highly remunerative prices in
lie has selected good
Boston market,
rows, procured tile best dairy apparatus
and learned the conditions necessary for
securing success in this industry.
Our correspondent
at lloullou. Mr.
Francis Battles, is aPoshowing the fanners of Aroostook County what can lie
(ioneatehe-. se making by associated cfi lie Nickerson cheese factory, ol
tort.
which lie is superintendent, has been do| mg a good business the present summer,
working up nearly six thousand pounds
>f milk pci day into cheese that brings
tin1 highest prices in Portland market.
Fanners are obtaining better returns for
their milk made into cheese than are
m my of the milk producers who supply
milk for Boston market,
one dollar per
milk which goes to
: cwt.. is paid foi C.
the cheese factory. or it is worked tip at
-1 .do per eu i i.;
tired choose.
|N. F.
Farmer.
Pickled cherries
Pick over your
cherries, and remote all the specked
ones.
Put them in a jar. and pour over
them as much led \ inegar and sugar as
will cover them; to each gallon of \ inegar,
allow four pounds of sugar.
Boil and
skim it, and pout it hot over the fruit.
Let it stand a week, then pour otf the
vinegar and boil it a- before; pour it hot
over the cherries the second time.
As
soon as they are cold, tie them closely.

at can b,

j>rt-vi-nted fro;a scorching,
the roasting process. by simply
i_
basin
i cup of water in the
l'lie steam generated not only pre•liing. but makes tin meat cook

g

I

i.:i met hod ot

■

leaning black

thori uglily,
"ii a lint
tabli u itli the side up
s
i1111*11• I*;d tn -how, and sponge
;"l codec strained through muslin.
: to beeti!i:c
partially dry. then

itriKliton

Cattle

..

<

ion ait:i\ a jell, : Two parts apout-of quinces: stew rite apples
a,-es separately, as the latter, high, require longer cooking. The
should lie of an arid nature.
Put
‘gelher. with an equal qnant;i.\ of
gar : boil til! all the fruit will smash
-i the sidy of the
stew-pan. then
and put them into pots, with paei' them.
u

■

butter:
in a

cm

Pare

ripe peaches and
preserving kettle, with

at water to boil them soft : then
them through a eollandcr. removstones.
To each quart of the
put one and a half pounds of
and hoi I very slowly tor an hour:
■a. and keep it from burning:
put
or glass jars: seal
tightly, and
a a cool place.
Grape butter is
'■client. Grapes can lie used that

ripen.

:

kberr. jel!\
Put the fruit in a
jar: set the iarina pot of cold wa1 >ut a tew small sticks on the bottom
lie pot. to keep the jar from breaking,
■a tin- water boils around the
jar, and
•lot is soft, take it out. and squeeze
he juice by putting tin* berries in a
To each pint of juice, put one
of sugar: put it in a skillet and
it comes to a boil, watch it that it
ot burn.
Let it boil until it jelL take, about twenty minutes.
Individuality
i

oi'

ttis

Ilorsp.

liiug curious and interesting about

is its individuality. This is a
'eristic common to all animals, tin: >, ton greater or less degree, lmt
-iiigly so, we think; in the ease
horse.
How this characteristic
e horses is well known
by any one
ever intelligently drawn a rein
good roadster. The individuality
-es varies as much as men.
Kvery
is a dill'erent
mental as well as
: make
up. Some horses seem to
brains, to have some sense, are
to understand and obey the least
motion or word of their master:
are not
inaptly termed “lunk’•

■

ulways

awkward,

lumbering

dillicult to teach, and never “make
ng." in a horse-ological sense. It
true that these traits in a horse
m-tiiiies due to the habits of his
or owner, and that the horse itself
't be so much to blame for his ig1hut however much he may he
d on this score, there is a surprisii Terence in the mental
qualities ol
Some men drive and use horses
a s and yet never realize that
they
mything or that there is any more
nee between them than there is
so many barrels of saw-logs,
men who handle horses a great
ho buy and sell frequently, and
udy much their dill'erent character'll tell you how wonderful horses
"iw
much more they know than
oil, how much each one has to he
a and handled
dillerently, and how
they will sometimes teach even
diivers. between a nervous, seninteliigent horse and his considerin-r, how large a union of fellownl sympathy exists. In the stable,
loud, if overtaken by an accident,
'’"1, sensible man is sure to have a
sympathy for his faithful horse.
lists his master, as his master trusts
If the master is quiet the horse
'|ii;i!ly so, knowing everything is
if the master blusters, or becomes
“a-, or exhibits fear, the horse knows
:
"lice and becomes restive likewise.
g1- that nen only knew that horses
much more than they give them
'if for, and then they would use them
’■
humanely, as they should, than they
i
Horses are not brutes, they are
■'
intelligent, sensible creatures, the
ful annual servant which Divine
""‘“'"-s has given to man.
1

1

■
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p7>orp*t

j

Tu* if is no form of Chronic Female Weakness
!
Ovarian trouble winch does not yield to the
f Hi u.ky's Vkoli ali.l Tonic |
curathe virtue
I'll.!.;

or

It is e<Hisidercd mean to call l«»r ice cream and
two spoons, Fut there are general!v t w o ••spoons"
at every table when the season is good tor icecream

Write

I-. Mi1.\ .l.i F Piiiklmm. No
WestA venue. Lynn. Mass
for pamphlets relative
the curative properties of her Vegetable Com
*Jwdd
pound i:i ill female complaints.
ern

The dil.vreinc between a cat and a comma is
that one has the claws at the end of the paws,
while the other ha- the pause at the end of the
clause.
Flic p**of le
tie- We<i 'iwe a debt of gratitude
Dr. Ayer P>r tu<- production of Ayer's Ague
Cure
Its 111111 -1 \ :-e w: 'i save much suffering ami
mueh UM-ouratrciuent. and we recommend it with
the greatest coutidenr.- in it- ability to do all that
is promis'-d for it

!
i

1
!

It is
tones
more

W

now !>■•: i
i*i that the oleomargarine fac
their goods, thus rendering it
put iiaii
ditlieuit of detection than ever

have

tonic at once so reliable
and convenient as Fellow.-' Svrup of llvpophos
jdiites. a id we. tliovi-r,;. gladly recoiniiiend it in
tin* di.-eases of such organs as depend tor health
upon involuntary muscular action.
e

no

nervous

The slouch w!io got*- about with his hands in his
a better mail than tin* genteel fel
who has his hands in sum* other fellow's

pockets may be

low

pocket.
Have Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry al a ays at
hand It cures Coughs. Colds, Bronchitis, W hoop
ing Cough, Croup. Intluenza, Consumption, and all
Throat and Lung Complaints. .'»<) cents and $1 a
bottle.
Chicago man who drank three pints of
whiskey and died, deserved his fate. That’s what
!
he gets for not being generous and
dividing it
around among his friends.
The

Hard Times.
pc pic have become mentally and nervously diseased from the depression caused by hard
times, and suicides are shockingly frequent
It is

Many

cowardly
to purify

to give way. W hat i- needed is a remedv
the blood which lias become feverish and
foul from wear and tear of br im and nerves
Dr.

Kennedy's -Favorite Remedy goes to the root of
It cleanses the blood, gives tone and
strength to flic system, and cheer and hopefulness
to the mind. Its cures are permanent Try a hot
tie. Sold by all druggists.
Dr. David Kennedy.
the matter.

Proprietor,

liondout, N

V

The Philadelphia Chronicle is anxiously waiting
to see if the Revised Testament will press autumn
leaves as good as the other edition.
Kkki* ii on Hand
No farmer or teamster
should he without Hknky A Johnson's Arnica
and Oil Llnimknt
It is invaluable in cases of
hurts either on man or beast.

{Singers and public speakers should use Downs’
Luxik. as it removes hoarseness and increases
the power of the voice.
Ii

\ on

desire rosy cheeks and

purify the blood by the

use

ot

a

fair complexion,
Bax lk's AIan-

Dkakl Bittkks.

“That puts a ditto rent lace on it,'' said the
when the hall struck the ulock-dial

hoy

1

1

I
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<
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For a cough, cold, sore throat, bronchitis, whoop
ing cough, consumption, etc use Dr. Graves’ Bal
sam of Wdd Cherry and Tar—a sure relief,
pleas
ant to take.
Get a sample bottle for 10 cents, and
you will bo pleased with its effects: largo sized

bottle for AO cents
Dr Graves' Blood Purifier eradicates all impurities from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid
and inert, by its use become unusually stimulated,
and, in tact gives a healthy tone to the entire sys
tern.
Price, £1
Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best pill
ever given a patient by a
physician, and are frequently prescribed by them. They give prompt
action to tlie bowels, contain no mercury, and are
entirely vegetable. When you desire a prompt
movement of the bowels, give the Improved Family Cathartic Pills a trial. Price, *JA cents per box.
Dr. Graves’ remedies are for sale by W. O Poor A
5w28
Sou, Belfast.

I lay

hindrance to congenial tastes and sym-

pathies. So say to Miss Pickett that her
pastor gives his hearty consent, and sends

her his best wishes.” And so Mrs. Kimberley departed on her errand.
Where, oh where, will he tly and float,
And now there came other consideraIn the winged cradle of sleep !
the room:
tions, very new and very strange to me.
Whom will he meet in the worlds remote,
“
While ho slumber* soft and deep
‘Oh, Mrs. Kimberley, 1 am so troub- Although Miss Pickett was much older
led!
1 want to see Mr. Smith, my pas- than myself, yet it seemed, my consent
Warm and sweet as a white blush-rose.
tor.
I need his advice in a very serious to her marriage having been sought and
His small hand lies in mine,
Hut 1 cannot follow him where he goes.
matter, and T don’t dare to call upon him. granted, as if she belonged to me—as if,
And he gives no word nor sign.
1 went out yesterday to see him, and I although 1 was a bachelor, she was my
walked up and down in front of the daughter, and that surely 1 must do
Keep him safe, ye heavenly powers,
In dream land vast and dim !
house a dozen times, but I couldn't mus- something more for her than simply give
Let no ill. through the night’s long hours
ter up courage to ring the boll. And this my consent to her being married,
i must
Como nigh to trouble him.
all the morning, I have been see, of course, that she has something of
morning,
(iive him back, when the dawn shall break.
doing just the same thing, walking up an outfit. For the lirst time in my life
With his matchless baby charms.
and down the street, not daring to slop; there came to me questions so strange
With his love and his beauty all awake.
and yet the matter must be decided to- that they frightened me -the questions :
I nto my happy arms !
|(’elia Thaxter, in St. Nicholas for August
day. And so 1 thought I would come What will she wear? Will she come to
and see you, Mrs. Kimberley, and ask be married in that old-fashioned bonnet
you to go over and see my pastor for me, and that antiquated shawl ? That must
M.1S3 PlUKeil.
not be!
and then let me know what he says.'
Vet 1. a gentleman and a bachI hail been for years strangely interI told Miss Pickett 1 would gladly do elor, cannot attend to such tilings; and
ested and fascinated with Miss Pickett. anything 1 could for her,” proceeded yet if I don’t no one else will. Miss PickIt was wholly unaccountable.
Hardly an Mrs. Kimberley, “and that 1 was aston- ett would never think of such things herhour in the day but she recurred to my ished that she was afraid to call and see self, she is too humble and unworldly.
And so ] came to the terrible conviction
thoughts, and at night she was present you herself."
1 sought in vain to tind
in my dreams.
Poor little Miss Pickett, 1 thought. that it would devolve upon me in some
a reason for this fascination.
The very Afraid of me, when 1 had thought of her way to arrange for Miss Pickett's bridal
mystery of it gave me anxiety. I >ickens so much ! “Put go on, Mrs. Kimberley,” trousseau; and Miss Pickett haunted me
writes: "If there be fluids—as we know 1 replied : “1 am anxious to know in and worried, me more than ever.
there are which, conscious of a coming what way 1 can do anything for Miss
The rest of the day on which Mrs.
wind, or rain, or frost, will shrink and Pickett.”
Kimberley called was spent in nervous
strive to hide themselves in their glass
“Well,’’resumed Mrs. Kimberley, “Miss restlessness and utter inattention to my
duties, and that night I hardly closed my
arteries, may not that subtle liquor of Pickett we; t on with her story.
the blood perceive, by properties within
Miss Pickett was ever
'You know Mr. Jones, Mrs. Kimber- eyes in sleep.
itself, that hands are raised to waste and ley. the co mtryman, who has a little farm moving around in the dream-land bespill it. and in the veins of man run cold about eight miles back, and who comes tween sleeping and waking. Abercromand dull?" Would any such theory, I in two or three times a week to sell but- bie, in his Intellectual Philosophy, in
used to ask myself, explain the mystery ter and eggs and chickens and vegeta- writing of dreams, tells us that it is a
of the fascination Miss Pickett always ex- bles V
well-known fact that when clergymen of
erted upon me ?
the Established Church dream of engagWas it possible that in
“I nodded an assent.
the future her destiny might become in\v i'll, .mis.
iviuiocnev, lie. lias m en
ing in the public services of their office
volved in mine ?
in the habit of stopping at our house for they are always troubled with imaginary
Hut how, and why
I.cl me explain our relative positions. a year or two past, of course I never difficulties -that they cannot
ind the
I was a young clergyman in charge of a bought much of him; our family is so right places in the Prayer book, or somelarge parish in a thriving New Pngland small, only mother and 1, that we don't thing always interrupts the servin'. And
city, and Miss Pickett was simply one need much. Sometimes I have bought a that night I verified the truth of his statehumble individual in a large congrega- pound of lmtter, and once in a while a ment.
Whenever for a moment 1 droption.
She was much older than 1.
The lew eggs: hut nothing to amount to any- ped asleep 1 was trying to perform the
And yet lie always marriage service between Miss Pickett
young people, especially the young ladies, thing, you know.
and Mr. Jones, but I couldn't get through
called her an old maid, and it must be
came just as regularly as if 1 was his best
admitted that her very appearance sug- customer. Sometimes he would bring with it ; and, besides, all the time Miss
gested ihe epithet. She was small in in a little present a nice bead of lettuce, Pickett in her wedding-dress looked in
stature, very thin, and very plain. Her or a little cream. Me has always been very my dreams so strange and so unlike the
And real Miss Pickett 1 had known that I was
dress must have been an heirloom from kind, always would ask for mother.
previous generations. The old-fashioned me day he brought in some dried corn haunted by the fear that somebody had
bonnet, which was never changed to ■oils; said he had dried them himself for stolen into her place, and that I was marmeet the demands of fashion, with high
mother and me, because they were a eer- I rying Mr. Jones to the wrong woman:
crown and Haring brim
the bonnet \ul- : tain cure for rheumatism —just to rub I and so the troubled night passed on.
For a while the morning brought no
gai ly called “poke" made ncr thin face your arm or shmdder with them, you I
look smaller than it really was: the young know; and really they have done us a relief.
Fppermost in my every thought
people described it as “a pin in a meet- great deal of good. W ell, .Mrs. Kimber- was the distressing question, what should
An old-fashioned shawl ley. sometimes lie would walk up into I do about Miss Pickett’s outfit? At
ing house."
seemed to have some of the qualities of >ur room, and sit down and talk, and length came a bright thought.
Why not
1 used to tear get the Ladies' Sewing Society to attend
the modern -India" m “camel's-liair." in would stay a long while.
lie w ouldn't have time to sell out, because to the whole matter !
that it was suited to all weathers: it
Here was a whole
kept out the winter's cold, and it kept out lie spent so much time some days at our gleam of sunshine. The society would
the summer’s heat. She never appeared house. Hut then it was kind of pie sant, meet that afternoon.
1 went to it. and 1
Me told us stated the wlioh matter.
Miss Pickett was von know, to have him call.
in public without it.
Never amid
very demure, and was modest to a pain- all about his farm how many chickens the thousand and me sewing societies of
She seldom
ful degree of bashfulness.
lie laid, and how many cows ; and he'd our country, was there one so elated
spoke above a whisper. She never en- tell how pleasant it was in the early as this one at the prospect before it.
gaged in conversation. She humbly an- j spring to see the buds and blossoms. They, the lady members, had sent box
swered the questions as to her health, j And sometimes he'd say lie thought we after box to pour missionaries, clothing
and occasionally asked a similar question would be in a great deal better health if to China and Africa, and to the poor Inj
And he has dians of our Western wilds; but never
Miss Pickett was a constant
vve lived in
the country.
in return.
worshipper at church : 1 never missed I often asked me whether 1 hadn't rather had they experienced the rare enjoyment
her.
Involuntarily, as I began service, live on a farm than be cooped up in of providing a wedding outfit right at
my eyes would glance toward her accus- chambers here in the city. And 1 always their ow n doors. All entered into it with
tomed seat, and she was always there, said 1 would; and so 1 would, but I the keenest zest, and the ladies immediquiet, reverent, attentive. She would I didn't mean anything, and I didn't think ately took Miss Pickett under their care,
and entered at once into most secret and
glide into her pew noiselessly, and as j anything when I said so to him.
‘Well. Mrs. Kimberley, judge of my confidential relations.
noiselessly she would slip out, speaking i
This sewing society was of a type rapto no one. apparently noticing no one. If surprise : lie came in to make a rail last
the day was stormy, and only a few were Sunday evening. Well, 1 was greatly idly passing away.
The modern develpresent, whenever I used the familiar surprised, for 1 knew lie wouldn't be sell- opment has a great deal to do with resowords of the Prayer-book, where twoor ing vegetables and such like on Sunday s. lutions and circulars and secretaries and
three are gathered together,” 1 always And really 1 hardly know him: he didn’t public meetings, etc.
But this one was
thought of Miss Pickett, and felt as if the have on his every-day clothes, but was a semi-monthly parish picnic on a large
The ladies met from house to
prayer had been provided especially to dressed up real smart, and looked quite scale.
1 told him how sur- house, came early, and went home late.
invoke a blessing upon her constancy.
like a gentleman.
Miss Pickett's circumstances in life i prised. I was to see him on a Sunday, and They had supper at six o’clock, to which
She lived in chain- lie began to tell how he was kind of lone- the minister and the other gentlemen of
were very humble.
j
hers, and the family was composed sim j some at home, and that since his old the parish were invited, and the evening
I
newer
mothei' died, there was only the girl that was given to music and games and fun.
ply of her mother and herself.
knew just lmw the expenses were met. did the work, and that lie thought he'd The gentlemen soon learned of the new
She did a little sewing and a little fancy- drive in and spend the evening with me. work that was imparting such renewed
work. and sometimes I sent her anonyI was a little frightened, Mrs. Kimberley, vigor to the society, and increasing so
mously a little gift that might help to pay because, you know, I liave never been largely its attendance. And from week
I called upon her only some accustomed to have gentlemen visit me, to week we all had glimpses of some parts
the rent.
two or three times in the course of the ; and especially on Sunday evenings : but
of the wedding wardrobe. Article after
year. < Mr acquaintance never progress- 1 thought it was kind of him. and 1 made article was exhibited to the visitor : comShe always him a cup of tea because 1 thought lie ments were made upon this or that.
ed beyond a certain point.
met me very politely, and then came the
might lie tired. Well, about eight o'clock, Imagination was excited to the utmost as
usual order of remarks, something about Mrs. Kimberley, mother went oil' to bed, to how Miss Pickett would look ; and one
the weather, inquiries about her own and and 1 was left alone with Mr. Jones. He evening, when the articles were nearly
her mother's health, some little iuformabegan to talk again about his farm, told completed, one of the young ladies dresstion as to her own rheumatism or an oe- me what a nice farm he had got, and how ed herself in the bridal costume, .and
casional headache- and this was about pleasant it must he for a woman to attend amid peals of laughter personated Miss
all.
Then would come painful pauses, to the chickens and see to Hie cream ; Pickett.
B
-Villi
«i> till
1 '! il'l
growing longer and more frequent, till at and then every little while lie would ask
Ull, till* IIIlast 1 would rise and bid her good-day. me it 1 wouldn't like to live on a farm terest increased, and expectation reached
There was never any change in this and it I didn't think it would lie healthier lever heat.
Karely lias marriage in high
monotony. Miss Pickett newer trusted for me and better for mother, and i al- life excited deeper interest, and hundreds
herself to speak about religion ; her piety wavs said 1 would ; but, Mrs. Kimberley, anticipated the rare pleasure of being
was not on the surface.
Once in a w hile I didn’t mean anything, and I didn’t among the wedding guests, and privishe would speak a word of commendation think anything. Well, if you’ll believe leged to heboid the marriage service.
of some sermon I had recently preached, it, Mrs. Kimberley, after this talk had gone But now again new cares and anxieties
and instantly her face would crimson on till the clock had struck eleven, and he were awakened for Miss Pickett, and
w ith blushes as if ashamed or frightened
had asked me ever so many times if i
once more 1 worried for her sake.
How
at her boldness and presumption.
wouldn’t like to live on a farm, and 1 had frightened she would be, I thought, if
'Those chambers were wonderfully neat, answered I would, he jumped right up, she knew of all the excitement awakened
The old antique furniture shone with no and said. --.Miss Pickett, will you lie my by her expected marriage.
If all these
artificial polish.
How bright the brass wife, and come and live on my farm ?” eager friends who had worked for her,
candlesticks always looked on the high Why, Mrs. Kimberley, 1 never was so and enjoyed the toil, were present, neithshelf! and how the brass andirons and frightened in all the days of my life.’
er she nor her intended husband would
“
the handles to the bureau drawers gleam‘Wluit did you say V I asked.
lie able to do their part in the marriage
ed and lit up the plain and homely room!
“‘Say! -why, Mrs. Kimberley, 1 service. \nd so I decided that notwithI had never standing tlic disappointment it might
Miss Pickett seemed to have no circle of couldn’t speak a word.
acquaintance; 1 never knew of any one thought of being married, it seemed to cause, that Miss Pickett had better be
calling on her; and so her humble life me there was a great lump in my throat. married privately; that 1 would go down
moved evenly on, alternating regularly And so 1 sat perfectly still for live min- to her snug little rooms, so neat and home
between her chambers and her church. utes at least; and then Mr. Jones said like, and there tie the golden knot; and
What was it, then, in Miss Pickett that again, “Miss Pickett, will you bo my when I had made in my own mind this
so fascinated me?
Why was she so con- wife, ami come and live on my farm ?” decision, my anxieties wore quieted, and
stantly in my thoughts ! 1 never went And then all i said was that 1 must ask the time drew rapidly near.
out on my daily round of calls but 1 con- Mr. Smith, my pastor, and that 1 should
At length Miss Pickett herself came to
sidered the possibility of meeting Miss do just as lie said, and that I couldn’t say see me. She said Mr. Jones was too
Pickett. 1 never went to church without anything more. And so Mr. Jones agreed busy to call, and she had come to make
the thought whether Miss Pickett would to come on Thursday, and know what I the arrangements about the marriage.
bo there.
She haunted me, she worried had decided. And hero it is Wednesday, She would like to bo married at eight
me, and this went on for years. At length and I haven’t seen Mr. Smith yet -and o’clock on sucli an evening; and she had
there came some lighting up of the mys- oh ! 1 don't know what 1 thall do. I told always loved her church so much, she
tery, but with little alleviation of the you I started yesterday to go and see would like to bo married in the church.
anxietv and worn-.
him, and my courage failed me; I was Had Mr. Smith any objections >
one morning, as my door-bell rang,
afraid lie would think it so foolish for me
What could I say i 1 could not wound
the servant came to my study and hand- to lie thinking of such tilings, and I know that sensitive little nature by any objeced me a card "Mrs. Kimberley; a pri- he would ask me questions whether I tions.
Had she not as good a right as
vate interview desired : important" -and
realized the responsibility of being mar- any one to lie married in church ! ‘'But,”
immediately the caller was shown in. ried, and whether I could promise “to 1 said, “my dear Miss Pickett, I would
.Mrs. Kimberley was one of those ladies love, honor, and obey,” and I wouldn’t not mention to any one that v ir wedto be found in every congregation.
She know what to say. And so, Mrs. Kim- ding is to take place in church, nor would
was the wife of one of the principal offiberley, will you be good enough to go and 1 mention the precise date to any one.
in all good see Mr. Smith for me and let me know Sometimes, you know, a great many peocers of the parish—active
works, very zealous in visiting the poor, what he says ? I can’t see Mr. Jones ple come at such times —just out of curiprominent in the Sunday school, the again until I know andean tell him what osity, and if there should he a great many
president of several charitable societies, my pastor has decided.’
present it might prove very embarrassing
and generally, in the parish and in the
“There,’’ said Mrs. Kimberley, “now, -especially to Mr. Jones,” I added. 1
city, a recognized leader in all benevo- Mr. Smith, you know the whole story, further especially charged the sexton to
lent enterprises. "I have called, Mr. and now what shall I say to Miss Pickett ?” preserve the strictest silence.
And thus
I was completely bewildered.
Here in the confident assurance on my part
Smith,” she began at once, “upon a matter of considerable importance, which rewas tho explanation of all the strange
that everything would bo quiet, and that
I fascinations that had clustered around only two or three would be present, the
quires your advice and decision.
ought to apologize for coining in the Miss Pickett, the unveiling of the mystery eventful evening arrived.
n il nuuiuuo uiiiiiu
iuu appMiHforenoon; and if you cannot attend to and the cause of all my worry and anxieme now, will you appoint a later hour in
ty. I was to settle the whole question of ed hour I walked around to the church.
the day, for really the matter is very se- her future life.
Her happiness or misery To my astonishment, it was all ablaze
with light. Carpets were spread upon
rious, and must be settled to-day. 1 was placed in my hands.
have called for Miss I’ickett
“M \s. Kimberley,” I said, “i must have the sidewalks: policemen were keeping
I started involuntarily.
it is a most serious and open a passageway from the street to the
Was Miss time to think,
1 thought.
It requires caution main entrance ; carriages were constantly
Mrs. important matter.
I’ickett in trouble ?
Kimberley looked very grave, and yet 1 and sound judgment.” And so J consid- arriving, and fashionably attired ladies
imagined I detected just a little twinkle ered. Suppose i said Yes, and Miss were passing in. 1 entered and the spain her eyes ; but I replied at once : “My Pickett should bo married, and then her cious church wascrowded. The grand old
dear Mrs. Kimberley, the present hour married life should prove unhappy, why, organ, as if conscious of all the associa1 know you then she would be laying all the blame on tions that clustered around the hour, was
shall be at your service.
would not call at this time except upon a me. .Suppose I said Xo, and Mr. Jones sending forth —never more triumphantmatter of importance; and, besides, I should take another bride to his home, ly -the strains of the Wedding March.
have always felt a deep and unaccounta- and should make her happy, and Miss Gentlemanly ushers in white kids were in
ble interest in Miss I’ickett, and shall be Pickett should know of it, and contrast attendance, and conducting to their seats
only too glad if 1 can render her any ser- his wife’s ease and comfort with her own the beauty and fashion of the city. While
vice.”
hard life of care and toil and painful econ- I had been fancying that I had outwitted
“Thank you, Mr. Smith,” said Mrs. omy, why, then again she would blame the ladies of the sowing circle they had
Kimberley. “The story is a long one, me; and so 1 kept considering, until at quieth outwitted me, and had planned
and I must begin at the beginning, and, length I said: “Mrs. Kimberley, you may this brilliant scene as the fitting close of
so far as 1 can, will give the whole thing
give my answer, but you need not give the weeks and months of preparation. I
in Miss Pickett’s own words. Von know, my reasons.
Mr. Jones can not be a bad fairly trembled as I thought of Miss PickMr. Smith, how quiet and reserved Miss man, for if he was, he would never think ett.
How could she endure all this?
I’ickett always is, seldom speaking above of selecting Miss Pickett for his wife. Nay, 1 thought, with all that had gone
a whisper, and
saying but very few The only other alternative is that he may before, it any mistake should occur, the
words.
Well, perhaps you can imagine be somewhat foolish and weak-minded, feelings of the excited crowd would not
my surprise when she called upon me, and if so, I don’t think it would be any be restrained either by the sacredness of

the place or their natural sense of docorNever in all the public ministrations
of my whole ministry was I so anxious,
never did I tremble so much as in the few
remaining minutes before the appointed
um.

hour.
At length the doors were thrown open,
and up the aisle inarched Mr. Jones and
Miss Pickett.
He was the tallest of men,
more than six feet in height, and she so
small that she could barely reach up her
little hand and clasp his arm.
He was
evidently painfully conscious of the terribleness of the ordeal through which he
was to pass, and he came up the aisle
with the strides of a mountaineer, which
Miss Pickett could match only by an occasional skip and run.
Hut there she
was, just as our fancy had painted her.
There was the new hat, and the new
dress, everything which had become so
familiar to us all; and, in spite of all repression, smiles were audible.
Can 1 describe that marriage ceremony?
Only the pencil of a Hogarth or a Nast, or
the ])en of a Dickens or a Thackeray,
could do it justice. Can 1 describe, as
Miss Pickett knelt for a moment at the
chancel rail in silent prayer, how the
bridegroom, attempting to imitate her
example, and doubtless to follow her instructions, had fallen on nis Knees on tiro
floor three steps below her, and then noticing his mistake, went up those three
steps on his knees to reach her side,
while the church was tilled with suppressed laughter? Can I describe his difficulty iff finding the wedding-ring ? The
hands that were wont to guide the plough
were now, probably for the first
time, incased in a heavy pair of black leather
gloves. How he fumbled to find the ring
in his vest pocket, and was unable to get
hold of it; how at last he was forced to
the conclusion that at least one glove
must come off: how lie grasped it with
the energy of a blacksmith, and tugged,
but to no purpose; how he placed his
hand between his knees, and pulled again
as uselessly; how at last he gathered all
his powers, and in the attitude of drawing a reluctant cork from a bottle, tugged
and pulled, till the veins in his neck
and forehead were distended, and the
perspiration rolled down in streams; and
at length, when he conquered, the glove
was a wreck !
No pen can fully describe
all this, photographed on the memories
of all the eye-witnesses.
Hut the service came to its dose at last.
The benediction was pronounced.
Again
the organ sent forth its most joyous notes.
Miss Pickett, no longer now Miss Pickett
went down the aisle, leaning on her stalwart husband.
Yes, she went down to
live on his farm, and to find how much
a woman can enjoy herself looking after
th.e chickens and the cream and the eggs.
She went down to a pleasant home, and
to a loyal if not a brilliant husband.
\s
week after week, the vegetable wagon
went its rounds, Miss Pickett that was
rode beside her husband,
often she!
stopped at the rectory to leave a present
for the pastor whose gracious permission j
had secured her all this happiness.
Yes,
Mr. Jones was right. The country air ;
improved hei health, and improved her !
looks also.
Kach week she looked rosier t
and plumper.
In a word, Miss Pickett
was happy, and at length my cares and
anxieties for her were forever at an end,
and my dreams were untroubled, i.Harper’s Magazine for August.
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winged cradle of sleep
My darling gently down ;
the

hour ago, under the greatest excitement. and began to talk so rapidly that !
could hardly realize it was Miss Pickett
who was talking, and truly 1 had for a
while serious doubts as to her sanity.
She began at once, as soon as slip entered
an

■

juices ot meat in cookDairying hi- scarcely been a leading
iks ought therefore not to be
j business a yet among the Maine farmers,
.util they have been broiled.
; although they have all the natural ad•iliag dumplings ol any kind, put I \ ant ages needed for making butter and
m t lie \\ ater one at a time.
11 they
j cheese ot the best quality : a good climate,
in to ..ether t hey v. ill mix w itli I plenty of good
dairy land, excellent water

e

Song.

Kissed and closed are his eyes of gray.
I'uder his curls’ bright crown.

raets the

e\t

Journal.
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Characteristics

of Lobsters.

Henry

Stover.

About the year 1780, David Stover, a
young farmer of old York, came to the
then unincorporated town of Limerick
and commenced the cultivation of what
has since been known as the Stover farm,
about two miles east of the village,
lie
shortly after married a Liiniugton girl,
and, in accordance with a custom of iiis
fathers, in due time added to the town’s
population a family of twelve children
ten boys and two girls. The house he
dwelt in is now standing, forming tin* ell
to tlie large main house since built on
the farm.
It is ol Henry Stover, one of these ten
sturdy boys, that we now write. Sitting
in the shade of a tine apple-tree on the
farm where he now lives, not far from the
old homestead, a few mornings since, we
listened to ids recital of events in his
somewhat busy life. At the age of tit!
years bis young wife and child were taken
from him by death. The ties of homo
thus sundered, he became a rover, and
for many years was completely lost sight
of by his family and friends.
In ls:H he entered the naval service
of tin United States and went on board
the 7 1-gun ship North Carolina, which
carried I,non men, where lie served three
years ; next ho shipped for three years on
the sloop-of-war i’otomae, db guns and
don men. J laving now become a thoroughgoing sea-dog, lie again entered the service on hoard the razee-7 4 Independence,
carrying nil guns, where he remained sj\
At the close of this long term of
years.
service he again shipped aboard the
frigate States, 50 guns and <ibO men,
where ho continued until I -.51, live years,
making in all a continuous service in tin
navy of seventeen years.
Daring the Mexican war he was in one
of the licet of vessels that bombarded
Vera Cruz.
His ship, however, sailed
from the harbor ten days before the close
of the war, thus depriving himself and
others of the pension which government
now pays the survivors.
Most of his
years of service wore on the African coast
watching slave-traders, though he was
twice through the Straits of (; ibrailar and
lb held the
on-e around Cape Horn,
positions of ship's corporal and captain
of the afterguard for sev eral years.
Those were the days of grog and eato'-uiue tails -when government dealt out
Jack a half-pint of rum daily and triced
him up to the rigging and whipped him
with a rope's end if the run; made him a
little free with his tongue.
••sailors,“ said Uncle Henry, ••are like
Siam cows that give a nice mess of milk
and then kick it over! They go to sea
steady for three years and then come
ashore, and in as many days spend every
dollar they have earned. Did you ever
hear of William Lloyd Harrison, the great
abolitionist ?" he asked.
‘•Well,’’ his
brother, .las. 11. Harrison was boatswain's
mait on a ship that I was in.
lie was a
true sailor, but a wild one. once, wlien
paid oil' in Boston, he and I had a big
lark.
We engaged an Irish hand-cartman to wheel us about the city.
We
both got in, hack to back -Harrison acting as driver, with a long rattan with
which he occasionally touched up the
animal. Of course we were well Idled up
with rum, not foigetting a liberal supply
to our Irish horse.
The figure we cut as
we went jogging through the streets was
At every eorni: grogfunny enough.
shop Harrison would bring the ‘horse’ to
a halt, declaring
that he needed »inn
wits; and lie kept on feasting the critter
with bottled oats until his legs went out
from under him and he fell to the paveBut that was long ago,
ment in a heap!
and the navy and men of that time artnow almost forgotten."
--1 shall soon have all night in," said
the old sailor reflectively.
“Yes. very
soon.
Like life on a nian-o’-war. it's a
straight course: if you follow the plain
rules ot the ship and obey the Captain's
orders you have nothing to fear: there
will he no punishment you know it wi'i
he all right when the voyage is over."
Mr. S. was horn August, MIC, mid
sev enty-live years of labor and hardship
have left their seal upon his once v igorsince l >51. when hr gave up
ous frame,
sea life, lie has been one of Limerick's
most industrious farmers, and has accumulated a snug property. His second
wife died a few months ago. and he is
now quietly resting on' his oars till the
log-hook of hisf c veil! I ol lile shall l ie closed
<
up.
tssipoe Valley News.

A mature lobster should measure without hits claws from one to two feet, and
weigh from two to fifteen pounds. The 1;
average shell-lisli seen in our market is.
however, about ten on twelve im-hos, and
for certain calculations a length of ten and
one-half inches is taken as a standard
without regard to weight.
Occasionally
lobsters of immense size w ill he captured,
j
and their claws are preserved as relies,
j
Some have been taken which weighed j
j
twenty-live pounds, and Maine fishermen j1
tell of prodigious shell-tish taken on their
As i
shores weighing forty-three pounds.
the shell of a lobster is indexible and
admits of no enlargement, the covering is i
shed every year to allow for the growth of
the body.
The first change is made only
when the lobster has existed live years,
and then, about the 1st of August the j
shell splits along the hack ami slowly falls
oil', another one forming underneath.
While the new covering is growing, the
lobster is defenseless from his foes, and
seeks refuge under rocks and crevices.
By (tetober the shell is in good order, and
by December the lobster is in his best
TLieir Lang Last Son
condition.
A lobster’s food is varied, any
Mr. Zcbbens Compton and his wife of
kind of shell-tish, sea-weed or small animal life which comes within his reach j Paintieid. X. J., while at their home reserving to satisfy his hunger. They hav e cently, were astonished by the entrance
been known to live months in the wells of S\ lvanus, their soil, who was last heard
of a vessel, picking up sufficient susten- ofhy them nineteen years ago, and whom
ance from the water in which they wore
they believed to he dead, before tlie war
ho was a druggist’s clerk in Plainfield.
kept. [Boston Budget.
He enlisted in the navy, being about
*Tis Now.
twenty-one years of age, and became atIn .June.
Now the chowder’s in the pot, and the 1 tached to the surgical start’.
some sick
days are getting hot, and we’ll begin to ! |si;g. he was in a ship taking was
the
swelter with a sweit, swell, such. While soldiers to New Orleans. This
the crimson lemonade through a straw i last heard from him direct, hut his parents
enchants the maid, who displays a hunch learned that he landed safely in New Orleans and had been seen in that city. No
of flowers at her belt, belt, belt.
Now our fancies, quaint ami queer, Im-ther trace 'f h.iui could, be found, and
all
lightly turn to thoughts of beer, and the after a few years his family gave up
him again.
pic-nic’s everlasting custard pie. pie, pie. hopes of ever seeing
T he returned son says that in New oi
And we sit with pretty Nell, ’neath a
lcans he fell in with a pleasant sort of
umbered,
gingham
gaily boomeranged
and shipwrecked by her sigh, sigh, sigh. man, who invited him to drink a bottle of
After this lie remembers nothing
Now' the cat begins to scoot from the wine.
well-directed hoot, and the poodle wears until he was aroused from a stupor and
Now the found himself in a slaver three days out
a kettle on his tail, tail, tail.
Vassar maidens mount every soda water at sea. lie escaped from the ship at one
the American
fount, and they drink vermilion rapture port and told his story to
Council, but that official had been warned
till they’re pale, pale, pale.
Now the ice man with a smile slings his i to arrest him as a deserter and send him
him to take the
haughty summer style, and the plumber back. The Council advised
bows in solitude his head, head, head, j ship again and escape at some other port
Now the steamer-whistle blows, and the j where there was no official to arrest him.
bee deserts the rose, long enough to sting 1 He next quitted the ship at an African
port and madeliis way to the Cape Colony.
the small hoy on the nose, nose, nose.
Now the cuffs and collars melt, now the Here he settled down, married and had
lie sent no word home, on acmonte man is felt, and the circus in the one child,
count of fear of being arrested as a decountry does appear, ’pear, ’pear. No ;
serter and taken back to America for trial.
news is this, by Jo, they are facts all peooil’ to India
for
written
the
joker From Cape Town lie drifted
ple know,
they’re
by
and other parts of Asia, and finally to Ausevery year, year, year.
[Buck.
From Australia he finally returntralia.
The Fourteen Wonders of the World
ed to New York and went direct to PlainN. Y. Herald.
field to find his parents.
The seven wonders of the world, in
ancient times, were the Pyramids of
Aphorisms from the Quarters
Egypt, the Pharos of Alexandria, the
walls and hanging gardens of Babylon,
It don't take no prophet to rickerloc’
the Temple of Diana, the statue of the bad luck.
the
Mausoleum
of
ArOlympian Jupiter,
Dey don’t hab no loafers in do martintemisia, and the Colossus at lfhodes.
box.
The seven wonders of the world in
De wire-grass labs a lazy nigger.
modern times are the printing-press, the
Oar's right smart 'ligion in a plow-hanthe
the
daguer- dle.
telegraph,
steam-engine,
reotype, the telephone, the phonograph,
Twelve ereloek nebber is in a hurry.
and the electric light.
Xebbcr 'pend too much on de blackThe so-called -‘Seven Wonders” of the
blossoms.
berry
Ancients were mere trifles compared with
Don't bet on a ’tater-liill befo’ de grabthose of the present time. The Brooklyn blin’ time.
Bridge, for example, would make the
Heai) o’good cotton-stalks gits chopped
hanging gardens of Babylon a mere toy, up fum ’soeiatin’ wid de weeds.
whiles the whole seven wonders put toMany a nice corn-silk winds up wid a
gether would sink into insignificance could nubbin in de fall.
their builders have seen a lightning exA chicken-roos’is de debbul’s steel-trap,
press train at full speed.
an’ a grassy corn-row is his tlower-garden.
De mornin’-glories ant pertiekler lubly
Since the New York belles have taken
to a man wid de back-ache.
[“l>rie-ato wearing live cent bunches of daisies in
Midsummer Scribner.
their belts, the windows of our Boston lirac,”
florists are tilled with this flower. Had
lie stood twirling his hat in his hand
this craze started thirty years ago it would
It was about time for
have been greatly to the benefit of our in the hallway.
farmers, who would now almost bo willing morning stars to begin their songs toto pay live cents a bunch to be rid of this gether.
“Well,” and he moved one step
pest in their hay Held. Albeit there is no nearer the door. “Well.” she replied as
prettier flowergrows. The traditional his- she stepped to the door, also. “Well, -I
-I—must be going. If,
“That's right,
tory of the introduction of this flower into
this country is that it was brought over John, if,” and she leaned her head on his
from England during the reign of Queen shoulder. “If—if—you—have—any -conto -ask—ask them —now.”
Elizabeth, and was regarded at that time undrums
as a rare find beautiful exotic.
[Boston He was measured for a h it and a pair of
kid gloves on the same day.
Traveller.
—
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The trip from Portland to the Dalles by die 0.
It. it X. Company's steamers is one of great inter
The variety and grandeur of the scenery
sst.
holds the attention for every mile of tho distance1 do not wonder that it attracts tho eye and employs the pencil ot the artist. There is one on

to-day. busily employed in making sketches
commanding points. For a time,
leaving Portland, down the Willainetto to its

board

the views at

oi

alter

junction, with tho Columbia

cloth furniture.

ut hot bread cake with
1 it will not be clammy.

ax
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lii pure benzine to remove stains from
:■

Wanderings.

Western

CorresDondcnee of the Journal.

Vancouver and up

at

tho latter river, tho

mingling of river, forest, gen
tie hills and sunny vales is simply pleasing.
Hut
presently the Cascade mountains begin to lend a
bolder and more rugged character to tho scene.
The banks rise into high, rocky, turreted blurt's—
and again into mountain peaks with precipitous
sides, but wooded with heavy growths of lir to the
very summit, wherever it is possible for a tree to
Away in tho distance Mount flood rises in
all the surrounding

stand

solitary grandeur, high above
crests, glistening vhite. with

its eternal robe of

To tlio stranger lie is a magnificent and
inspiring monarch, hut the older resident fond-

snow.
awe

feasts his eyes upon his cold and silent beauty.
Through these rocky fastnesses and solitudes the

ly

mighty C ihiuibiu pours her immense volume of
water, just now swollen to flood liy the melting
snows of the far away mountains.
Altogether the
theme defies the pen, and demands the utmost
skill of the

painter

and the Dalles we

Midway

between Portland

to the

come

series of rapids up which the steamers cannot
pass, and around which we make our way by six
miles of railroad, when we embark again upon another of the company's steamers. The scenery at
a

this point is grand indeed, but very little superior
to what it is for miles both above and below. I’ntil
a year or two the Dalles were passed in the
way. and then steamers were taken for points
above. Bat now the railroad is continuous to

within
same

Walla Walla and Spokane
men

Thousands of ('Lina

work, grading the road from tiic*
Porta md. and within a year it is expect-

are

at

now

Dalles to

ed tnat Mu- line will be

completed

the latter

to

Within two years the Northe rn Pacill-. will
bo completed, and not much .ater the l uion Pacific branch from l.’tah through Idaho, by way of

city.

Boise City and Baker

City. aPbrding

the choice of two all Ian
Portland, and all other
Northwest.

run1

li is j

forward as

a

i\

ashing
comp.irati'.

of

a

the far

Pacific K

ti.c Canadian

Meanwhile

traveler

the east to

points

'•"ant

"i

tic*

from

•-

imputing line,

••

short 'em- t!u tourist

and

can

i:.

reach

this hither!- is .te
re-g.
with far less cost
and much greater eoiup-rt Com at present. The
raised ii tic- r.iili »ad business to
question may
■

this point is u-c okeiy io be somewhat overdone,
and ! propose to consider that question, among
some i-thci's ;i:
tutiiRM-oinm inieation
But the ‘''dumbia is not to he abandoned

highway

and travc

commerce

tion of the U C. Locks

by government
Pads
Da'.b

plan
a.

md

secure

a

being constructed

are now

pissing the C i^mdes. and the
comtemplatiou for passing the
hoped liii> will bo effected with

iep- .donee of the great \ ilia rd com bin a
by coming into competition therewith,

entiic

tion,
the

in

is

It is to he

s

as

comple-

the

on

the fanners of the great Columbia basin
which alone can swve

t

cheap transportation

1 also propose t> -ny
them from ultimate mi;..
another .void up..;, ihi-, -o.’ sect in a future letter,
when * shall have come to comprehend it better.
The railroad now in process of construction
from the Dulles to Pori land, runs along the Oregon
side, which is :n ire rocky ami dillieiilt than the
It has been carried along the
perpendicular side.- of the mountains by
masting away the hard and tough basaltic rock,
making frequent tunnels through the sum*, and
Wc are saluted
must b*. extremely expensive
everywhere by blasts from giant powder, and the

Washington side.

almost

ut

mass
swarms

perched at

of Chinamen,

and often reaching their

point,

u

practicable
places rv ropes
ry

ev*.

pigmies, yet without them
indefinitely delayed, and great
ly augmented in cost This, however, is entirely
aside from the question of the xpedteucy of r«from above, look like
the work would be

■

straiuing their coining
change or

to

!ioi. after

1 will only

bore.
will

very likely
modify his views th Pliineso ques
practical examination of it oil the
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wind- widen blow up the
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strum
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are

with
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in great drills or dimes, spreading a mar.tie
over tie* whole
•:i'. and bidding
fair often to obstruct l.ie railroa :ts--::. Id.ere are

posited
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of

only

few inhabitants, ami
t

few

a

hr.lu.

scrawny

eve
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toiie'u Id:., warden regi m ■! K.is tern W ash i n g
The praises <»f this region have
ton m l iMcgoi*.
been .->ouutb- i far and wide. not unjustly. perhaps
vve

but from

a

«=.*1iMi

dediy

!

>tive. Beginning in

m

rmatilla canty in n.-egou. ami extending north
ward along the bas -if tbo Blue Mountain range
for a hundred miles
umbia and Whitman

thr-ugb Walla Walla. Col
•-■unties n: Washington, is

uni. upon
crop- o: wii ir are raised.
toll of for'
.-dxty. and eve:, --ighiy bushels
acre
I'i.irty i-udiels is -• a: •••i- red to i-c
found

a

marveb-ii.Yv ri !i b It -d

almost fab

.-

whiidi
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i.elow

he average. The belt of land which can be re
us narrow
lied upon u ;• tin.se extra mlinary \ •!■;
-no; above a:; average of ten miles r.i width. B.n
within this tra-a of say a *lu*:i.-at. 1 >•.".are miles ;n
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■xtent, tiie I-'rt: 1.f\
I of r :n mein.
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they

are

c
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h.tv.ug spent
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-tat-menis mat

was
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ot

ed with
of

fortunate

peculiarlv

tunity

a

as

some

The pro
reach

made.

are

of this particular region may this
and exceed twenty tivi ilv i-.u ! ?.-ns
die

ae

n.i! observation at vari-.u^ p cuts. I
to giw ;u!i ere 1:1 t-> the apparently

days in p
am prepared
extravagant

great mat 1 mould b
» :1d
it
the tads

so

r.

;.

Walla Walla,

cordially, an 1
of his family,

a

i

■

i■.■ •!

was

b-pted.

ta

ts

Mr

•••:

rei

:oi

w:ieat.

:

I

and oppor
thing furnish-

mem."

examining u.to the
h-tterintr

rear

•..«•.t

11

l■ y

:i... time,

1’. Isaacs..mi

as a

most

member

lie also placed a span -.1 dm* horses
my disposal, enabling me to make long ami
profitable excursion." into the surrounding conn

at

try.

some1 irnes

accompanied by

lnm.sei*'.

am: s.-me

times by other friends wh -m he presented to me
i know not how 1 shall discharge the de it ot grati
Mr Isaacs
tude that has thus been la; l upon me.
is largely engaged in the manufacture of ih-ur from
Walla Walla wheat, which he exports to l.im

pooh

One of the earliest and most enterprising settlers
in this region lie is widely known as a man of
As l said, after riding lor
energy and integrity.
of miles among these wheat farms, after
one of the summits of the Blue nioiin
tains to a poin. where the eye commands four <>r

scores

ascending

five hundred square miles d wheat at a single
1 am prepare ! to believe tic* apparently

glance,

extravagant stories

of i'm

t'ertainly l have
growth of wheat as

cereal,

lore ago

never

and

yield of this

elsewhere seen such

1 have her-: looked upon*
f Or
We visited the celebrated farm
Blalock,
who has a single field of
acres, from which

a

he expects this year to harvest 1 TdOO bushelsAud we saw many other fields upon which the
growth was very much heavier.
A noteworthy fact is that ur.til a
•mparatively
recent date, it was not supposed that this land was
suited to agriculture. Covered with bunch grass
and sage brush, it was thought to be valuable only
But almost accidentally it was
as a stock range.
discovered that it would grow wheat, dry and bar
ren as much of it appeared during a large portion
of the year.
Rain falls hero rarely from May t
October—and only very moderately during the re
mamder of the year -amounting annually only t..
about lo inches At tins season the surface of the
ground is literally dry as dust, and dense clouds of
dust are raised by every passing M am. rendering
Yet. while the
t-aveling extremely unpleasant
hasty conclusion would be that m such a soil and
at such a season the crops would be scorched aud
ruined, in fact, the early sown wheat is now just
tit for the header, while the late sown fields are
green and growing as thriftily as it refreshed by
copious rains every week. There is something as
tonishmg and puzzling about this condition of
things, unlike anything that lias hitherto fallen
it is probably due in part
under my observation,
to the extraordinary depth of the soil, and its ex
for
eeptional capacity
retaining moisture near the
surface through long periods of drought.
Barley
and oats do quite as well as wheat, audeoru is successfully grown. The custom now is to raise a
crop of wheat every second year, summer fallowing the ground on alternate years. An improve
inent on this custom would be t > alternate a crop
of corn or potatoes carefully cultivated, with the
wheat. This would effectually cheek the fouling
of the laud by intrusive growths, which now
threatens seriously to injure the amount and quali
tv of the wheat grown.
All kinds of fruit of the linest quality are here
produced in the greatest abundance—we need ex
cept only lemons and oranges from this statement.
In Mr Isaacs’ iargo orchard there arc many varie
ties of apples, pears, peaches, plums, primes,
cherries, apricots, grapes, and smaller fruits, all in
the highest degree of perfection. You uiay well
Karlv
envy me the opportunity 1 am enjoying
apples, peaches and plums are now at their best.
1 am literally tilled with fruit and sadness that I
s. o.
am able to eat no more.
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IMPORTANT PORTLAND lNDl'STRY.

AN

Perhaps

there is no feature ot Portland’s trade
that impresses the citizen, who chooses to look
the matter up. so forcibly as the growth of the
tish business
lu 1S7S the tish trade was almost
at a stand still. Almost even foody was diseonrag
ed, and it was feared that Portland would lose
what it had gained bv the hard work ot years, and
that she would sink to the level of a fifth class
Since thou, however, the trade has revived,
port
and now Portland takes rank among the leading
tish ports of the country.
The business that
tormcrh belonged to Salem. Beverly, Newburypoit. P.ij.e tod. Kastport, 8 wan boro and many of
the ports east, has been absorbed here, and the
dealers Lave been compelled to seek additional
room for their largely increased and
daily growing
trade
Perhaps one thing in relation to this trade
tha strikes the observer more forcibly than another is the gradual taking up of unused wharf
property. The tirm of (' A Dyer on Custom
House wharf, is au example ol the growth ot the
business. Mr. Dyer is comparatively a young man.
He was a cooper, but wanted to go into the tish
business
11 is father tried to dissuade him and
would not advance him any money.
Dyer hud
^diHi. and lent >ddOof that‘capital "to somebody
else to go into business
With the>-:»»! he started
tish paekiug on a small scale, and now Ins build
ings on Custom House Whurt occupy some boo
feet ot land in length and 10 feet in breadth
Last
year lie packed ‘.'b.ooo barrels of mackerel, and
probably will tar exceed that number this year,
which will end in November
His
:
: tishing
vessels number sixty sail, with crews averaging
to
nine
men
each.
It
is
said that this one
eight
firm does half as much business as c!, -Hester.
Ma.-s. Besides their mackerel packing m barrels,
their canning factory is a great institution and the
pay roll of the canning factory alone is spun a
week
An order for their mackerel was placed in
New 'i ork last week amounting to
om»‘!:i value.
I ;is iisli buds a read) sale at the wi -t w hen there
> a
The Nova Scotia -lier
great demand for it
men send most of their catch now «-ver the Intercolonial road, west, and not via I ostoii
The linn ot diaries D. Thornes A c«. have lat•
ly given up their old quarters on Commercial
whan, and taken the three larges:ores, unoccupied
we believe since the lire on the vvliarl some
years
for their business
f tish packing
I'hev
ago
some
7.mini
o.imo or
barrels
Their old quar
pack
tcis have been taken
<i
thv
linn
of
K
Willard
by
A Co., in addition to their spacious
buildings on
the same wharf.
The sales of tish bv libs tirm
this last year will probably amount t-> >7bo.PUii.
o
’here are tne arms of W S Dana A Co.
v
i.
Chase and \\ bitten. Chase A Cushing. H«1
w.tid 11 Chase and man; others w e could nicLiion.
l he aggregate business probably amounts to pear
i> if n *T quite, three million dollars a year
lu
neeJiou with the tish husiuess is that of
fishermans outfits supplied by \\ S J.-idun A
Per ley. K ’.."■ell A Co. > urgent. Lord A :Skil
;iu amounting to ut least halt a million dollars a
car more.
It can thus be seen '.hat the ocean at
lords Portland on- of .1- most im; ortunt bram-hes
iiidustrv
| Press

In the year of I*4N. a petition was before the
Legislature ot Maine, praying that a small strip of
land, on which lived three or four families, be set
oil from the town of Kden and joined to the town
of Mount Desert
Kvery body then thought that
the petition would be granted as there seem
ed to be no objections by any one. But just before
the iiuai vote was to be taken, Mr. Asa Coombs,
an eccentric gentleman from South Thomaston,
and we believe he lives there now, jumped up and
called out in a sharp, loud voice,—“Mr. Speaker! object to granting the petition. There was a
family turned out of Kden a good many years ago,
ami it created a good deal of trouble. 1 object to
turning any more families out of Kden.” He sat
It killed the bill,
down, amid roars of laughter.
and the families were not turned out. | Bar Harbor
Tourist
In a New Kugland connlry town time is not so
valuable as in the large cities, lute may be dis
ussed m detail. As 1 sit at my window a eonver
-ation floats up to me
Old Lady
What started that pump
Farmer (living next door)- “1 did."
old Lady— No, what started it 1"
Farmer "1 did myself. 1 tell yer. I've just
t here pumping.”
been
old Lady "No, l mean what started it.
Fanner
well I poured water down
o. yes
!.er”
7 water'd yer pour down ''
••old Lady "How
*
How Hfi 7. water'd yer pour down ("
v«r.
swer. and iho old lady goes placidly into
i.
:i perfectly good temper, but sorry not
!•
;\e g"t more information
| Waterford Cor.
Portland Press
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Portland sustains a Spanish literary society,
ltli a membership of AO.
P..i a '.dphians predominate at Bar Harbor this
-•iimnier. being three to one Bostonian.
The ( s Steamer Kagre is at (iouldsboru sur
v«*\ ing and sounding the bay.
T.m* Maim- woolen mills are receiving large
I ui:.titles i.f wool from the Provinces
\
flu*J1 istorical Society rooms. Portland, can
be seen the moccasins ot Bain in-the Face, who
killed ouster.
Prof C 'F Fletcher lias been engaged as prnici} a! of the i-.*w Crammar school upon the east s' le.
Augusta
'.•-hi.bui Bryant of Hebron is ‘d'.* years old, blit
in see like a hawk, and prides himself on hoeing
i'a
ay from all the boys.
\ io :i lu>r of eases of poisoning from Pans green
reported. Potatoes should be washed careful

Slliv.o.

.»

Lake

■

oKNKKAL.

w

'Lne IVinperatiee c.iiiip
S.-hago .q-ei.cd atispni disly
Tnursdny atleriiooii Cui I c Farrington, ,.t
I r. eburg. called the meeting to oi brand -poke
oi the great cl.-ange which had ionic t«* this --c
ll"i. Si lice these lilt
! .:
ii:_rs
!;:• Kings
rga!
bur-.- was called to t!»e chair ami sp«>k in an im
v

-eting

SiOKM AT SHOW II EG AX.

OUT OF KDEN.

>

1 KM Ll.K A N< E

EKE

evening between nine and ten, a terri tie thundershower occurred at Skowhegan. Two
heavy showers met directly over the village.
One bolt struck the spire ot the Congregational
church, tiling it. and passed down the bell rope,
damaging the plastering in the entry, tearing out
the front ot the church, burning the spire half way
down before it was extinguished. The damage is
*700. Fully insured. It struck the telegraph oftiee wit h a loud report, followed to the ground tho
wire without doing any damage. Several trees
were struck, but no other building was damaged
in the village. Lightning struck Sargent Palmer's
buildings, Skowhegan, three and one half miles
from the village, burning the house, ell, sheds,
barns, two hundred dollars' worth of hay, horse,
cow. farming tools and cart.
Part of the furniture
was saved
Insured for *7o0
Loss£2000, Palmer lost a lull set of buildings in the same place by
lightning live years ago. (ieo. Jewell, Skowhegan,
had his barn struck and burned twelve tons of hay,
wagon and farming tools. No insurance. Loss
*l.'»oo. Mason Glover, of Canaan, had his barn
struck, and completely smashed. It was not tired.
No insurance. Los9 £200. Six tires were seen
from here in different directions after the shower.
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bul.es
Fx <
••rnor
Perhaui delivered an eh-quciit ad.ires-.
ig u
nevved activity and vigorous nfo.veinent
the
iw
uitil national pr diibitio
adopted.
Fi nlay morning
I b t;:;ii. broom.i
.1.. 1;
L Mvitt. B. C T-r.• v. (.
\\ c Ci,i;.d L »«v •. !.
if oi n
T
The exercises opened a :t urobui;.
! >■ at t!:;s season.
men'- praise meeting
\t 1'iBil the me. a; ; v; al ilt* New Lnglaiid Bee Journal and Home (la
called to order by < d Farrington
c
it
i r-ey
ett e. is t L«■ title of a paper just started at Meehan
B
Falls by Henry A Poole
Bee culture is to be
’'ered a ni"-t tbrillnig tern
ra:
addle
.11 ot ; ;tsi specialty.
iill pathos
W
He denounced a’l win- s! »• *«I
The i )•• m ei at says:
\\
r-'Wer
Mayo A B an
wat oi F..i? march of t..:al abstmi p.-e
\t
graduate of < olbv University will have marge
the ;.l'f 11cn*:i mcetimr .)
1 S.o fad pri1
: lie! r* :i Ac.id- my
P.
tje.ring the present year
«
I'e M .y d liserm'
\\
add’— '.»]]. .Uc; ;•
Miss Hooper. of \rliugtou. Mass., was rescued
f*1*11 *iiman. and I' li Murphy
A /
: !i-*nce
roin drowning near the (n-eaii Blutf Hotel at Ken
uas it: attendance
At tin- eve;. m
m- -t, u
Mr
uebm.kjs.il. .Sunday week, by Miss Ihtnbar, of
Peumman l-r-'-ided. Speeiius w.*ie
io
Boston
Messrs. Sa.d.-r
Mr W ::i (.ranl of Whitctield. died in that town
Tolst*} a:.d M.ss ,\ \
Sat urea} v. as de\ oicd to tile children.
t. •! ;>
i’.
In early years he
t!y .aged over HMiycats
A \
State
sided
Tiie
uior.iu,e
a '1, but of late years had carried on a
Sup*.
Teinplais. pri
farm.
mg meeting exercises eensislt* 1 «d -inning, re. it a
< a> u .Mic us
lions by children. short speeches -*v tin- Sup *: in
Handy ,1 Prospect Harbor, master
teudeiit ot the Templar.*, Sabbath Se':.■.»!-.
• *1 the
d
brig Marena died recently of yeliow fever
•thers
It was a ven inter*, sting .session
I in t ienfeugos.
«d. Sunday a rainy m rniiig nsnered in the t
Mr Henry Heuuis has presented to the Maine
11 isl.'i'n-a! Soeiet\ a copy of the United States
pei ttiee en up'llee! i ng. but ted w:!h<tn:,di:ig t i:■
•v.
iti.e: I,, ear*: *.f people
over the line id' tin*
Chr-cuel'-. published at Providence, Aug.
I7dd.
P A i*
Kaili• ai ir.-m the tnoiuHaiiia and two
and a I Pressed to his ancestor, (leu. Ceorge Cod
well idied train from Portland
'lie |!:d;
fie\.
boat brought a
(<•:.. ;di men: sthat !»y I" '•
i1
11 ou
u
.him
u -Chum-i
ui/.eiie mu s
led iess than "»!MM• pel's-.IIS WOl'e ..]i the gt'olind
:i.i■ 1
i;«* are sojourning at Matinieus. for the hen
Idle rain caused the meeting to he held ill the pa
eh! of the health ot Mr. March, who wc understand
v l.oh.
The morning services uere commenced at
is su:le-T 'i from nervous prostration.
'a
•.<’!> Staibird pivsidii g
Abh addresses
i'.*• t.>’:i! amount of capital represented m tho
Wel'e iililile !■}
.) K Itsgood, (i W l’eliuiiuai!.
Ivppiivil. Laconia and Water Power Companies is
I j.;..
Nye and
•
iMrs b M N S. .et-. Presid* :.t i.
lug at
apt. .) W. Xickersou formerly of Burgor. low
1
h
wa* "a!l--d to the chair to
Mri-->i'icLt ot Limestone. Aroostook Co. com
; reside
Mai\ H 11 nut. i B .ston was warmly ieceiv*<! at: !
a.auded the Bark <i dd li .Liter, which, in ls-»J.
made a characteristic address. Thuim-ctii _r. ..>sed :
'.licit from Bancor tor San Francisco w ith L»Opas
pt’cssive

manner

upon

our

.*•
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1

at

1
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*vj.ger*
'File rear

tin* Kennebec lias at length
I cone down
As has been estimated a greater mini
■•’> from the Mai no
hay crop loniimie to be !• t of logs has been put into the Kennebec this
».! a i. seoiiraging character
Prom six counties.
year than ever before.
AmiiMv <>ggin. Cumberland. Y( rk, Oxford. Prank
A i'ranbury Isles correspondent of the Ellsworth
liu and liancock, private reports mdieate a crop ot
\meriean says
A bell buoy was placed on Long
not two thirds the value oi' last v« ar
l:i Prank
Ledge the d'dd. It is rung by the action of the
c
'Uiity. especially up the valk-v oi the Sandy sea
A steam whistle is to be placed on Baker's
Kivcr. thecrop is light, and what tin
.- has been
!sland soon.
in
nearly ruined by bad weather in cutiimr tunc
d M.ih .1
Dyer, an Englishman, was horribly
Oxford county the crop is lair. a •ai!. hut bay
laateii Saturday night iu a boarding house on
mown iit-aiiv three weeks
v. ...•
in
tic*
ago
laving
Di.ihito Island. Final Haven, by Michael Battles
fields on Mondaj
In York county there b.-.s been
it
1 atnek Kelley, and is in a critical condition.
no weather viitabie lor
hay making, ami tm- irras>
The Dockland Courier says: The refunding ot
b’lown uj-.n light soils is lost tor want of cuittiug.
tiic « ity debt continues to progress favorably.
Fp
<U course, only bearish
reports come from the
to ttu- present time railroad sixes have been
tanners, but any out- who may have
happened to ‘.•ought aggregating £ Jut i,000. 01 the new four
tn to -by hay during the past dn
days would be in p>T cent. !• inis Sl J-»,000 have thus tar been sold.
The improved weather The
r-ympatiiy with them.
success of this refunding scheme tar exceeds
will, undoubtedly, bring le.-.- doleful reports, but at
tin* expectations of its most sanguine supporters.
t:.:- best, considerable of the
hay crop is injured.
The watci in Fmon river is the highest that it
.V.irk all hay growing regions have fared bet
Las been, at this season, for a number of years,
ter than our own rotate, tIlls year
Keport* from mol the manufacturers that have logs are enabled
< anada indicate a
! -liter crop than
t..r.
to run their mills to their lull capacity.
which crop was considerably above the avenue.
The Bangor Commercial learns that Mr. C E
I u New York the bay
crop is a good « i.. and 1?
«>ak. formerly from (iarland. in Denobseot county,
bus been secured m excellent order, the most oi
and a graduate of the State College in Xb. has conit, Hie weather having been much more favorable
tra- ted to survey and lay out Jots in the township
than in Maine. The New York crop this season
<■: New Sweden, for the occupancy of a colony of
s brio-v«-d to be
considerably more in qiiautitv. tifty families from old Sweden that arc expected
and nearly equal in piality to that
f ls.su.
Ju to arrive this fall.
•
onnecticut tli<* crop is also reported good, where
E. > Nichols, formerly a member of the class u!
k wavciy light last year. The weather has been
I'XT. Colby Fuiversity, and a graduate of the
mi. b more favorable than in .Maine and much of
Maine Medieal scliool ill the class of 1S-H1 ..has re
the crop s reported to have been secured in fair
reived an appointment to go to the west coast of
k-r
In Massachusetts tin-re :s a well grown
AD eu in charge of the scientitic work of an expebut the weather ha> been i!ntavorable for
dite-:
under tlie auspices of the American Boaid
harvesting it. The crop in this state will be ahead ot Foreign Missions
d last year in quantity. but the
he
will
>
quality
«d I S Baiigs ot Waterville has been appointed
h.iidl equal to that ot IsNu
There are aivvavs
.\>.-istant Inspector General on the staff of the
tii" si les to
crop reports, but it is entirelv sab* lo
Commander for the <»rand Army lor the Foiled
calculate now that the hay crop <»f \.-.v
Hnglaml
‘■atiliot be
qual in real VaSm- to li.at of pt,s; \.a:
»I ult the lightning killed tho
‘>u Sundav the
T!;e m n question is. will the market price he’huh
o:
ow of Samuel French of Mt
Vernon, a poor
enough t.. compensate b-r this loss' jL.o*.; t-;i
man with quite a family.
The neighbors immedi
Journal.
alt
raised enough money to buy a good cow and
hi:
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drive
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something

over.

The proper pronunciation is “Marry
cook !*'
Aug. A The body oi the Pain boy
s
louii-l this afternoon by iDmrv Davis, m a
M-p the Cortland Transcript
Four new and elegant postal cars are to be
mall stream leading from lh-s;:,ci-'.s’pond to Kock
p.eee 1 on the line between Bangor and Boston.
port. about one mile :iom !;,«• v.dage H is clot In s
Two
ot them were constructed by the Maine Fen
n on the bank in a
near
hob*, or deep place
pile
n tli" stream, wheio
tral
The
unpany, the other two by the Eastern
boys frequent)y no in .-wim
*'
ears -ire Dd feet in length and are models in
uiiiig. and the body was found a numb r
roils
every
!l -dow on a
pile of brush, which was in the side of respect, having all the latest improvements, being
the stream, lying face downward, and in a verv
very handsome withal. The railroad company
decomposed state, being nearly all out ot water. hope to dispense with the special mail cai from
At the coroner’s inquest Drs. Paine uid Patou. <d
Augusta, winch takes from six to ten tons of mail
matter every night.
Pauiden, Hanks of Kockland. and Waiter, o! Timm
<
\ Boutelle, of Bangor, has received trom tho
iston agreed that there were no marks on the
body to show how it enne by its death. The jurv
Depublican State executive committee of Ohio, a
adjourned for two weeks to’gjve titm- tor « dlect
very e irdial and earnest invitation to take part in
the present campaign iu that State, which willac
ng and arranging testimony
The b<» lv was bur
d
tive y open in a few weeks.
Tlie case is still a ui\s!ei\ and people are
The Brunswick Telegraph says: The worst
divided in opinion as to whether it is a ease of
hay
m order or drowning
weather ev.-r known, says one ot our exchanges
it i< bad enough m all conscience, but not the
The Kockland Opinion says that at tin* adjourn
<1 inquest. Aug isth. in regard to the manner ot
worst known, for the weather in lHob was equally
hud. tit- sun scarcely shining tor three weeks;
the death ot Willie Cain, of Camden, ••There will
thousands ot tons of hay lay iu bunches all the
fc evidence presented to show that neither the
bod\ nor the clothing were where found a week
time, and most of it turned as black as ink. We
and two poles found near the brook,
recall the season perfectly well, as we were driv
am
may per
mg daily over the road to Bath, and of course our
baps be connected with The suspected removal ot
he bodv.
The manner in which the clothing w as attention was constantly called to the state of the
piled upon the ground will also he shown not to crops.
Tf
Klurr
u-l...
Ur......
indicate that the hoy piled them there himself, tu- I
be removed them
The shirt was at the bottom, i M'.osi'heaii Lak.*. July \JSth, was brought to Ban
Her husband states that the body
folded as is done by laiuidiesses with clean cloth
gor 1'hursday.
raised tv thunder Wednesday morning.
on it Were the pants, then the vest, with the ! was
o:g
Fooler has not been arrested,
the belief now is
hat on top.
There was tio coat. The shirt w as
•onsiderably mildewed, and on the right shoulder that the woman was accidentally drowned.
u~ a
t'has
a
man.
which
looks
Tinker,
like blood Countv Attorucv
young
sp(jt
a'earpentor for the
K btusou has the clothing, and will hav.* it care
Winthrop Mills Co.. met with a serious accident
at the cotton mill Thursday.
While using a cir
fully examined."
eular saw, lie lost the liugers of the right hand
A NEW I'lSUINU I N1II s 11; V
Tw * boys at the Reform School procured some
A lieu fishing industry lias recenilv
kcrosci
am! were going to lire the building, but
sprung ip
along tlui coast of Maine, which li.-sidis being another bov told and they were arrested
profitable to (be fishermen, is likely in bring verv
..'oseph Foster, of Ferry \ illage, aged till, fell
satisfactory results to other fishing interests. It from a >daging at the Portland dry dock Aug :td.
lias long been known that Iho pest and greatest
and died ou his arrival home
M s. Margaret Hutfleft Keimebuukport, Sunday
enemy of the mackerel, the menhaden, the cod
and the haddock is the dogfish, a species of small
forenoon, and Aug dd was found dead in the
and voracious shark, which feeds upon the above
woods, near tiie village. No marks of violence
mentioned fish. So great has this pest of the
were found.
market fishing become that fishermen have seriThe Indian attack on Bethel, August dd, 1781.
ously thought of petitioning the government to was celebrated at that place last week The oxer
take some means of extorminating theso dogfish.
rises consisted of the surprise and burning of a
Itiit the remedy seems to have
sprung up ot itself, block fort by a band of savages, the fort being deand to have grown out of the menhaden
fishery, fended by the settlers with a good deal of hard
which has been nothing upon the coast of Maine
lighting, much blood was shed and many scalps
thus far this year. One or two vessels and a
lost. Tins representation was a great success The
steamer, formerly engaged in catching menhaden,
afternoon exercises consisted of an oration, poem
have taken up the catching of dogfish. They arc and military parade. Three thousand
people were
cauglit upon trawls The trawls are fitted with present.
and
The land for the site of a Life-Saving Station on
large
strong hooks, having fi.ng iron shanks,
to prevent their being bitten oil b\ the
Damariscove has been conveyed to the Govern
dogfish
The vessels have been verv successful thus far.
luent and the necessary b.Hidings will he erected
taking from Wi.tWtl to oil,(HO per day. which thev in a short time
sell to the former menhaden factories at le. cacti.
The Whig says that the raspberry season is about
The livers and oily parts go into the oil ats. while over. Deacon Ingalls, of Bangor, a veteran in the
the bodies are used for the mannfaetuie of fertilbusiness, has purchased ten tons of these berries
It seems now that even the dogfish is this season. The largest amount received
izers
by him
doomed. Hue cent apiece has paid the fishermen
Boston uses im
any single day, was It,nil pounds
well thus far. and the factories are doing well out
mouse quantities, principally in making Washing
of the grinding of dogfish. Fishcimen arc
highly ton pies
delighted with the prospect of their worst enemy
The Camden Herald says that a daughter of Mr
being destroyed. The dogtishing is now being Studley. Lincolnville, met with a painful accident
last week. She was ou a load of hay, which upset,
chiefly carried on in the vicinity of Hootlibav.
and as she fell, she held a pitchfork in her hand,
I'Ok 11.ANUS fkosl-KKITY.
It penetrated her ah
with the tine toward her
The Somerset Reporter says : A recent visit to domen to the depth of about three inches
Portland shows a wonderful growth ill that city
The executive committee of the 19th Maiue have
witniu tile past three years. There are no signs of decided that the regiment will meet with the general
reunion in Portland, August £1. *J4 and A*i, and will
great mushroom growth, but rather, solid, substantial advancement. Wo see now all Iho lead- not meet at Waterville this year as voted at the
letail
stores
belter
last reunion held at Lewiston.
assortments
in
ing
keeping
liner stores than a few years ago. This is equally
The tide of travel to Moosebead Lake is now fairtrue of the wholesale trade.
There is a large ly set in.
amount of building each year, and
The time for holding the Knox and Lincoln tern
every block
erected excels in style and finish its immediate perance campmeeting at the Nobleboro’ Camp
so
that
this
beautiful
the
sea is
neighbors,
city by
ground lias been changed to August 18 and 19
not only increasing in business but its
beauty Rev. A A. Miner of Boston, Francis Murphy and
grows apace. Portland's gain is Boston's loss ; for other noted temperance workers are to be present.
hundreds of ladies who formerly found it necessary
Cornish has many summer boarders. Bald Moun
to do their shopping in Boston now find a varied
tain, ‘1,000 feet above sea level, and numerous ponds
assortment at home.
The growling grumbler not
and lakes, being tlie principal attractions
Hannibal L Kimball, Director General of the
withstanding. Portland does grow, and today
does more business than ever before
May her Atlanta, (Ga ) exposition, is a native of Oxford Co
Maiue.
prosperity ever continue.
( ami-

...

.i.is

<

t.-a-

j

••

Air. ami Mrs. Hayden of South Thomastou, celebrated their golden wedding the other day. About
150 guests were in attendance Mrs. Caroline Rose
of Camden, who acted as bridesmaid at the wed
ding fifty years ago was preseut at this anniversary, accompanied by her sons Charles and Edwin
and the latter’s wife.
It is said that $50,000 is a low estimate of the
amount annually left by “city tolks" among the
hotel keepers, stage drivers, guides, dealers in
camp supplies, etc around Aloosehead Lake.
The Supreme Court has decided that sawdust
and shavings are included in the act prohibiting
refuse from being thrown into rivers.
The post otliee at West Deer Isle, Hancock
County, has been discontinued.
Prof. 1. A. Torrens has been engaged as con
ductor ol the Alusical Convention, which meets at
Damari8cotta in September.
There were 100 arrivals at Squirrel Island, one
day last week.
Carrol E. Pillsbury, Esq son of lion Eben F.
Pillsbury of Boston, has-left Wiuthrop, where he
has been practicing law. and has become a private
detective in Boston.
Several houses in the vicinity of Bangor were
struck by lightning and damaged seriously, during
the heavy shower late Saturday night.
The tanners ot Androscoggin Co who are using
hay racks, with cut under to facilitate turning, are
to be called upon to pay license for infringing a
patent on the device.
The body of a man about “5 years of age washed
ashore at Crow Point near Alispee
In his poosots
was a baggage check marked
Boston to Calais.
Ale.." and ou his handkerchief was a peculiar design. Supposed to be a Calais mail.
The Portland Sunday Times came out iu an en
larged form this week, the occasion of its seventh
birthday. We are glad to see such evidence of
the prosperity ot a bright, newsy paper.
Last week. Hon. Joseph L Smith, of Oldtowu,
obtained a bond from the agent of the Yoa/.ie heirs
of all the real and personal property they own m
Oldtowu, for fifty one thousand dollars, for thirty
days. The property comprises valuable water
privileges which it is proposed to utilize
A correspondent writes the Whig trom East Cor
iutli that ex (Jov. Davis is gaining rapidly and will
soon be able to attend to business
Augusta is to have a public library and reading
room, the late Llewellyn W. Lithgow having lie
queathed $“0,000 for that purpose upon conditions,
which have been accepted by the government ot
that city.
E H. Elliott, of Skow began, had his farm build
ings in Canaan totally destroyed by fire on Friday
night, including thirty tons of hav. horse, harness
and farming tools
('. 11. Burrill occupying the
house lost $JOO on furniture; no insurance,
Klli
ott's loss $“.'-00 insured $1.B00. Cause defective

chimney.

The annual meeting of the o ld Fellows’ Alutual
Belief Association, of Maine, was held in Portland
.Monday night The total membership is B505 and
the)* have paid $.‘10,000 in benefits the last year.
The Association has $1 1.75S tip on hand. The fol
lowing officers were elected: President. 11. A.
Shorey; Vice President, C. H. Rich; Secretary. B
Kimball; Treasurer, J X Reed
The French barque “Victor et Eugenie" which
arrived at St Johns. V F Sunday, brings tidings
of the dory "City ot Bath," whose crew, olison and
Turner boarded the Eugenie a few day since and
reported having (upsized the dory on the twenty
eighth of JuV and spoiled their provisions The
captain supplied them and they resumed their
Both men were in good
voyage ior Europe.
spirits and healthy
In Kcnduskeag. Col Mason’s barn was damaged
by lightning The farm buildings owned and oe
pied by Clifiord Shores, of East Corinth, were de*
stroyed by lightning Sunday night, with fifteen
tons of hay. two horse-, and farming tools
Loss
In Bradford, lightning en
$1SOO. no insurance.
tered a barn and killed a horse, without doing
other damage. At St. Ubans. two sets of buildings were destroyed, all duriugthe storm Saturday

night.

The Secretary of the Soldiers ami Sailors Execu
tive Committee has received notice that eighteen
ot the Maine regiments will meet in Portland at
the grand reunion on the ““.l inst
Four colored babies have already been entered
in the State Fair baby show
(Tilted States ship Yantic, ( apt. Woodward,
f«*r Bangor, came into Rockland Sunday, for a
pilot and left Monday morning. I nited States
training ship PottMiioath also arrived Sunday and
sailed. Tuesday for Mount Desert
The Portland Company has received an order
trom the .Northern Pacific railroad for ten loeomo
tivos
They will be twenty six ton engines, q the
eight wheel American type.
Clms. Beed. sou of Horace Beed, aged lb. was
caught in tin* nigger chain at Webster's mill.»Mono.
Monday, wound arouul the shaft and horribly
lie died in a lew minutes
mangled
A party of ladies and gentlemen belonging iu
Bradley was camping out on ail island in Piishuu
Poad seven miles above Bangor Saturdav night
during the terrible storm When the storm was at
its height a tiee fell ci usliing in the tent
One lady
named Mrs Spencer had a leg badly broken above
the ankle. Tin* others escaped injury
The part)
was obliged to remain on the island until da\ light
the
was
when
lady
conveyed to Bangor

Fish

Fishiv..
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The<\.nnectieut Fish Com

missioners ha\o just demonstrated that shad
bo hatched

not

in

claimed that shad would not hatch in salt
ish

can

Fishermen have

salt water.

<-r

brack-

ater, but Professor Hail'd ol the I'nitcd States
Fishery <''>mimssiou and other scientists held the
w

contrary.. ..Seth

Lreeii

has this

tended the distribution of
small California trout in
salmon

more

season

than

a

superin
million

New York ponds and
in <’•<

caught recently
Oregon, weighing V,T pounds....

streams-A

luinbia river.

was

The Dominion of Canada

last

expended
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The

concerning the Presiagreeably mohis convalesto
pointing

bulletins

dent's condition had been
all

notonous

until the latter part of last week,
a
rise in temperature caused

cence

when

This it appears

anxiety.

some

openings through
which the pus was discharged, and on
Monday morning last another operation
was performed.
The patient was ether-

ized and the incision extended downward,
and

opening made into the track
of the hall below the margin of the twelfth
rib.
He bore the operation well, and tlie
The
results were entirely satisfactory.
center

a

incision

new

structed

-The

Lamoille Sell

F.

S

Fane, iu

the last

twenty months, has stocked rising ^VA.ouo. From
Apnl VH. to July V«>. of the present year she has
lauded rising V.400 bids of mackerel_The Corn

the process ol granulation, as
tlie old t rack of the ball, was between tlie

ribs,

for tlie

reasons

that tlie cut is

are no

of the sides of the wound,

separation

whenever they begin to close ill the proof healing. The present incision,

cess

therefore,

lie

open and unobmay lie necessary and
fear is entertained of a further sup-

structed
no

can

long

as

kept

shows that the wound is of

probe

serious nature than

weighing

1, lbs.

speckled
weighed

This is the largest trout catch of tin*

sea

in number but less in weight have been
caught by others-The Waterville Mail says that
old residents who have been on the watch have
not seen a single sulim n or shad above Augusta
son;

more

dam this

Some

season

of the old tishermen, fa-

miliar with the habits of salmon, are free to say
that while costing a great deal of money, our own
tish way is faulty in its construction-Benjamin

Hodgkins ot Hock port. Mass brought in from his
lobster traps, recently, a lobster that had lmsakcn
his shell after entiling ihe trap
It was :hiec
inches longer than its shell. It will he sent to
the National Museum_The Somerset l.Vj wter
White perch
says:
11 a)ilen Pond, and

biting very frcciy at
being caught in large
Some I La k bass are also rewarding the

numbers

throwers ot the

are

are

hookPcmaijuid

tishermen

selliug d*»g fish livers for d) cents a basket_
Mr. Tarr of the Penn quid canning factory employs
titty hands amt can put up S000 cans a day. He
has put up, ready tor shipment, T.i.lMHUans in four
weeks-Fish are very scarce at Southern pints.
are

but

plenty

ham who

at

the North_Mr

Joseph

K. hilling

occupies the Woodman c< t
tage and farm at Songo Lock, is this season as
usual, engaged iu the propagation <»( landlocked
owns

and

salmon... .The fogg\ weather of late has kept
most of the mackerel lleet iu port, and the light
catch is expected to enhance prices.
During the

early

part >• the week no less than 1AM sail ot
mackerel lleet were in port at Hoolhbay. with but

little prospect of leaving for several days
At the
same time more than 100 vessels of liio fleet were
laid bv at Vinalhaven and other ports along the
eastern coast of

Maine-A letter from Nantucket

Boats take
says that blue tishing is excellent.
from VM to 7A per day each
The shark tishing is
the best ever known.
A great many are taken
everyday One boat towed in I from her trip
>

recently.

The varieties caught are the
land
shark," “blue dog," “mackerel shark" and “sand
shark
One was caught recently IA feet in length
and weighing MOM lbs ....The Portland Sunday
v

Times says the dog-lish are more plenty this sea
sou than for several years and are the source of
much trouble to the tishermen.

Not content with
lines and all and some
the tishermen are obliged to leave their w ork.

eating the tish they

days

cat

-A meeting was held in Loudon Friday to further the scheme of holding an international fisher
ies exhibition m London in ISSM. The Marquis of
Exeter presided.

Sir John A. Macdonald, the Fa

nadiau Premier, addressed 1 ho meeting in support
of the scheme. lie said lie could confidently state
that the news that it is intended to hold such an
exhibition would be hailed with great pleasure in
Panada, where the tishing interests are so iin
He

mouse.

would
was

had

no

doubt that

cordially support

appointed

to

his

the idea.

mviuu

vi

>iii

u,

make the necessary arrangements

ijiuur‘1

«

lull,

long time

a

definitely

ascer-

rily tile peritoneal membrane was
pierced nor was tlie liver torn,

not

i'lie

opening of the wound is between the
tenth and eleventh ribs, four inches to tlie
right of tlie spinal column, and the hall
took

almost

directly downward :
striking
splintering the
tenth ili lost considerable force, and being dcllerted passed through the tissues
a course

tiie bullet

and

of the muscles which form

soft wall of

a

the abdoineninal region, and stopped just
at the crest of the ilium, or broad bone,
which foi

the

The

hip.

precise location is in either the quadrates or psoas
muscles, but which cannot yet he told, as
uis

Hr. Agnew did not succeed in touching
tiie ball, although lie inserted the probe
seven inches into the wound,

the muscles
each

other,

and

be hut slight, as
close contact with

can

in

are

no

i’lie

matter which it is im-

bedded in. the bullet cannot be far from
tlie surface of the

body.

In

speaking ol the process by which
definite knowledge of the nature of
wound was attained, Dr. Agnew said
electric balance was not of the slight-

the
the
the

est service.

by

all,

The information

the

ordinary method of probing.
quite trustworthy, he said, above
to the

as

point that

none

of tlie

cavities have been entered.
ness

obtain-

was

under

garded

percussion

great

The dull-

which had been

re-

symptom of

injury of the liver,
and the resulting hemorrhage, he explains on the theory that the organ was
slightly bruised by the hall in its passage.
as a

He is quite sure that it was not lacerated
in tlie least. 'I’lie eapsulis is intact. The
bruise

was

naturally

of

importance

no

pass olf in

Dr. Agnew
action of the

a

and would

few days
ol

probe
pecially

with

or

ilium, uieo ai me

Saturday.

A Washington dispatch says the essence of the
verdict in the Wnittaker case is the finding of
Whittaker guilty of committing the alleged outThis verdict is unanimous,
rage upon himself
and is coupled with the unanimous recommenda
tioir that he be dismissed from the service. Another dispatch says any statement of what the ver
diet is merely surmise.

A large number of Methodists gathered at the
luman Line pier, New York, Saturday afternoon
to witness the departure of fifty delegates to the
great Ecumenical Council to be held in London
next month, and who sailed by steamer City of
Berlin
Besides the delegates there were a number of other Methodist clergymen, which swelled
the number of departures to 17J persons
The sa
loous of the steamers were redolent with perfume
of floral gifts sent to departing clergymen

bidding of the Greenback
majority, however, bad

eaten all of the Greenback crow that

in

cutting instruments,

candidate of their

general election the party will be in better discipline and strongei for a light
than it has ever been.
The Democratic

deemed necessary : and there
profit to be item cd from further dirt-eat-

ing, they nominated
This

own.

a

that the Second Dis-

means

Democrats do not propose to play
in the Fusion farce any longer, there betrict

ing nothing

gain by

to

In fact,

doing.

so

tht* Fusion farce in Maine appears to be
flic two Fuvery generally played out.
sion Congressmen elected last fall will act
with the I >eiuocrats in tin* organization of
the House, because they fully understand
that the Greenback movement is dead.

>ingley \s

Ex-1 lovernor 1

Now he will have
i

election

walk over, and Mr.
of
instead
filbert,
being the second in the
a

race, will prove a very poor third. The
election in the Second District will show
the

the weakness of tin* G reenbaek

public

party in Maine

present time, when

at the

it G bereft o!' I leinoiTatie aid.
Register lures a States
right argument on the condition of the
it says iliat during the month
President,
I lie

Mobile

lias been

of

July just past the country
practically without a head.

The Chief

Kxecutive has lain prostrate on a lied of
sulleriiig, unable even to lift his head,
much less to attend to public business.
Ynd yet government life, business life, social life liav cg< pc
without
•

on

in Hies. I nited States

impediment

am.

disturbance.

01

system of government lias been

mi

trial, and lias stood the test well.
the

fact is made

on

And

therefore declares that the

Register

blent to every unprejudiced
that no better system of govern
ev

ohserv

er

ment

could have

been

for

found

this

country than that by which each State
manages its own internal and domestic
It says:
allairs.
‘‘.Most of the business
and social life of the country is under the
and control of the State government. and they really have the princi-

protection

of flic interests of the

pal charge

people,

ol

President's ultimate reDr. Agnew is dissatisfied with
the

covery.
his appearance, and his weak

digestive

powers cause the fear that his convalescence will he prolonged.
The position of
the

bullet, however,

is such that no permanent inconvenience is anticipated from
its staying where it is.
.Notwiinsiamimg me etiect ni Monday s
operation tlm President slept the greater

part of Monday night without the

use

of

remain in existence and pursue

naturally
its usual

policy of opposition, hoping to
benefit itself through the reopening of the
old quarrels between the Republicans To
prevent Republican discoid and to deserve well the approv al ol the public, will
be the

policy

of (ten. (farlield and his

as

soeiates.
No wonder that

is, ama/nl at

Secretary Maine

concluding

sums

sentence

Minister Lowell at
“The situation is

iety

up the case in the
of a despatch to

London,

one

as

follows:

of continuous

hut also of cheerful

anx-

^Apropos

of the

nomina-

tion in tlie Second Congressional
the Lewiston Uazetto remarks—

district,

It was high time that our Greenback friends
should understand that they could not do as they
listed with the Democratic party of Maine, and
expect it to blindly stultify and humiliate itself
for their solo behoof and beuelit ad libitum, and
no time could bo more opportune than the
present.

Respectfully

referred to the

Prog. Age.

Boston Transthe

Northport

the Summer rosort—First week, ladies, is
given to showing your drosses; second week to
telling where you went last year: thint week to
talking about the itrowus, who have gone home:
fourth week to complaining of the house. After
the fourth week life at a summer resort is iu
sutterably dull

Princeton Theological Seminary has just received
who does not allow her name

$100,000 from a lady
to he published.
Thirty one deaths

will

prosperity

the debt per capita is <i7.7 1. and the an
In the last sixteen
muil burden sl.7,it.
years the people hat e paid s 1,7(11, IT'i.HiMl
interest on the public debt, and s7.V~. 1.77,
1S95

the

on

principal,

account of the

nr on

The

claims too much

Register

little.

to its

Yeenrdiug

have

made

dill'erence

no

whether the President
to business or

peace.
may lie

month

The country
is
not
in session
Congress

would mif

seem

Register's

President

at

this

as

to matter, if

The

not.

accept

we

view ol it, whether

or

is

tautological and
governments in charge of
of the people” it really

regarded

with the State

a

last

able to attend

not.

••the interests
the

was

too

or

it could

theory

we

have

Register possi-

bly forgets that the business of the government, in its ditlerent departments, is
by members of the Cabinet,
independently to a great extent, and that
a complete understanding having been
conducted

ing

policy

of the Administration has

pursued

without let

01

hold olliee in t tali,

Philadelphia North American says :
“Secretary Blaine, prior to his becoming
head of the Carlield Cabinet, was very
often spoken of contemptuously by the
as

a mere

have tried the character of the

shown him

ma-

man,

to he one of the ablest

and

Cabi-

Republic has ever had.
antagonism, personal or po-

net manugois iUe

Despite

all

litical, the administration has become
marked success, for which the
bility largely rests upon Mr.

a

responsiBlaine's

in

collector

enue

with conscientious

leorgia,

I

rev-

live trade

a

scruples against

might he in the custom house, or
munist in the President's office."

Ferry explains
hired

girls

to say il

was a
was

that

Ins editorial

left handed

oil

that is

one

written with the left hand

lady, who, alter experiencing
tin*

raging

a

storm

exclaimed when safely landed:
the

good

lord 1

am

once

If the old

lady

is

safe

as

old

on
as

'['lie quality of liquor sold
by prohibition more than

in Maine is reduced
the quautity
The
rum
Maine
would
laku
the hair oil' a dog
average
at forty rods, and young men who have never seen
any other kind easily believe that it is "liquid
damnation." which it is to many ol them
| Boston Herald

Wondei where the Herald
his

man

bought

Thus

philosophizes

the veteran of the

We are having a warm spell, but don't complain.
As you perspire and light ilies. remember that
corn, which is a little belated, is making rapid
strides towards the hopper

At

The Democrats of the second district
held their Convention
nated
gress.

Friday, and nomiFranklin Heed, of Hath, for Con
hast year they swallowed Fogg.

21, isr;»
rseiTl

KIIKIHIIMI

liliy

W ill*

HUS

erut days was much better
several hours at the interior
to public business.

I)ft*Il

HI

Io|‘>t‘V

Thursday and spent
department attending

North Carolina is not i.-ady to endorse prol.it.;
The majority against it at the cite election
is it huge one.
The colored :,,o;
went m-arly
solid tor tree liquor.
turn

|

mrived tr-mi Km-...
she passed away
Cm
a happy life togethei
native -f Maine

Kx Senator 1. O. ll--w
tune to see Ins w ife before

forty

they hail

tears

Mrs. Howe

was a

led

Vt a aieelii.j: of the striking laborers al Vough.ti.
Ireland. Saturday, the farmer* agreed to pay the
liihoie.' two .-lulling* per day during liar est time,
with b>>ard. 1.■• t ail acre of land and h »u*e e
trei

ted Tail is
him

his

wipe

Judge

nasty, dirty

a

"Spot1

man.

saw

his shirt tail."

nose on

Jere. Black thinks that it

Scott had re-enforced

would

war

been

prevented.

does not show biin

sense

Cell.

Fort Sumter, the

have

making -ueh

war

a

hound

was

to

A lire iu 1 lie town
f Tuckee. Nevada country
California. Aug d. destroyed every business house
m the place and many dwellings
Lo*s s .ti.i.oo
Idle lossol ti.* <>.! 1 lAdl- ws is estimated at ? I»
I mi

Tin* London Lane, t says.
It is to n«> u-uiem
ben d that unless President t iai field s budet can*. *
great local dn urbanee. it wo..id not he n accoi
dunce with modem surgical practn t., attempt
removal
1

••

N V Thursduy a tempda. .•»•
held under the auspices .<t the Mate Temper
aiice Society, began a tour day * session
A n .ie.-M s
by Cnited States Senator Ilia.: ot New Hat. p*h ie
and Neal Dow

Saratoga.

At

Philadelphia Times has been so
commonly reputed a fair minded journal
that its misrepresentations of the dead
The

lock between tiov. I’laisted and the t‘01111
eil may be the result of ignorance, though
they read like malicious falsehoods.

lager bids fait

Vmeriean

lb itamiia still rules the

become

to

of Hritish

formidable rival

we are

hen.

wave

a

Hut

and lienee

nrress

hr. Titniiei has drawn up propositions to the
medical laeiiitv ot New \ ork
:,.-t thre-- :n
•
d'he doi-tor eiaiius he can A-t
days : fed on
electricity. t:.e air m his to*m neing charged nub
a si rung cm rent.
The Sportsman in v ite* cutr es from A merit a m:d
elsewhere for the race tor the Sportsman* ham
piou.-hip ot Lnglaud challenge cup. to he sculled o!
the Ty no on the-1th and-dtli ot September, ot ti,
\ alue of -IMI guineas

Nearly half a million dollars nioiv : -.mug.* .u
tl. Star K »ute service was made t>\ Po.-tm t-t.-r
«iciieral .lames during the month m July
Id. is
brings t lie grand total of saving* under Ins ad.inn
istration up '.<• 'I o"ii.mill

* ■"

"Imperious, tyrannical, overhearing,
self important, cruel, brutal, unforgh ing,
exacting, ungiateful, arrogant, lie never

commission

hadan intimate friend who

New \ ork.

of his

dog. and the only price

«"*»•

lotaim

is said

Washington Republic of

the

by

This

who wall b

meets

We fear the

December next.

in

Republic

is

eon

prejudiced.

mad and

get

them to his clients,

friendship

the surrender of all manhood."

was

his

not

was

Wonder if he'll

rs

the

project of uniting the waters of
Chesapeake and I *elavv are hay by a
canal

to he

well under way
This canal will have the eifeet to place
seems

and

Ualtimore
the

Philadelphia

Bath

correspondent

of the Boston

III

1 MU

exactly

at

distance from the open

same

M U >

|( M

HIS

w

sea.

riting up

»

II

III

in Rockland; which is wrong, is it on ui
Wo mention this bo
red in i’etnbroke.

in everyway lifted to represent the district,” etc. That may lie true, hut lie is

cause

likely

to he struck

by lightning

as

is to he elected; and the district could
have a better Representative than
ton.

who will he elected.

Dingley,

The Lancaster, I’a.. Intelligencer say s
of the Maine dead-lock:
"It is reported
the presence of the comet in the
northeast exercises a malign intluenee."
Perhaps so, though some people here

that

have

thought

intluenee"

the

moon

the

on

had

“malign

a

(foveruoi

when

he

down hisgavel with “tremendous

brought
force."

Hon. S. ,1. ('hadbottrne.

formerly

Secre

tary of State of Maine, and now deputy
secretary w as drow ned at Kent R. I.. last
week, by a newspaper or telegraphic

print

His obituaries

til.

and he
i

ing

w

ill

no

of fact Mr. Chad

at bis home in

Angus

llattering
enjoy reading them.

were

doubt

Rockland lias sins enough ol

her

to answer tor.

he

not
ex

o\vn

An attachment has been obtained

The Boston Journal says
a growing feeling Unit lleiierul I’laisied,
ill ratlliutr around ill the chair which has been
tilled with dignity by such men as Fairfield, Kent,

ii

is

t.ci

easy eiiougu.

imn

uirovv

11[>

party

is

responsible

lor the

spoils system in the filling of pub
lie otimes.
Now that they are out of

wrong country,
to excite sympathy and

raise funds for assassins.

“Whiskey

like

Mowed

water” in

the

North Carolina campaign, we are told:
which accounts for the defeat of the prohibition
the

legislation, upon
people was taken.

which

a

v

ote of

“Sitting Bull complains that white men
always lied to him,” says an ex

have

S. H. must have associated with

change.
It

we

don't scatter, fuse

nor

trade, the (hcenbaek

party is the party of the future. (Chase's Ktn|uirer
Possibly. But it don’t count for much
in the

present,

does it, Solon f
last

'Phe weather
caused
lords of

the

hitherto

our summer

Cauuda
Sam’s mail

has

must

despondent

have
land

hotels to smile.

been

bags.

week

“bagging”

l nele

eorrcM'oiident write.-ot ti.-n (intufs .-itam
H ere t lie • tem-ral .-mokes eigmof interminable length, chats with his old friends,
let it \i
and
whispered of a her and statesman
eats soft she’ll crabs by tlie dozen
A

Long Hraneh

A bill d'-chtiing a wile a competent witness
.1
against he. ausband. where he commits ai. .i.-.Like
upon her. lias passed the Heorgia Senate
wise one to make it a misdemeanor to cam ml.
mating drinks to any public gatherum
...

the North Carolina elec

expected

state

’.v a>

Not

measure

earned

m

ta\

>>1

large

as

to

a single

of

Thur»da\

.on

nearly

vote was :iot
The negroes almost

agamst the

a
1

r.
v

a-

;

man

.mill

prohibition

Columbus. ti the state pro!.,lot.
tion assembled Thursd'.u at Columbus
Idle
vention endorsed the state ticket nceutly mui,
nate.l by the temperance convention at » level m
except 11 ei:ry C.uup who was noun atc.i tor \
toruey tb-nerat
At

The \ lrgi 111 a democratic convent mi 1 deciai
favor o| .1 letuiiiling of tlie State debt, il Ibe

1

m

on

part of the party policy not to increase
It promise*l • jualit}
present vote of taxatii 11
justice to all uie 11
as a

the
an

despatch from

1 orsiauta Texas
says that tt
mi! reunion of l’arsons s ruv airy brig
ade of the Confederate army, resolutions expressive of dee[ -sympathy with tlie woiiuded l’iedeut and thankfulness at u s promised reeovt v

A

tlie third

employ ment.

c
<

Some of the papers are wrestling
the conundrum, what is malaria
ll

w

th

was

answered long ago as follows: Improper
diet, irregular habits and bad whiskey

especially

the latter.

Kentucky has produced a mule with
eight legs, and it is suggested that the
animal would be good company for Uui
lean, and should be

put into his cell.

Rhieen Victoria is opposed

to women

doctors and lias bad

the doors of the

Medical Congress,

hi

now

session

in Ron

an 11

Hew

enough,

•L-nu A Logan Thursday. delivered tlie address
the It!; annual reuuionof Macon .md I’nu- < oim
ty. Soldiers am: Sailors, at Car m\ iile, llnuom
His speech wie wholly mu political
hesp.m
the intense heat. I boon people wore prcs.-nt ami
the limeting was .1 great success.

at

A strange disease has. ,i 1S reported. bo i.eii ••111
among the cal lie «•: N .>va S. »t 1 a ami t lie ;m »rt a 1
among animals attacked appears to be very high
I'lie disease 1 Tp run on need uou ••< ntagioiis and < 1
trued to tin* vn-inity of towns, but what it is .has
not apparently been determined

The Chicago rimes has numerous .dispuiidi.-s
about tin* condition of the corn crop in Illinois
and Iowa, showing a v* n nntav.-rald.- conditio;:
ot atl’airs
In many places md half a crop is
;t. a
pectcd. Much lias hecii mm- 1 by the
have
done
considerable damage
bugs

of

pursuit

an

probably.

ofliee,

l’iic statement that I ! postmasters had tailed
lender returns tor the last (|tiarler proves incorrc. t
'I'lie\ had tailed to } .iste the green label on in
en\ elopi s. w liieh caused them to be placet 1 aim u.e
the other department matter, and i.imelo
c
1
only after the other .natters were disposed oi
LI I’aso itespatv h says that • m\ci 1.. r Tam
ttie .state of'Chihuahua diove
oIver spi 1..Wodnesduy which united tin* two republics !>•
rail, hi the presence of a few spectators troin foil,
sides
This is the beginning ot the .Mevn an < eii
tral K'ailway, and tin* tirst locomotive has crossed
the lv 10 ti ramie
An

10

The New \ ork 11 era Id says that Sc liny
"wears the same old smile.'

ler Col lax

liy

shouldn't he

It's

The World is the
of

a new

ain.

more

li the rum power hail been swept Ii.hu
,i
midst." where would I'luisted be i<> day
|\l»i
bias Republican.

\\

v

passed

He says he don't hanker after any
railroads.

In

-eded except in the prev urns year. vvlienthe
f imports was -L...7 • 17 lb

The prohibitory convention in Ohio Thui.- c
a
resolution expressing sympathy with
President Cartield, and declaring tlie recent at
persons know when they have tempt oil his 11 to w as a startling illi.si at nu. ot 1!
1
but Vanderbilt is one of the few. danger arising from a debasing liiihiei.c.
| ecutivc patronage and the lujuor crime

don. closed in their faces

great

Tlie Democratic

a

».-e

out of

operatives

the two Merrills, Washburn, Coburn. Four, Ulmm
is milking himself ridiculous and
burlaiu. etcwill, if lie keeps on, disgrace the Slate.
There is n captain of one id' Maine’s rural null
tarv companies who wants to resign hut don't
knowhow
deport says he's tried it some halt a
dozen tunes within as many months. |l>exler
tiazetle

to

,•

been to

in Rhode Island

State.

There is

taken

summer, was

were adopted unaniimei*b*
Sprague property
The comme’ce oi the l ulled Stales ha- mo.-:
which will stop the mills there and in iieeu greater than in the tiseal yeai ending June
’.0
The imports of merchandise amounted 1
Augusta and throw a large numhcr of fdln'..i,.«'{.nT.».
and this amount has n.-ver
t\

the

very

!n\. Plaisted’s Jacksonian caper is gi\
him an unpleasant notoriety out of the

town for the

rut,

Post says of Franklin Reed, the Demo
"lie is
eratie candidate for congress:

as

ot

the press and pulpit and a reform has
great extent brought about.

In

The

ship

got* ..ml

phohibitory

d’he Portland Advertiser, in
\

State of

Senator to the

as

return

lie returned his

as

The Poston Sunday
ouru-i i.t<;!■-- that tie- sm.
leet of cruelly turning oats out when the tamilv

lit

altogether happy.

not

Mr KihSt-oe (’uiikliiitr hits tlirpp

Eli l’erkins and Heorge-Alfred Townsend.

rum.

executed at

was

to his father on the way home:

[Boston Budget.

on

“Thank

more

Grceuheld

Crow hog. captain ot the police at Hose bud
agency h T. sliot tint instantly killed Spated
Tail, about A o'clock Saturday There tuts be-.-n ii
feeling between thorn for some time.

duties

Maranocook, auspicious time,

billows of hake

Orla do

Nathan

Syracuse, New York Friday morning for the mur
der ot bis wife at Orwell, Oswego country Octub<

sufficiently civilized to carry and use a
pocket handkerchief. A little boy who
saw him at a White House reception said

i coin

liis commission.

shoulders.”

The late Spotted Tai1 visited W ashington a few years ago, end was not then

As the result of careful observations at

moonshiner he

a

bourne is alive and

Tlie

Two children named Willie Wiser and Phaiies
Pasker were burned to death at Hast Aurora, X Y
Frida) w bile trying !o light a tire with kerosene

on

<

blunder: but in

incapacity.

Swells of the period at Saratoga wear pointed
shoes, very tight trowsers. cutaway coats, little low
crowned fiats and carry huge canes.

for the foolkdler

position

the watering places the N. V. Herald de
Representative Bowman, ot .Massachu- dares dictation to be the leading summer
setts, in a letter replying to i|Uestioiis as sport,
l'he nature of the sport in some
to his views in regard to "civil service rethe
eases, it should be added, recall,
form,” says of the competitive examina
falile of the hoys ami the frogs.
tion method “I nder this.-.;, .-■tern alone, a
"The roast-beef of old Kngland" i now
confederate during the war would, have
been entitled to olliee, ;i Mormon would largely an American production, and

had with the President before the shootthe

in

debt altogether. s“.r>d:filth!,:«>.">

editor ot the

in itself."

A lot of strawberries have been sent from Pol
Rhodes' farm of Quebec, to Gen Gartield, in reph
a telegram from Secretary Blaine

to

able, consistent and sin-

an

come.

At the end of the war the

The States of the Fniou contain‘2 .’oo ..unties
Texas has the largest number, i•* 1. aud Rhode Isl
and, with only live, the smallest.

temperance candidate in the person
ofcx-(4ov. Dinglcy, will place themselves

to Americans.

national debt per capita was s7r*.tio. ami
the annual interest burden s l.'Ju.
Now

from yellow fever are report
ed at Havana for the week ending July *20, with
the disease increasing

cere

The

accident at \\

ashing top, for it is so adapted
that each one of the thirty-eight parts of
the great whole has independent motion

satisfied with

declaration.

spiruous by

Waterville Mail

This, from the wicked
script, does not apply to
Camp-ground

Such

and instantly killed.

In the town of Oeudwood, Dakota Territory.
Aug. A. about *2.'» buildings were burned, causing a
loss of $100,000.

thread direct

cotton

seed.

certainly

Knropo

bis absence when the Senate

the story she could discount Methuselah.

Democratic

the

the way this country has been paying; oft'
its debt. The figures are startling even

Colliding,

Terra ni/tii."’

hope.”

mill, which spins

The Judge
usual good

anodyne, and the febrile rise of the while snlfering intense
pain from the power ami otliee the Democrats are the
previous afternoon slow ly subsided during broken and mashed lingers of the right loudest in
calling for civil service reform.
the night.
Small quantities of liquid
and he "did not think that any
hand
nourishment were given at short interThere must be an error in the an
one particular girl would feel meant by
uouneemeut that Mrs. Julia Ward Howe
vals and retained and Tuesday morning
any portion of it, sufficient to notice it.”
larger quantities were administered w ith- One particular girl did “feel meant” is writing a comic opera. How could she
come down from I’arnassau heights to
out gastric disturbance.
The President’s
enough however, to make Ferry feel mean,
and peurile puns.
condition during the day was encouragand lie promises to be more careful here- stage jingles
ing, and as soon as he fully recovers from after in his references to the gentler sex.
The unanimous verdict of the press is
the fever caused by the operation a dethat Mr. heo Hartman, the Nihilist, has
Tile Dexter (lazette tells of a good old
cided change for the better is predicted.
come to the
at a most (in-

an

night

dends last year are said to have been dv!A
percent, and a 40 per cent, dividend was
earned by the Westminster, S. C., cotton

civil

ex-Senator

independent press
being
chine politician, a soil of political boss,
have bad a fatal result,
liven now tlieie
is little or no expectation of extracting and largely deficient in the qualification
tlie ball, although there is little or no of enlightened statesmanship. But events
doubt

party, being the party of negation, will

lienee it is, Unit the machinery of government cannot lie put out of gear by any

sieal

in the great uneertaintv as to
the direction taken by the ball, vvomd

pends

was as

t'd before the action of the Democrats.

sui

timent is at present very strong back of
the President: that its continuance deupon his pursuing a wise and conservative policy, and that in the coming

re-

es-

that there is any prospect of any break
up of the present political organization.

they
being no

hindrance caused by the President’s phy

from any endeavor to iind the
bail just after the shooting.
He thinks
it likely that any such search with the

The Times reports further show
that none of the cabinet believe at present
wise.

The

the

fraining

Generalities.
The Wilmington, Delaware, Every
recently devoted
correspondence and Evening, asserts that if any company that
‘“Gath" says that Mr. Conkling is ‘’calm as a frozen
interviews relating to the subject of the may lie organized wants a fleet of Ameri- goose."
late attempted assassination of President can built
produces four, five, six, aud seven leav
steamships equal in all respects ed Oregon
clover.
Garfield, giving the views of various to the steamers of the Cunard line, such
Hailstones as
as marbles fell at Rochester,
prominent public men in the different a company can have them built at pre- X. Y.. Saturday.large
sections of the Cnion as to the probable cisely the same
prices as they would have
Several buildings at Watertown, X. Y. were
political consequences of that infamous to pay on the Clyde, there at Wilmington. struck by lightning and burned Saturday night
act.
It would appear, in the first place,
On Thursday last four men near llartville. South
This, says the paper, is a bona tide otter,
< aroliua, weie killed
by lightning in the sun shine
from what the Times publishes, that, made
the
are
of
men
who
upon
authority
Minister Phristiancy's divorce suit has cost him
since the tragedy, the cabinet of Presi- able to back
up their proposition.
$'21,000 in counsel fees and alimony, and he is not
dent Garfield has been thoroughly united
done yi t.
The Southern cotton mills are excepand harmonious. Wo will add, right here,
Three little daughters of l>. I) Barley living near
that we doubt if it has ever been other- tionally prosperous. The average divi- Sherman. Texas, were struck l»v lightning Frida)

to

from

The

leaders.

been and will lie

entirely approved
attending surgeons

colleagues

A committee

for the exhibition.

New Jersey insane asylum

less

a

tained that tlie cavities of tlie chest am!
ahdotnen were not entered, and necessa-

It is

hours, two hundred
some of these trout

for

was

It lias been

supposed.

Aug. '2nd, in

Km lbs.

and do the

as

pression of tlie discharge. The operation
was performed by Dr. Agnew at the re
quests ol the other physicians
lb1. Agnew states, in relation to the
I’resident, that the examination with the

ed

four

through

parts of the body where there
hones to prevent the spreading, or

!

the soft

mercial says Mr. Fred Libbons and John Haynes
of Oldtown, caught in the waters of the Piscataquis
trout

ob-

or

by

ditforcnee, however,

dispatch says that
the latest sensation is shark tishing from the piers.
The North and Fast Fivers are infested with them

lie closed

cannot

business, and

South China.\ New York

due

was

obstruction of the

to

Times

pages

with which the Democrats

Administrators, Executors and Guardians
desiring their Probate advertising published in the
Journal, will please so state to the Court.

Recovery.

Chicago

over three

cordiality Factional disturbances in the Republican
law and order in its train,
supported the party have, for a time, been quieted. naturally bring
Greenback nominee for Congress led the The tendency of the present situation and we shall probably hav e no more Ku
leaders of that party to conclude that the is towards a more complete unity than Klux outrages to report.
The Emperors of Germany auil ol Austria had a
acquiescence of the Democrats could be has existed for some years. The final
counted on at any time. Consequently, defeat of Mr. Conkling in New York adds reunion ou Thursday.
Eidler, of the Rockland Courier was to
they made a nomination for Congress further to the harmony ol the party. It
been present, but a press of business
have
this time without even consulting tlm is a matter of conjecture what Mr. Conk
detained him at home,
llis share of the
will
tb» in the future.
The best
Democrats, and made him pledge him- ling
root beer and peanuts, which constituted
inclines
to
stand
to the belief that lie will
self
by the Grcenbackers in the opinion
the collation, will be forwarded to l.im,
organization of the next House. In short, take his defeat quietly and devote himand his friends are invited to call a! the
the Greenback leaders assumed that they
self to the practice of his profession
In
i 'ourier ottiee and
pat take.
would get the 1 >emoeratiesupport regard- recapitulation of the v ievvs of the adminisless of any indignity they might heap tration leaders, it issaid that they believe
The Democrats of the second congresupon Hie Democracy. A minority in the that the Republican party is at present sional district will stand up tube counted
convention, led by ex-Governor Garcelon, freer from factions than it has been at next month. At the same time the in
seemed disposed to swallow the insult any time since the war : that public sen- temperate temperance men, who are not
Hancock.

for General

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
have the address ot papers changed, must state the
Post Otliee to which the paper has been sent, as well
as the otlhv to which it is to go.

fully

canning mackerel.V petition
for restocking China lake with li.Li is now being
signed by the inhabitants of the villages on its
shores, v»z China Village, Fast Vassal boro and

an Electoral ticket
which could be relied upon, with the exception of one or two candidates, to vote

37 Park Row, N. Y.
Horace Dodd, 265 Washington St., Boston.
Geo. 1*. Rowell A Co., lo Sprucesl. New York.
J. II. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

to

they desired bis election, but bethey hoped to secure the solid

Greenback vote for

Pkttkxgii.l A Co., 10 State St., Boston, ami

Hoad

The

because
cause

Boston.

the

Farce.

the

year the most of the Democrats in the
Second District voted for the buffoon of
the Greenback party for Congress, not

The followingare authorized agents for the Journal :
s. R. Niles, No. ts, Tremont St., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, l A S, Tremont Temple,

On

of

District, by refusing to indorse the Greenback candidate for Congress and by nominating a respectable candidate of tbeir
own, declared, so far as that district is
concerned, that the Democracy is done
with the policy of being the ornamental
appendage of the Greenback kite. Last
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The Boston Journal says: The Democratic Convention in the Second Maine
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The number of young
year m tishory culture
tish distributed was VI .AVU,nOM.... Burnham A
Morrill of Port Cl) do. have closed then lobster
are
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melo drama

success

east iron smile

comprehensive
w

title

hich has met with

in London.

Ship joiners

are

getting' from sy.y;,

sy.7.7 pci- day in Hath.
look like hard times.
The New

a

I ni

does

in

mu

Vork Herald, M. I>. is still

criticizing the President’s attending
sieiatlS.

phy

ot

the nudher d tin* James m.\
the \\ esleni country have piv.-n
them aii infamous notoriety, looks upon her in
famous progeny as heroes
She lives about tom
miles from Kearney. Clay county, Mo ami alway s
in
Kansast
ity
promptly alter tlie » 011111111
appears
tal of a conspicuous crime
Mrs >auiue!s.

whose

exploits

tu

William <i Cargo, mu d the original organi/m*
of Wells. Cargo A Co s express ami president
the American Kxpress < ‘oinpanyn died m Hutl.i
lci-eutly. He was f>.» years old. ami was Mayor ot
His .1.;;.•>< had
•••:.
Itutfalo from |xb_‘to |xn<.
regarded as serious lor a year. 1 ..rum who!. :.«■
.Mr
gave little attention to business
Caig. .1
wealth is estimated at .‘iMKMi.OOb.

A gentleman who knows Hen Cranl .- danghu 1
Mrs Sartors, ui Kngland says that her marriage,
though it was criticised in this couutty has .nrned
but the iM. 1>. Herald says mole piers are out
a tirst class match
Her husband tui- .1 tv
needed.
spectable income of probably sHfoou a yeai. amt
with a home many years in his family
he lues
upon his income easily, and has ph nt\ ot time tor
A plot to assassinate the Prince of Wales and J
Nellie Sartoiis hahunting, tishiug and boating
Duke of F din burg lias been discovered.
three living children, and like- Knglaml and hei
mode ot lite.
The International Medina! Congress have decided
not to admit lady doctors to the meeting
The
protest ot Tt prop*rl> qualified lady practitioners :M, aged Ml He was bi*:n in Boston No\ I IS*J0
had no etfect to change the decision
and was en
He graduated at Middletown in 1M
gaged in teaching until I'Go when he ltd I a pro
The Ohio Prohibitory Convention on Thursday
fessorship in tin* I niveisit\ ot Michigan to hoi-om,nominated substantially the ticket of the Temper
editor «t /.ion’s Herald at Boston, where he u
ance Convention held a few weeks since, and in
He has siuee been presnlent
mained until I Slid
vited the cooperation of the Women’s Clmstian
th- Fniver
ot Michigan 1 Diversity, piesuleiit
Temperance Cnion
sitv of Chicago, and the I’haueellor ot Syracuse
I Diversity. N Y.
In New York at f> 10 Monday night, Gale, the
Fuglish pedestrian, finished his great feat of c«»v
During the past two months there have been
ering 0000 quarter miles in GOOD consecutive ten several
publications of statements from persons
minutes and continued ou the track until he add
unfriendly to Major General Schofield, concerning
ed N additional quarters to his record
the conduct of that otlieer at the battle of Nash
In a heavy storm at Rochester, N. Y
Friday ville and elsewhere, and toward General Thomas
in relation to the operations at Nashville
General
noon, hail stones «*r tlie average size of marbles
fell, damaging skylights
Fight quarts of stones Sehotield, who is abroad, referred these statements
to
General
who
Grant,
has responded in a letter
were gathered in a space six
feet square, some
which closes as follows
Hie truth is, j our sub
measuring from three to four and a half inches in
are
circum ferenee
promotions
sequent
proof positive that l en
tertained none of the views set forth to your disad
A dispatch from Berlin says
“The motive f< r
vantage.”
Socrates
the
steamers
and
at
seizing
Diogenes
Friday was a day of excessive heat throughout
Kiel is stated to be that they were built either
the country
The thermometer at Sandwich, llli
for tiio Fenians of North America, Russian Nihilstood at Hid degrees; Fairbmy, 111 lOd : Dan
liois.
\ not her version is that they are
ists, or Peru
ville. Ill I Os. McGregor, la., 10b; Michigan City
meant for the slave trade.’’
ln«l
100; Pontiac. 111. 101; Bloomington. HI.
A penny subscription to pay the tine ot C A
102; Lasalle III 100; St. Joseph. Mo 100 South
Coole. an old soldier who slapped the face of Geo.
Haven. Mich.. ON; Chadsworth, III, 100: Racine.
Morrison, when the latter said “he wished to W is 102 Many towns report that it was the hot
God President Garfield would die was started the test day ever known
Sunstrokes were freuucMit,
other day in Cincinnati by the Commercial, and
In
and out of door work was largely suspended
over 8000 pennies were received by dark
Duly New York there were thirty nine sunstrokes ot
were
received
and
still
six
ocwhich
In Boston two deaths
they
penny subscriptions
proved fatal
are pouring in.
curred from sunstroke
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patents issued to Maine inventors for
tin* week ending Aug. 2, issi, we find the following
to Belfast parties- 11. ,1. Locke, table leaf support.
W. F. Wellman, euspador holder.

the boat side
Hangs my blanched cheek
Too full for utterance,
1

ameil

\\

hoop

lady confidentially told our reporter that
\\ lien ’tis a little rough, is worth
all the pearl powder in the world for whitening the
complexion, she said that she had tried it, and
therefore she yacht to know.
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ld--ed by the -ea.
Hi' to-- me a -mo r.
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Kelley, principal of the High school,
angling lour in Moiitville. iieceeded in
enticing from a brook a spotted trout that weighed
lb* does not give Hu* weight
a pound and a half,
or number of the balance of the string.
accident hasocrurred to the draw of the
lower "ridge. While lowering ii the crank slipped
from tin* shaft, letting the draw go down on the
run. which broke the gearings on the iron wheels.
Tin- i- the econd accident that In happened to the
draw "inee the bridge wa repaired.
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lightning
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completely wrecked,
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damage t<> the building i- -light.
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following iignres, which will be
cottage payersValuation of the
I for ISM, < 1 ♦;,tM).*»; No. and so. shore,
tin*

ii-

b

ash tax, at 2 rents
.ablation, s22,1"».*•.
a dollar, SUH.V’o. Highway tax, I cent
r22l..ri.‘>. Total tax, $«iSC.SO. The high
-iiId be reckoned at To cents on a dollar
in cash, and a large portion of it i- e\in-1«round'*. Whole valuation of town

r.i,ii.V»; personal property, £2.i,44o;
Number ot ta xable polls,2o4. Amount

sI

■

raised, (cash tax,

$4,14~>. Population,
thirty vacationists at Saturday
imp meeting begins on the 22d....Several
it
arc employed at the Grove House
..Howard Murphy, of Little River
A"Millport avenue, was a heavy loser in in
the late fog spell-The families of
<i| liangor, Geo. Pote, of Jioston, and
o liangor, are occupying the Pote
i,
Mi ore_The Read family, including
m l Mrs. Burnham,of <iloueester, Mass
••hen, of this city, and others, are having
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'iih ihe old folks at the old
Nt,

thport avenue_There
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musical festival here
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some
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after
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Presiding Elder of the
hstrict, will preside at the coming eumpHc has been stopping at tlu* Grounds a
...Percy A. Sanborn, ol Belfast, is
at the (
amp Ground and vicinity-The
"tinge, at foot of Bay View square, has
h.iM-d by H. p. Sargent, of Bangor, for
II. Ellis, the Evangelist, from Boston,
• his vacation of a few weeks here,
stopLev. 1J.
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soon

Read home
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‘•rove House. lie will hold
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‘Rijji
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lay evenings, at the Rockland chapel, until
"
’h<v.Among the lumber laden vessels
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into
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harbor last week,

anchorage during the foul weather,
,,uncr Mvstery, so named because she

was

deserted, and without a sign bv
1
name, owners, or destination could be
-he was a mystery, truly.
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flavor of the raspberry bug for the summer
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that
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_.

in tlu*

ar mu

morning and go
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i«>

boat with her.

appointed time, and saw
her trunks at tin* door, and leaving them to be taken
to Hu* wliari'bv a drayman, he escorted tin* lady
down, and gallantly helped her up the .-tail's of the
gang plank, when -In* quietly informed him that
she had no idea of going home, and he turned
He

hand at tin*

wa- on

t

sea-on

»

the countenances of

-ee

per-nnui friend- illuminated
and then* tumbled to tin*
l'a'-t that In* had been sold.
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mackerel strike in and out

but are no! .-o
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mouth... .(.nod eatche.- of large
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reported about the islands down tin* bay.v <
!iav
»rdered PMU mackerel kits from
IVnPottle A: lie if
for their fall trade.
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>

i.

!

'•-«
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ki

n

! will lie

i-ed if sullicicut

mini-

night, but it not mackerel from abroad
bought and repacked-I-lesbom fishermen
have .aught large mimb.-r
of mackerel for the
Camden canning factory. Tim m.-de of'capture is
t«* stretch a seine aero— the mouth of a -mall creek
at high water, allowing il t<* remain until low tide
w hen all the li-li in Hie creek are caught.
This i- a
her-ar.*

e

will be

destructive wav of lisliing. for often more full
captured than can in* taken <-aiv of and large
quantities -poil. The fanner- buy tile surplus lish
lor fertilizing purpo-e
at T'» cents per cart l>*id.
and they are -pread in the gras-lands after mowing. It i- not right to de.-trov -o many young lish.
v

ery

are

week

rigiileiieu man in low n last
claimed to 1m* a “Mas-nehusetts

iiioi-.»iigiii\

I

who
summering in Maine, who, t" lill in his spare
moment-, sold sfilve about tin* streetThis “dorI'
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tist

was one

alh*d

<

al

a

11•

>.i~•

in thi-

<

it\ in which
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Bap-

sm-iable parly had a-'cmhied. Walking in the
wa.- taken aback al lie- sight of so many

“docpir"

thought perhaps lie had got into a fea.-ylnm. Bally ing, the “doctor” con'■ludrd lie had struck a bonanza for his salve and
male lunatic

produced
iv-toi

>•

I he article.

the voice and

'1’he salve would
cure

cure

catarrh,

all ills llc-h is heir to.

A

cure-all wa- passed t a lady present
placed ii to her nose and took a good sniff, immediately losing her voire. 'The lady has not
spoken aloud since. The “doctor" was dumbfounded at thii learning of a heretofore unknown \ irt ue
ho\of this

who

to his

medicine,

a sure cure

lie announced that his salve

was

from the

com-

for deafness.

A

subject

produced, but the “doctor” had not -ulliciently recovered from hi- former ca-e and wanted
to resign that he might go home t-> be vindicated*
He retired from that company with visions of a suit
pany

wa>

damages Hitting through his brain. Tin* lady
one subject to such ablutions,
her speech returning a- suddenly as it leaves her.
for

who lost her voice i-

engaged ii* tin* woodworking
business in this city, arc constantly in receipt ol
letters from responsible parties abroad, asking it
t.entlemen who

are

that article ran be manufactured at their
shops. Last week a New ^ ork linn wrote to one ol
our nianufacturor.sasking if he could furnish broom
handles, and stating that they could dispose of all
that could be made. Another linn wanted corner,
or dove tailed boxes, and still another wanted box
shook-. These all represent different branches of
trade and could be manufaetured here to advantage.
There is plenty of material at hand, good facilities
this

or

for work, and all that is lacking is the necessary enterprise to go ahead. If our young men, who, as
they say, are obliged to go away, would direct some
of their energy to creating local industries, we
should hear less complaint of dull times and high
taxes. The now large and prosperous manufactory

Mathews Bros., whose doors and sashes have
a national reputation, began as a small local
industry'. Durham & Hall a few years ago started
in the same line, and are now on the road to sue
cess.
Bottle Sl Hunt, who less than two month*
ago began the manufacture of mackerel kits, now
employ ten men, with success already' assured
What has already been accomplished can be done

of

almost

again.
along.

It is

such industries

Belfast

factories.

these that help m
attention to inarm

as

must turn its

large quantities. Coal will be about fifty
higher than last year, or ffi.-’a per ton.

in

apl. d. 15. Durham oilers for -ale his residence
one of the best in the
city_'-« «•
advertisement of High school at Head of tin- Fide,
I -aae p. Moore principal.
Church street-

has been very monotouou- this sea
son.
First it was rain, rain, rain, then it wa- tog,
fog. fog. and hot, hot, hot, and then rain, rain, rain
If- all that wretch Venuor’s fault.
again
The weather

gentleman in the crowd enquired "I I
<urc hay: if so he would take about two
a

i’oi.it

Cot

i.

Only

im

chnru-, of which tin* Journal has several
limes made mention, is in a verv pro-perou- condition. ignite a number of napkins, so to -peak, in
which considerable musical talent lias been done
Tlu*

since last

one ease

Fmen,

city, has written the history of Iris
family, which paper will be read at

of this

young merchants who has hi- head
tiled, leaving his hair shorter than the fuz/. on a
peach -kin, received through the post olliee a most
elaborately gotten up night cap, with frills and
rutiles, and long strings, and all the modern improvements. And now o’nights, < harle- looks at

aggravated wile the Mowers taken are those which
•»re onl\ suit:«1*1-• for out door adornment- -ueh as
In nil- I...l

harity fin ietli not," and tin* lady dre-sed in her
clothes, as she -landeth at tin* liuivh dour of
a rainy >unday, and seetli her more fortunate sister
g » home under an umbrella, does not resemble
charity —not much.
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gossamer veil. Only last week a
quiet citizen in passing down Main St., got bit in
the hand. Our reporter learned that it occurred in
a harness -hop, and the man said he got this bit because his old one was worn out, and as hi- horse
was a high strung animal lie did not dare take any
chances.
Wn.i.

a

wa-

or

in:

Ka

j:

(’HAitu:s

remainder of his

Ki.i.iot. Mr. ( ha-.

manner

lii

hand.

StHKs.

Hr.

Director,

it.-ni.

William.-, of
Helfa.-t last

came to

'Flic Po-t in t hi
but

some

city

individual

Win n.Ki’oin

by the Winterport
The weather,
were all that could be

desired ...Henry T. Sanborn, Es<p, has bought the
\lbion Thomas properly on Fnion street.... Mrs.
John NN ( art'-r died on flic tth lust.
.M r. and Mr.-.
John stokell have been on a tour to Moosehead
Fake.Mr. \lbert A. Fesou is rebuilding his
yacht, and will call her by a new name, “May."....

in town.

•Iv«

Lev. >1.

k^ov

Tinling, Methodist,

who lias

preached at tin* village onre in four weeks for over
ii year, announced to hi- hearers at the close of his
sermon last Sabbath, that owing to failing health,
he should In* unable to till another appoint tin nt with
them, for the present at least, lie is a man of
marked ability, and hi- absence is much Lobe re
gretted.... Lev. Mr. Lift, of Lewiston, i- a present
supplying the pulpit at the Congregational church :
ices every Sunday forenoon, excepting tin* first
in each month-Mr. David Bracket I lias re

moved his custom vest

shop from the village to the
building recently occupied as n pant shop bv Horace
•Lmo-. at Brooks village-Much hay, of line
qiiali
ty, was -.ecured during good weather of 1; st week.
A largo portion of the farmers finished haying last
the ollieers of («e«»rge K.
Brackett Lodge 1. n. of <L T., will take place this
Thursday eve. The lodge is now in very tine condition and has recently made large additions to itmembership roll. The following are the oftieers for
tinnsuing quarter —W (
'1'., L. K. Morton, W.
\
1
Bello \. Lease: W. s., M. s. stiles, Jr.; W.
V. s. Wi„, \. Brackett: W. 1'., Mrs. W. A. Brack
ett; W ( hap., Albert Croxford ; W. M., Charles
Li token ; L. A\'. (
T., L. II. Brown.
woek.... Installation

of

L*i:i.m«>n

On Friday last. Mis- Higgins, daughter of Beni. Higgins, harnessed a young horse into
a w

agon,

»

t

on an

go
of

errand.

<

>n

starting, probably

fault
the harness, allowed the wagon to
against tlie animal’s legs and lie ran furiously
along the road. Waiting until she readied a favorable locality, t ho lady gathered her skirts about her
'"lno

•'•’ino

was not injured,
jumped
Fortunately
although she executed some surprising feats of
ground and lofty tumbling fora person weighing
•about Do pounds. The next that is known of the

and

out.

she

i!\

ing -toed was when he appeared to W. H. Burrill
and Co|. chase, w ho wa re taking an after dinner
smoke outside their fishing camp on the shore- of
Duantehao.M.k pond.

They heard with wonder the

animal with the fore wheelroad, and in an instant he was upon them.
Burrill lied into the open door of the camp, the
of the frantic

going over the aoated chair, w bile the colonel
wood.-. At the edge of wat»*r the panting animal stopped, with bloody gambrels, the
look to the

ragmcni

the

<•!

heel-

\ Iter

harm*.-.-, and the demoralized tore

eying
alway- self-possessed, remarked,
w

the scene,

sun

Burrill,

who is

Somebody

killed; let u- go and look for the corpse 1"
nately their fear- were not realized.

is

Fortu

belonging

t>> Peter

Holm,

was

which London

on

pois«>ned by eat
Purple had been

doxvn his owner,

( ksi'okt.

over w

The trial between ihe Dirigo lire

<

o.

of this

No. ;j. of

place,

took

The

judges

were:

E. I*. Hill for

Buck-port boys accepted the defeat and
good mint in inviting their \ ietor- to a
sub.-tantial supper ii Emery Hall, which w as greatly enjoyed-The public meeting of the reform
club held last Sunday was one of unusual attraction.
Although a rainy day Emery I fall was tilled. Tnc
special feature w hich drew out such large numbers
was the singing.
Not but that w e have singing at
e\ cry public meeting oj the “( lub,” and good sing
ing too, through the kindness of the choir led by
Parker spoiford. w ho i- an enthusiast in this direc-

eree.

'Tin*

showed

manner a?

tion.
this

of my

1

not to last but .'JO days) after this my will is approv
ed by the court, and for each offence of using to
baceo or alcoholic drinks as aforesaid, to be cut of
from their dower in my property for.Mx months fo
the tirst offence, and one year for each subseqiien

offence, ami for one year of total abstinence of it
use, bis or their flower to be restored as before pro
vided. Their said share or shares so cut off to l><
and divided tin* same a- provided ii
case of their decease.
It is hereby reeoinmendet I
to sell and dispose of any and all of my real estate
except what lias been disposed of as herein pro
vided, when my said executor can make an ad
vantageous sale. I hereby appoint my son Willian 1
I). Klliot, now of Colorado, to be executor, and In
of

bonds.” The will i 1
dated Feb. 20, 1K81. In a codicil dated July 2, 18S1
Mr. Klliot adds other restrictions as follows—“Tha
said section shall include gambling in the ordinal*;
sense of the term, or betting money or other vain
able consideration, subject to the same limitation
and conditions as aforesaid in the section relative
to tobacco and ardent spirits.”

a

But arti.-ts of unusual

occasion. In

answer

to

merit

an

w ere present or
urgent request from

the president of the club Mr. ’I’. (’. Wiley, hidaughter Dora, Mrs.
Holden) and Mrs. E. M.
Hodfrey of Phila., «• onsented to sing, and responded to the invitation of tin* chairman of Ihe meeting
iu a duet. 'This was followed by a solo by Mr
Hodfrey and later with a solo by Dora Wiley
Voiu* correspondent deems it best to refrain from
an attempt, to describe the rendering of the duet oi

...

..

•M”

1

but reaping appears to be one of the
lost art-. Mr. A. A. Brown ami Dr. ( lough ha\c
each •,nit»1 large fields of very tin- winter rye now
iva*l> for the sickle hut where are the reapers?
They -igh for days of yore, when every farmer
knew lew i" reap... .The people of this village and
their visiting friend.- from abroad had a line picnic
•■'.i I’amda Point, a beautiful prominence in Lake
Deorgc. -oi Tuesday of last week. The day was
line,the company all in good spirits, and every thing
pas d oil' pleasantly. It seemed like old times to see
Mi-. William Ayer of LImira, N. Y., and Mrs. Dr.
Douglas- of Danville, \ a., with their big apron- on
and their slee\ es rolled up, paring potatoes,
-helling
breeze on tie* lake and
the beautiful little y acht (ieorgie, named in honor
"1 Mr- Walter I Neal, with her gallant
captain
l’li"-. Murray, stood ready t<> take all -»n a -ail that
wished to go. Many availed lhemsel\e> of the op.
portunity ami returned very mm*li pleased with the
trip....The dance will take place in Johnson's
woods on Friday the l-Hli in-tead of Saturday the
l itli a- reported last week.... Mr. and Mrs. William
Ayer wen* called home to New York very unexThere

i"\a-e

pectedly

-m

1*10 >«

*iv

-.

night the

Friday last, having received
1

was

a

di.-pateli

very sick.

<
Saturday
Henry Reynolds, of So. Iirooks,
hy lightning and burned L> the ground.

hay,

of

horses, two cow.-, some .-wine, together with the tanning tools, were consumed by
the lire. The loss i> estimated at about S-Soo. on
which there was no in-m ancc. The loss falls heavily upon Mr. Reynolds, who i- a poor man with a
large family to support-Poor hay weather. It is
score

two

or more

of y

ears

since

so

much

hay

has

been spoiled.

Hut then the crops are growing fast
and w e must make the best of it-There has been
a plentiful supply of wild berries ami the
apple
crop promise- well for an otV y**ar. John M. Dow
ha- a lew apple-yet left from last year's crop, hard

sound

a- the day they were gathered_some
folk- would like to know if the black trotter
from Waterville that kicked the -lust into tie* eyes
of the Hclfa-t gentleman i- not the h »rse formerly
owned in Brook.- by the IIuxford brothers and
known by the name of ‘‘Waldo Chief.” The de-

of

our

a
few
There are a few pairs of
matched carriage horses that desen special notice.
Fit/ H. A. lloody has a fancy pair < f sorre Is. Dr.
A. \V. Rich ha- a nice pair of browns, and 1.(1.
Reynolds iia- a pair of roans as much alike as two
peas in a pod-Two of our townsmen are advertising their farms for sale. We should he sorry to

scription

him

lit-

They wer<-particularly plea-ed

with

them for lloody is

Lang

knows how ‘*to

busy, stirring fellow, and
sling the ipiill.” But luisi
a

is business.\ new set of furniture had beci
put into the depot, adding much to the comfort ami
attractiveness of tin* room. Hiram alw ays has bathings neat and trig and now his rooms look nobby
The railroad i- a great convenience, but Ilrook ha-paid dear lor the whistle
.Capt. John Wiggin, a
ness

..

residen of
Hclfa.-b died in Almeda, ( alilornia, March :’.otl

native of this

Camiuin.

town, and for

a

time

a

The body of Willie Cain, who

.«,<»

mys-

teriously' disappeared from Roekport on the* LJtl
nit., was found last Wednesday by Henry Davis ii
a small stream about one mile above Roekport vil
lage. The hoy's clothing was lirst discovered oi
the hank beside a pool in the stream, and aboui
twenty-live rod-; below the body was discovered
The authorities at Roekport were promptly noli
lied and were* soon upon the spot. By order of tin
Coroner, Ccu. Rust, the nody was removed to tin
hank. A Coroner’s jury was impanelled and Drs
Latou of Roekport called upon to make an autopsii
cadav* riea, who found the body in such a state oi
decay that m* nice dissection could lie made. They
ascertained, however, that there was no dislocatioi
bruises or marks of violence on any
part of the body. The right lung was also exam
ined at this time and then the body prepared foi
further examination by being packed in ice and dis
infcelants. The following Thursday, at 10 A. M
Drs. Katon c tntinued the autopsia, assisted by Drs

of

the neck,

:»d,sehr.

s.

J.

How,

their former Store.

Opposite

Having matte arrangements with leading I’oston t'li thing Houses, we are
now prepared to otter

Great Inducements

sanfords

!'<>

i’.I \ F.ks

(>F

|

I

Da\is,

-A N DSiiim.Mi I ik.ms

GINGER-

The commander of the North

German

steamship Donau writes to tin* newspa
pers complaining of the delay of his vessel <*aused
by his supposition that the dory Littie Western

I

Impure water, unhealtliy climate, unripe

shipwlocked persons, iie says, crossing
the Atlantic in small boats is only a sporting ven
for money and notoriety
Some shipmasters
being fooled in his way may not pay utten
tion to cases of actual urgency, if these sea tramps
continue to cross the ocean....The Parisian, the
ture

after

steamer

new

time

Gsnts’ Mil Goods!

fruit,

unwholsome food, cramps, chills, malaria, excessive heat and the thousand and one ills that b«
sot the traveler or family are nothing to those
fortified and sustained by the use of £anpordV
Ginofr, “the delicious.'' As a beverage it
quenches thirst, opens the pores, relieves the head,a
regulates the stomach and bowels, eradicates
craving for intoxicants and imparts new 1 fe to tin
languid, careworn, overworked,nervous and sleep
AsU
lies are of imitations said to be as <](><>('.
f ,r Sanford* Ginger and take no other.
B
‘Stmt,
S \l v. rywhcrc. Weeks & F«»tteu,

contained

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING HOUSE,
ANDREWS BROS
,

Proprietors,

lestT.

of the Allan Line, made the fastest

hnos'io

Derry

and Rimonski

days. Six
hours of the time the steamer was detained by fog.
So her actual sailing time was »i days and is hours.
-Ship John T Berry, of Thomastou. (’apt. N.
B Jordan, is chartered to take grain from San
Francisco to

made in

was

Liverpool,

for So

ried

I ml
Mail nine Hirers and Dealers in

hundred

one

during which time she
and fifty cargoc s_Ship

has

now

bles, I’umps, butlers, Mouldings, Brackens,
and Water Wheels. Pine, Black Walnut and
\sli lumber always on hand.
Job Work of
Sash Primed and blazed.
every description.

at

her home port for the hist time since she was
launched... .There has been an increase of coal

freights between Philadelphia and Boston

advance of 2A cents_The Bath Times says :
The offer made to Bath capitalists by a gentleman,

—an

to

invest si 00,000 in

an

building

wooden vessels

lishcd. which holds

already

estab

Our Prides

such Mattering prospects
in the way of iron shipbuild

possibilities
entirely lost sight of.... It is o: pected the
new steamship building at Bath tor Drew A- Btieki
of Jacksonville, Fla
will i)e completed and make
her lirst trip to Jacksonville by the first ot October
She is being built expressly tor carrying lumber
and heavy freights-The Bath Times ot Satur
ing

The keel for

a

\Y. A

ImiMiii#

A. A. DICKEY.

same

ways

launch

to

by

will timl it to

\V. M. KKOWX.

For Satr of

>

\V. U. YIOKsE.
Maine.

|

!

Non-resident taxes in the ton n of Stockton, in the
County of Waldo, State of Maine, for the >e«r
A. I). I "sO.
I\ follow in^r li-t of ta\e> ou reai e-t ate of non
rpn
JL re.-iMent owners in the. town M >torkton for
tlie \r,r A. I>. l>so in bills e.nnmitte l to \L»KI.
IlKKT ( Mb M 1\ KTT. collector of -aiM town of storkton, on th<‘ fourteenth May of .June, A. 1). l>so, halieen return* M b\ him b-meas remaining unpaiM
on the JM May of May, A. I>. EM, by hj» •ertitieate
Xml noof that Mate ami now remaininir unpanl.
tice i- hereby ^iven that if the -aiM taxe- ami int**re-t ami diarae- are mu pai'l into the treu-ur;. of
ate <*t
-aiM town within eighteen months from th•
the '-ommittant «»f -aiM bill-. -<> much of the real cs
be
snflieient to pa> lie.* amount
tale taxe- as will
Mile therefor. incluMinir intere-t ami charges, will
without further notice be solM at public auction at
oilier in the -aiM tow n of >t*'«'kton,
tlie -rlretmcn
on SaturMay, the i 7th May of December, A. I'. I""!,
at two of tin* clock in the afternoon

the first ot October, when the

Gen Robert Patterson died i:. Philadelphia Sunof Bright's disease, aged so

day evening

full of birds was struck by lightning
Owensboro’. Kv.. and Boo of them killed
tree

til rev’s i-ri'-e-, and will
work in a >tv|<- and at

a'

de-ired.
i llnntoon (tovernor new
right size fora I
Morse Power to a 20 Horse Power Unglue.
1 Air Pump for condensing engine new, cylinder s\10, connections f r 1 :*-l inch pipe.
1 Irregular Moulder, in good condition, and with
ou r -too worth of Moulding ( utters.
I am ai-• prepared t<» cut mi *; arriage a\h -. t<tak» up mu play in Fo\. and w ill guarantee >atifuel :• n in a 11 ua-e-.
1 ott

snor /.v iirick urn.disc n.\ io.fasas t
< i r !■: i y
v
1 /; snot: factory.

F.

Compound Oxygen m thei
success. Oueof then
has
now been under treat
writes: “My patient
His condition at
meat about four weeks.
.if.
„t ,/-./*
if hllj'i,< <’ III/ fl" Tl
i/n(l. he was very feeble, severe cough, expectora
ting pus in considerable quantity he suffered will
nigh sweats : all of bis friends considered bis ca.-«
:
in
as hopeless.
AV.nj s-nur'"
in fil
IS l‘l I'lf
h
III "I'll
sli'ln-llli Ill’ll i/i Hi i'll
''
11 j”
HU'
'(Jljli (I i'H " I'r h (t lllljiiini'l li
Our Treat is<
!>’ I,i.ts the "/>i"niii,n'i <f a i" " i.i”.•
on Compound Oxygen, containing large reports o
/
Drs Si.uiki
eases aud full intormation.
A- P.\u:.v I HVd and 1111 Girard St. Pliiladelphi;
Pa

HOWARD.

A.

UBRGit

Physician’s Report.

Many physicians

do all kind- ot nia<*hine
eannot fail to

pr'nv- Ilia!

1 Horizontal stationary Steam Knginr, 1.1 Horse
Power, with llnntoon t.overnor and feed water
heater.
I I priirht Portable steam Kngine, :> 1-2 Horse
Power, with Feed Pump attached, and a copper
roll heater.
The-*- engine.- having keen thoroughly lvpain d,
ar<* a- goo.i a- now, a1 d
Ik* -run iii motion it

NOTICE.

on

Horyoin.

o

rPIH. hdlow i:i_ ma' iiiiHT
an lM* -•■••n a! F. \,
1
HOWAHD'.S Machine shop, Pleasant strict,
:•••
1 .|
Belfast, Maine,
>n nand, ..r ui
tunii>h to order, all kind- ot *a~tiiig at manuiae-

plea--.

will put iu her engine, boilers and other

A

ii i.

11. F. Morse

hull will be towed to Portland and the Portland

Company

repairinir

SearMiiont,
Jo, lssi.—j:;

The hull is ceiled and the workmen are now engaged in planking her. It is expected she will b<

ready

or

JUm l\ ('Imrrl, s7>v /1.

Mime

Mary E Morse was launched
Tuesday last. Ouick work.
-The new steamer building at Bath for the In
ternational Steamship Line, is getting along finely.
from the

U5. W. Pote,

Lowes) for ( ASH,

to the

a

<

The schooner

yard

A

Rdiicfil

inn

/ni mins.

anta.ire l" ,ui\ e it- a eall. We w ant a lot f
l’ine, Krown, Xsh, Spruce ami Kirch 1.umber.
shoiil«l it he a Mry >. ar ami a fleet our w ater |> over,
we shall aMM steam power to our mill, ami shall alway> he reaMy to Mo all jobs that eume alonjr.

schooner of about -40(1

tons, has been laid at the B

are

All )•
their »«l\

are

day says

hand in founts'lion with the above

Knobs, Wire Screens, Screws, Flowered and
Plain bround Double Thick Door blass and
Window blass.

out

that the

n si

from ir/iii/i
mlihr and
lirlfcr ij/iiss of' Sod ii Hum
mu jmssililif In drnirii
f rom mu/ otfu r iiji-

Door Butts, knobs. Locks, Latches, so'li l as(s.
Door Springs, Blind Hangings, Pastors, Picture

$200,000 of Bath capital were put with it would
probably meet with some satisfactory response
were not our capitalists absorbed in
the driving
business of

on

In I hr ii I if, ii nil
iri- can drnir

PAINTS, OILS, COLORS. JAPAN,

shipyard, providing

iron

-hall kci )i

Wi

?1 7A

to

si

Door ami Window Frames Door and Window
Screens, Block Wnlnul and Ash Kvtenslon Ta-

car

William

built iu Thomastou in isf.s is

Hu hand sunn si and

sy-e

inns/ rom limn

Doors, Sash & Blinds,

shillings... .The

of six years,

Campbell,

A

CALL

seven

schooner' (.’iio Chilcott." ('apt E. L. Fullerton, ar
rived home at Ellsworth. July -2fth, after an ah
senco

Phoenix Row.

11

PLEASE

recorded crossing the Atlantic on her
last homeward passage.
The distance between
ever

use

practice, and with remarkable
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First-Class Mechanics & Tools,
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I’KICKS

!AI H

PKoIMT

Mining Machinery & Ship Work

KKs

'Mhi(K) llav # Ion,
*! i.on.i i 4.0
»',*
4aa Hides # 1!.,
ion I
Beans, pea,Im.-h 2.2a a 2.ao Land. # it*.
Medium $2.10(12.2') Lamb "kin-.
7 <j
Y -llow eyes l >.*>,j2.oo Mutton tr tt.,
Buttei # tt»,
l‘oj7.
1S/j2im bits # bush.
S a In Potatoes,
Beet' # tt>,
7-'ojS
oa
.',u«.oo bound llog I- It.
Barley# bush,
."a to straw # ton,
$n.nn«s.u
Cheese P tt.,
uuau
Turkey
p
Chicken # tt.,
tt.,
0{j0
12~. Veal # tt.,
Calf Skins # tt.,
oy»;«
3
OaO W ool, washed, # tt.,
l>uek# tt»,
2
|0
#
#
Wool,
unwa-hed,
tt>,
do/,.,
Eggs
12« 14 W ood, hard,
Fowl # !!»,
$4.uo«ja.o
(fao Wood, solt,
(ieese # n.,
$2..r»n«3.n

hush,
dried, #11.
#

mi Ml.

Beef, Corned, # tt»,
20
Butter, "alt, # box,
00
Corn # hush,
00
Corn Meal # bush,
12a !4
Cheese # Iti,
.Wit;
Codfish, dry, # tt,,
.'»
Cranberries # qt.,
Clover Seed, # tt»,to' a22
Flour# hhl., $7.ooah.r»o
H. CL Seed # bush, $3.3a
i:P n= 11
Lard P tt.,
00 a ! .on
Lime# hid.,
Boston

will l»e

nia l
a
ia.,i
I •..}.ii• .-.!«•
|
•ft "1 n«*nri :'l! agri -ulliiral .i>i j>!■ m•
l!il- vi«*i11ii
ii
k r mad* i<* -•r*i«-r.
l.f Iliad*• low, aw! W
1:
I” !
i■ •tail: a Ii*>,| ;*alr*mag*-.
••

lull
in
1 *i ire- w -'i

parts
nt!'•

or

u<**

m

'ia

;

POWKi: WITH BOOM I d I* KYI.
C. J, HALL, Leaseo
I. I"d.

Italia.-t. M

I

I

•»

S X

j

l x’

I

MAltKKT.
Oat Meal # it.,
Onions # tt.,
Oil, Kerosene tr
Pollock P 11.,

a.

ual.,

Pork # !t>,
Pla-tcr # bbl.,
bve .Meal, # It.,
sliorls #ew!.,
sugar # tt»,
Salt, T. !., # bu-u.
s. Potatoes # it,,
Wheat Meal, # tb,

I

:
11

<2
<*

I

I

1

$1.0

Root !

Ii Life

‘>a

I

THE

I

BANNER

"!.l
'.oil
t

LISLE («LOVES!

tat1

Mar«.et.

Bosn»n, Aug. o.
BI
market continues ea-y for at
I KK—The
but
line
fresh
made
creamery and fre-l
grades,
choice dairy. Creameries are linn at 21 n i.'.e; fai
to good, 21a2.’»e; Vermont dairy, choice Franklii
county, 22«i23e, 2e lower than tin* besl creamery
New S'ork and Vermont dairy,20a21e; fair to good
lair l
ISalOe; western ereamery, choice, 2".<j2t<
IS/j20c; fair I
good, 20a22e; western
to
li.aisc;
fair
good
good, I."..117c; ladle-packed,
12 «lac.
Ciikksh—1The market is -tcady and price- nr
A Teasy at quotations; choice whole milk factory, losome line factory being held at lie; fair b
good, OjilOe: common, Salle; skim, 3y’c. and no
much wanted at any price.
I oos—Prices have not much changed from wha tthey have ruled for several weeks; fresh stock i
not plenty and other grades rule low, quotations la
ing nominal; eastern eggs, with New York and \ ci
mont, are quoted at ir>«j 17 .«*.
Bkav—Market linn and prices have advanced
2n
line hand picked pea, $3«3 lb; mediums, $2
and much cheaper than pea at these quotations
vellow eyes, $2 3002 40, the latter for inq.roved ; re 1
The fall term commence Vug. 23d, and '•••ntinues
$1 00 # hush.
Km* further information address the
13 weeks.
Pkas- Market.steady and quotations unchanged
II. \Yiin|i]!l'i;h
Principal,
choice Canada are quoted at $lo.",,i| in; eommoi
( astinc, Aug. 1, l»L—iw.il
7.*»(j,.Nie; green northern, $1 2aa 1 an; do western
$1 :,0al 00.
P< )T v r* iks —Natives conic in freely from the* farm
L<m
or-, $1 a0«2 # hhl; Bristol Ferry, $l s’.<j2
Island-, $1 7aill s7, .Jerseys, $i "7<r2.
The lint class house situated on
aO
# 1.1.1
A 1*1*1.ks—Fine selected lots sell at $2a3
Church street, Kelfast. lias gas,
ordinary, $1 al .TO. There are some line apples 1‘roi
furnace,
cooking lange, hot and
and around New York; pears, $3a4.'»0 tr liox.
cold water, line hath room, and
II u VM) St it a w—beeeipt of hay is light as i
modern
improvement. Said
every
should he at present prices, that is to say grade- o jhe sold at a bargain, as the present ocunmerchantable quality ; choice Timothy, the tine- I house will
cupant has no further use for it. Impure on the
selections, $is; fair to good. $10a 17; other grade
•!. P». Ol’KIIAM.
premises of
are hardly quotable,
bye straw, $13a2o; oat, $0.
Kelfast. Aug. 11, ISM.— 321 f
to # ton.

i Tlie Most Extensive Steel

dairy-packed,

EVER SHOWN IN BELFAST.

ulb'qc,

B.

B

"W ELLS.

EASTERN STATE

kidney-,

FOR

HIGH

MARRIED.
In Morrill, Aug. 4th, bv David Nash, Esq.. < apt
Ceorge A. Kuril and Miss Marv J. M»odv, both o

At

SALE.

SCHOOL,

A

positive

DIED.
beyond the announcement of the name, agt
of deceased persons trill be publisher 1

residence,\fc.,
under this heading.)

this city, Aug. dd, Mrs. Zoraida, wife of E»
mund Stevens, aged ds years and s months.
In West Winterport, Aug. Ith, Cornelius White
aged st years.
In Monroe, Aug. dd, Susie, daughter of C. \.am
Ella Me Kenney, aged S years and months.
In Koeklaml, Aug. (Jth, Samuel C. Howard, foi
merly of Searsmont, aged '.'4 years and t months.
In Koeklaml, July 2Uth, Mr. Eli 1*. Hall, aged .*> )
years, s months anil II days.
In Koeklaml, Aug. 1st, Mr. Thomas K. Savagt
aged (J2 years, 1 month and 2.7 days.
In Thomaston, Aug. 1st, Edith 11., infant daugl
ter of J. Dunning and Emma Kueklin, aged 4 ims
and Is days.
In

I

uure tor Kid-

ney & Liver Complaints
and ail Diseases arisingtherefrom, such as
Idiom. <■ RAVEL. DIABETES. INKL l AI NATION 01
Till IILAIIIIKIi. lilill K IdM IIKPOSIT, I!IIEI
AUTISM. IKSI'KI'SM, IKAIVLI ( 0 AIPLAINTS, AM)
ALL OlslUsLs 01
Till
I UI S Alt A OliMAs.
A

imisjriM inis >oiu

mcr

1,000

Bottles.

\m», Mi... April •_'.**, 1 v-:.
1 have -old over >;>e th-»u-;in* 1 lottles of Klixa
| h;:ie aro-r !■ Mind a < a-e wln-la
of Life Loot,
it tailed to nive -at i-fact hmi.
\\ M. II. KITTLLln.l
L«»<

Nearl} Heart atirt

i\

Hue

Bottle (urert Him.

Wi.srr11.i,i>. Mass. March •>, is.sj.
.1. W. KI I t:l.i*i.r. \ a at la:i\ir
Life Loot
bear Sir:—Having sit tiered intensely for fom
balmy after lia\iie_
years with disca-e ni tit*
duria.a' that time trie*I y-irious im dieines withou:
obtaining relief, 1 wa- iadmv i t.» try a bottle *>i
y**ur FLI\SL <>F Libia lio* )T, a d i aftm-d- nu
plea.-ure l*» say that one I*.Mile of it completely
I recommend it a- the
ah yaluablc
cured me.
ami certain litre for kidney trouble- iha\ee\er
-een.
I would add that Im-Ioiv taking our medi
cine I had become so w cak that I wa- about t<* iri\ e
up work.
Hoping that other- win* have sutl'eivd
lik** myself may be -•» fortunate a- h> trv vour
valuable medicine. Truly y our-.
T. F. M« MAIN.
A Ml*IK 1 !VTOAK
A A II 4 ■*■*■
TS/ la IK rr II AM AO IOI 4 1

AM

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

ONE

lleatl of the Title, in lie/fttxf,

t'

lie 1 fast.
In Koeklaml, Aug. dd, Mr. Kobert l\. Driesonaii'
Miss Eusabia Dennison, both of So. Thomaston.
In Koeklaml, July 2!*th, Mr. Frank Davis and Mis
Katy Ellen shaw. both ol' Koeklaml.
In South Thomaston, July 20th, Mr. Willis A
Adams and Hattie M. Shuman, both of so. Thoimo
ton.
In Ellsworth, July 2dd, Mr. Alonzo A. Jordon air
Miss Eva F. Jordan, both of Ellsworth.
In Ellsworth, July 27th, Mr. Frank E. Smith air i
Miss Sadie I. Cook, both of Ellsworth.
In Castine, July dlst, <>rrin M. Koberts and Mis
Mary I'. Varnuni, both of Krooksville.

(Nothing

i
!

with

PRICE CURRENT
Weekly for the Journal.

BELFAST

nor

j Banks, of Rockland, and Paine, of Camden; Dr
j Walker, of Thomaston, and other physicians w en
present. Altera thorough and searching examina
I lion, all the examining surgeons went before the
! Coroner’s jury convened at Cnion Hall and testi
tied unanimously that there w ere no marks of vio
the solos; sullice it to say, that the ladies are na
lives of this place and are known iu many states o| i lence on or about the body, and that they were tin
able to declare the precise causes of death. It L
tin* union as ranking among the highest in voca
generally understood, however, that the opinion i:
culture. Mrs. A. F. Page presided at the piano
held that the boy came to his death by drowning
and deserve- special mention as an accompanist ol
The opinion is fast gaining ground that the boy
unusual merit-'The Methodi.-t church is hein^
went to this place alone and w as there drowned
thoroughly repaired-\t the Missionary concert
As there havt
unseen and unknown to anyone.
in the Elm st. vestry last Sunday evening Itev. Dr
! been many unreliable reports in circulation yom
Blodgett gave an interesting talk on Missionary
i correspondent lias carefully collected the facts am
work iu North China. Dr. Blodgett has been
condensed them into thealmve form. The Coroner’:
.Dr.»J. .1. Page whohassuf
Missionary since 1*01
!
jury adjourned to meet again on ihc ISth inst...
fered a long and severe illness is now rapidly re
Last Thursday a Sunday school excursion cairn
covering, and will, no doubt, soon he able to joii
! here from Bangor—Last Saturday evening tin
the school ship St. Mary's, to which he is physician
i Camden Cornet Band discoursed some very lim
.\t the Episcopal Church fair held at Ogden’
music in front of the Bay \ iew House.... Rev. Mr
Point, Bar Harbor, on Thursday of last week, tin
of Detroit, preached at the Congregational
astonishing number of baskets and bouquets ot Smith,
ist church last sundae.
P. Nash preachei
Rev.
tlowers, and Ihe ready sales, are spoken of as the fea
tnre of the occasion.* This contribution was iron
at the 1'niversalist church, and Rev. Mr. I'lt'ord, o
Mr. F. H. Moses, llori-t, of this place, who has
Auburn, preached at the llapti-J church.
branch store at Bar Harbor.
..

11 Fh.0eni.2g

SAILED.
A ug.

Turtle

Dr.

»!

HAVE REMOVED TO

having visited him on his birthday_s-vcral v«
si*Is, fog hound in the hay, went oul Sunday morning.

exactly.We have

good horses in this town.

lose

K11-

.ilmore, Sylvester, Mt. Desert.
till, schrs. Henry, Woods, Bangor, Mary
Eli/.a, Bullock. Hampden.
\ug. Ath, schrs. Mary Farrow, Fattershall, Boom. Malabar, Curtis, do; Tahiniroo, White, Nor
wicli; N. ( litford, Jones, Boston.
\ug. sth. schrs. Hannona, Fattershall,Gn-enport
Brunette, Bahhage, Boston; Geo. slnttuek, Hart,
Bangor; bark Glacier,-, Wilmington.
\ug. nili, schr. Earl, Darby. Boston.

Applcs

Miring !u* thunder storm

oarn

-truck

All the

line

was a

that their -on-indaw

and

Ferguson, Ferguson,

The alarm of lire Wedne-day eve,
was from the burning of Mr. F. s. Cypher's lmu-e.
The lire department was promptly on hand and
succeeded in saving the F and most of tie* fund
and the lower part of the main house
ture, Ace.,
in a badly damaged condition. The tire was caused
by the explosion of a kerosene lamp. Mr. M. s.
staples, who has part of the insurance on the house,
was near the scene when the alarm was given, and
speaks very highly of the promptness of the ‘•buy-*’
in responding, and their eM'ective work-Capt.
James Uarrimau and Dan. Goodell, Jr., with a
party of lady friends from Winterport and Bangor,
have been making a tour of the bay. They \ isited
Castinc, Islesboro. Turtle Head, Bockport, North
port, Camden, Fort Point, and so on up river, and
pronounce it one of the finest excursion-of their

machinery

this season,

wa-

B.

on

name now

son

oth, schrs. Geo.

worth; J. Fonder, Jr., Ryan, do; Elia Blanche,
Melancon, Grand Turk’s Island; Florida, Gilmore,
New York; ( liarlie Bucki, French, do.
Aug. loth. schr. Mary, Magee, New York.

I lead and their treatment at the hand

<

.-lore,

"lie

Aug. 4th, schr. Thomas W. Holder. Grav, Turk's
Island.
Aug. roll, schr. Flora London, French, Fortluud.

nearly completed—The chief amusethe hoys at present, i- catching tinkers

the steamboat wharf.Lawrence’* Cornet
Band has disbanded.Sehrs. I sola and Henry
Whitney sailed Monday morning, outward hound,
with lumber from Bangor.

lives.

...

F.

ARRIVED.

si;v its pout.

success.

BELFAST.

FORT OF

are

ment for

town,

SHIP NEWS.

from

on

Tin* excursion

band on the fid, was a grand
the music and the company

a

the 'Torrents and .). A Met io\\ an, of Ellsworth, for
Dirigos: (apt..). \\\ Black, of Searsport, was ref

above named or heirs of their own issue. I furtbet
bequeath ami say that if Charles or Ceorgc lb Klliot
legatees above named, or either of them or any mu

no

Mi the

Fnonmpmenl.
a body,

ning the prize.

living, or the heir.- of theii
own issue of either of them, the said -i\.
And b
-aid heirs the same amount shall belong as wmili1
have belonged to their parents if living and to -<
continue on to the descendants of tie* six legatee?

give

<

selected for the contest. The •'Torrent-” under
direction of (‘apt. W. \. Bemick, with to men, play
•• I
tirst, throwing water I'.M It., 1 in. During her
second play the packing was blown out and the
company retired. The Dirigos thou followed—
( apt. frank f. smith with
men.
They played
three times, their best being *202 ft. T in., thus win-

of the -ix i-

to

\V.

< ot-

Ellsworth, and the T«»rr mils No.
place on Friday last. About
ten o‘« !.»ck tin- “Torrents” led by the l>url;-port
Band marched down Main *>!. to meet the
I >irigos.”
At eleven they relurned. having in escort the Emerald Band, of Ellsworth, and the engine above
mentioned. After a parade through the principal
streets dinner was served in Emery hall, and at .'5
o’clock all marched to “foundry Bridge,” the place
-.

the interest or income of the above named be
quest. I further bequeath and say that if eithei
William lb, N'ancv lb, Hattie, IJcssio, Charles <n
(ieorge 11. dies without heirs of their own is.-m*
then their part of which 1 bequeath to them siial

required

M:\IX

not

engine

only

shall be

on

lir.-t
adiii

hom the
carriage passed. Alter running about half a mile,
the hor-e made adixeintoa barn and was captured.
M r. Hall was not ini ured.

my executor. Il is the intent and meaning of thi.my will, that the. six legatees above named, or theii
heirs of their own i.-Mie, are to have and posses?

disposed

In

building in their yards, with

xc-sel

until he knocked

I Jessie Ingraham, now both of Knox, and h
grand-ons, (diaries Klliot, now of < olorado, am
(icorge Ji M Klliot, now of Knox ; the interest oi
income to be divided or shared equally among-i
them annually, or oftener if deemed expedient b\

grandchildren (though yet unborn) or theii
children, shall use tobacco in any form, either l«
smoke or chew, or drink any ardent spirits o
alcoholic liquors in any way unlessprescribcd by :
physician under oath that it is necessary (and tha

will build the two

have

sprinkled-The late rain was very severe, lieldgrain were leveled and much injured-\ horse
belonging to .Mr. Nathaniel Hall, of Montville, imule
tilings lively in our streets last Frit lay. becoming
frightened by tin- ears he reared and plunged about

he

ones, and in like

•*.

\xill

ot

my

living

other eoufracts

ing potato tops

and

as one

a

coxv

following named persons, and in manner as
hereinafter provided, \ iz.:—“To my son, William I >.
Kllio*, now of Colorado, to my three daughters,
Nancy |*. ( lissold, now of Iowa, Hattie Ii. Klliot

revert to tin* five

t

vessel

Farmer- are nearly all done hay.
ing-The light belxveen tin* potato bug and the
agriculturist, is long, tierce ami undecided.\

bequeaths
his property.
He then gives the
property, both real and personal,
same

as

TimuMHKi

to the

long

Carter A

'Fhe

atteml amembers w ill go.

wife, Kuth K. Klliot, the homestead wl ere they have
lived since marriage, containing about 200 acres, to
have and b> hold to her use and benefit so long as
sin*, the said Until K. may li\e, then t > revert to tin*
in the

year lienee.

trcll have each

will

ought to satisfy the most ardent prohibitionist and
moralist, but ln»w it will strike the legatees remains
t o be -ecu. Mr. Klliot first provides for his cemcterv
lot, gravestones, fence and the repairs of the same,
also for the graves of his father an l mother, and
some other relatives.
He next bequeaths to hi-

legatees,

one

in Chief of the

Klliot, of Knox, one of the. most prominent and
wealthiest farmers of that town, died on the
liftccnlh of last month, aged 7'1 years. His will
wa- tiled at tin* Probate oflice in this city, a few
day- since, and in some of its specifications and restrictions is a remarkable instrument. The will

other

so

rebellion, areinviled to participate
in tile reunion.
Arrangements have been made for
one fare over the railroads and on steamboats. 'Flutents are to be pitched in Deering Park.
Invita
lions ii:i\ e been extern led to members of the ( abinet
and to the < b-nerals of the army. The welcome ad'
dress is to lie given by
Plui-tcd. ’Flu* memorial -ervioc on the afternoon of the second dax will
be conducted b\ Commander, \V.
Haskell, H.
lb On the afternoon of
l»arlment of Maine, <L
the last day then- is to lie a -ham light by veterans
• »n
tli«' plain adjoining I.ramlialFs Hill. ’Flu- last
evening will be devoted t<* a grand «-amp lire at
tin* Park xv it ii speeches, um.-ic, tirework.- A*-.
Mai. < ien. .1. b. Chamberlain i- to be Commander

at

are too

lay high

frame will

in the xvarof the

street with impunity, but when a man <eesan open
mouth coming for him, impelled forward by a
heaithy dog, hi- pant legs feel a- thin a- though the
texture

Her de< k

-'■•

large in our
many dogs running
city. <>ur reporter saw one thr other day with half
a do/eii different .-tylos of pant- goods in his mouth.
Lovely women enshrouded by skirt- can walk the
There

another spring.

»

Kd., we’ll go out

you any time, only don't ask

of this

one

sudden storm, which in violence
approached the western tornado, visited the eastern
part of I'nity on Sunday afternoon last.
Tin* wind blew in great violence and rain fell in
torrents. Trees two feet in diameter were twisted
oil'. On the farm of Hon. Joseph Farwell, grain
was blown fiat, with other damage; about fifty rods
of otis ( ornforth’s fence was blown down, Harrison Chase’s barn doors were burst in, and Gustavos
Blanchard's barn was unroofed. Fortunately the
track of the storm was but a few rods in width.

will be laid

purpose of regularh installing c«»l.
Philo Hera- counnamier of Fb
H. Marshall
Post. 1’iie l’o-.| in this fit\ ha-been numberetl 12.
•••’Fhe
on l graml reunion ami encampment of
Maim \ eterans, under the auspices of the association oi Maine soldiers and sailors will take place at
Portland, August 2.'5d, 24th and 2.*>t!i. All honoralilv
discharged Maine soldiers or -ailors, who ,-crvcd

In*

can

apt-.

week for the

locked up,
of ire, and laying thr bot
be kept cool and-but wc
which

Fretl A. •.iI

'Fhe keel

lie launched

xv-

< ai ter to
ii
carry about 2(." mu feet
apt. H Minor,to be larger and a centre

!.

»•--

bKAM-

a row

The craft will seat ten.

[.

<

<

!••

Itocklamb Medi-a 1

cuddy forward
and by putting in a piece
on

alter.

new

whole tin* prospect
for sliiii building i- ■•neoiiraging.

—hr i> crilrd with ash. and otherwise
lini-hed in m;di<»gon\ and red cedar. The in.-idc
linisli i- oiled while the outside is painted black,
w it ii a stripe of gilt moulding under the rail. There

: *!

x

\\

that

■

•■"jiprr.

lie

for

lumber;

four ma.-ts.

prize lighter.-.

little

years and

nor.-e

enances are

mentioned, Mr. <•. \\ Cottrell, the last.
ti"U t tlie-e Messr-. ,1. ’i Cottrell and

■

a

Flic

tin* vessel

launched

boat, which is a
Colby
completed
model >1 beauty.
It i- 17 l'eet. long and t fret
inche- w ide. < »ak timbered, each timber bring of
me |ii• •<•»*, and steamed and bent, and fa.-tenrd with

:

frightened.

more

I'IN'..

< .ca ge

the comet

take all of tier cargo umler deck
< apt. It. 15.
omh»n. of sell. Fred A. Carle, inform- us that a
xe-scl Of Toe ton- i- being taken up for him, to be

formidable, but the young women ot America have
a way of making both four and two legged animaldo about a- they want them to, ev on if they don’t
has

Hack 1 ill',

W.

SI

\\

t"

year---t age, aad wa- dressed in a drab -nit,-nr
iiioiinied 1 *v a Derby hat. She did not lookverv

Kd.

H

had
orbit that horse did, that lie could
-ays it

<

tlnveyear-old, hay, vv itii black points. I: mi-1 iv
Mi- ■-ylve-ler. is a tall, .-lim, young lady, sixteen

look like

I*1

ami

niore

board

fair to exhibit.

.-a me

gentleman

ill be built in this eii\ for <

-*ylv e-ter and her trained horse were in town
Tuesday having their photograph.- taken. The
Journal lias before spoken of tlu* cop. which Mi-lias trained.
V gentleman ha- engaged them to
state

the

been

e

>lH1

of

tin*

was

county.A

down the

ton.

Lake to

His age

Fellows,

Monday shipped three ear loads of cattle to Brighton, mostly for heef. The drove consisted of ninety
head and were driven through from Aroostook

gallop

w

not hax

Mi--

Mr. H.

injured, but

*k.

taken the

Belfast-seh.
Fannie A < dirham i- at Jacksonville-Bark I >av id
Babcock arrived at New York Vug. till. 12 days
from sagua, with -ugar and mola.-se-..
Brigil.i
siblev cleared from New 'i ork Aug. •'•Mi. for < 'baric-

Philadelphia Aug. tth,

pension.

a

I'MTv.

citizen wln> was •‘.imping at ijuautebaa--itting on the lawn in a chair, enjoying
!i;c beauties of nature with one hand, ami killing
mo- jiiitoes Willi the other, when In* was
suddenly
<listnrbeiI i»y a ruuawax borsi* dashing through the
woo.I- attacheil to the fore xvbeels of a vehicle.
Fin* horse was stopped and
fortunately no one w as
-taid

\

c

the passage from Jack.-onv ille
Woodbury
to Klizabethporl... .seh. T. II. Living.-hm, arrivcd
at New Yoik on the 2d, from Jacksonville... .sch.
William Frederick -ailed from Darien -Inly 2‘nth,
for Newlmrv port.s«-h. Sarah I.
Davi- -ailed
from

unknown scent, -ir.”

an

<
company have again commenced tilling
railroad bridge, and will continue until thcx
ba\- a
h ! track. They nival-o tilling in between
the t wo track- up to tin* coal -lied, which will
give
the coni uiv e< nisiderable more available lamb The
carl!i i- obtained from a hank a little distance above
t m* lower bridge.

other New Fngland Christian, but he -ays it i- too
far to go to a tire vv lien there isn't an;,.
«u

"Perfume fr<un

a

! lie M.

awoke him, and he harnessed up his hor-e and
drove over to this city, to learn where the lire wa-.
AfP r getting his mail, lie returned to Scar-port in
time to cat hi- Simda> morning beaus, like everv

t-

swimming ami get drowned.

in the

intern led

Sunday morning. The facts were these: He
wa- spending Saturday night in sear-port, and the
lire alarm, when tlu* depot wa- -truck by lightning

i

promising

very

careless person dropped a -klink on one o|
streets the other day and broke it. our citizens should be more, particular how
they can y
tbese live cologne bottles, for there i- a ilavor about
them, which as the poet says, you cannot pass ,,tV

last

F.

a

'sane

and he

rose

obi,

om

in

Will Mori sou

1 red is «*iu 111 years

Our people hardly give the support to our local
columns that they ought. All around u> in other
towns, we read accounts of murder-, suicides,
shooting accidents Ac., but here we cannot even
get a box who has pride enough in hi.- local paper

the prime of life, when— whoop: the
dropped into a ..1 of watt r
up to his waist, quicker than goes the hand into tilt*
pocket for charity's sake. This little episode took
place about Knight fall.
man

parted,

..i

ot

horse, ami lias made his mile in 2..*>n.

-ea.-ide

cessful

M«»ndy,

He]fast, has >old 11i- trotting
horse >«-aivl Fred to Mr. Horace .1. Tibbetts, of
Itoekport. The price is said to have been £.V»0.

cottages, went out to take a walk on the
beach. I nknown to him a little creek made into
tlu* shore, whi-'h was tilled with driftwood, upon
which In stepped w ith all the eonlidenee of a sucmr

M*'i

Mr. P.

northwest in the evening after twilight.

tin*

a

drew

that

The meanest of all thieves are those who steal
Mower- from private grounds; and tin* oftenee is

the horizon
in the northeast, in early morning hours. Tlu* diameter of tlu* nucleus of tin'comet is about twelve
thousand miles, and of the coma one hundred and
forty thousand miles. Its distance from the earth
i- about the same as the distance of the sun, ami the
length of its tail is upwards of three millions of
mile-.
In tour or live days it will be discernible in
t he

to go

nelius \\ bite, an aged man, and the last of the
original White family in town, was buried on the
IF was u direct descendant of
•»th in.-t.
Peregrine
White, of the Mav Flower, and ha- a nephew of

branch of the
I lie reunion.

that cap and wonders
him such a present.

can-

famil\ will hold their third annual reDover Point, N. li Sept. <th. Mr. pobert

’•die Finer\
union at

our

havinga

of

Vrey, Fs,j.t has thoroughly reconstructed Ins
the corner of Main and Commercial streets,
and will soon move into it.
He has one of the
largest and best cellar- in the county.... Mr. ('or-

a

up, have been opened and found l" assay a good
percentage to the ton. The membership i now
about <’>o. < >ur musical critic is away or we -lemhl
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lla/eltine, Ksq., has been elected a director of the Belfast National Bank, in place of N.
II. Mathews, deceased.
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Brackett's Sea Bree/e i- highly complimented by
the Maine press—as it deserves to be. It is a neat
and newsy little sheet.

for the

Rank the other day. Ii

largest

cuts the

fishing down among the islands next Mon
day-Cornelius White, an old citizen died here
August 1th. He was in the old Hampden Battle

Friday

season

wise man to build bis lion-, mi a
rock, but when he tries it on a piece of navigation
it i- a lamentable failure.

Kenney

M<

A.

town—100 tons—The wife of Mr. Henry Marden

last week, was the hottest day of the
this vieinitv, the thermometer registering
‘.**2 in the shade.

growing shorter.

are

a man

due next week.

the party w ho went aboard a yacht at nine
o'clock in the morning, and did not get away from
the wharf till live in the afternoon, on account of
the vessel being aground, sa\ s that it is all well

good weather of last week will
the farmers get their hay in. Mr. C.

most of

In North Haven, July 20th, Mr. Rufus Caldero«m|, aged s.i years.
In West Camden, July 24th, Mrs. Mary Reagan,
aged 8h years.
In Waldoboro, July 20th, Mr. John Aehorn, aged
si years.
In Ellsworth, July .list, Mrs. Franeenia R
wife
of John W. Lancaster, aged Is years.
In Mount Desert, July 20th, Lewis, aged I years
July 24th, < iracie, aged *: years, children of Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Gray.

C’asiim;. t>uilc «i number of miners have taken
up their abode in town during the past week, several bringing their families. This denote- an in
erease in the mining business hereabouts—The
little son of Kev. F. J.Thomas, fell from top to bottom of a Might of stairs the other day, and narrow
ly escaped serious injury_Ifcev. Mr. Bar-tow, ot
Burlington, \ t., preached in the Orthodox church
last Sabbath-Messrs. A. F. Ives, Jr., and II. C.
Williams, of Brooklyn, F. 1., chartered the stcamci
Fverett last week, and with a few friend- made a
fishing trip to Isle an Haut-The Normal Fncampment at Camden, reports a fair attendance and a
good time....The rooms over Mrs. Parker's store,
in course of preparation for the new lodge of odd

Tlie

MoN’ltoi-:.

help

We learned this
thousand dollar note coming

The days

me of

the

on

removed from her breast last week and lies in a
very critical condition... .Two sons of Mr. Green
leaf (build left for the west this week, where they
will engage in farming.V party will leave here

from

there is anything in a name Atwood's Clipper
steel Plow ought to stir up the soil in a lively man
ner.
In making it, Mr. Atwood had the assistance
of the first plow makers in the country, both in
form and production of the metal. The material,
linish, Ac., are all that could he desired.

enough

and lot

Mr. Fred Crillin who lives in the II ay ford district,
i- building oil his farm a new dwelling house.

It'

’UOM'i-x i. The hom e and .11 bcloi gingto W. S.
liman, of 111iplace, was lestroyed by fire on
Sunday night. Insured for $2000.

jv

county conference of churches will meet
at the Baptist church in this city, Sept. Uth.

The expression on the face of the country father
as he meets his daughter at the boat, when -lie
points out her Saratoga trunk to him to put into his
wagon, cannot be pictured by anything smaller than
an is by JO inch ehromo.

<
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IS. Black has sold ter horn
Mrs.
Waldo avenue, to a man in Tnorndike.

next.

\ uotlicr

tempo

Considering it was dog days, l.t-l week
very good hay weather.

some

There is loose hark enough in our streets to run a
tannery. It i:> chiefly dog hark, and if some frugal
person would remove it, ami also take the dogs with
it, he would deserve the prayers of the community.

He tried his sobs to smother.
And managed to gasp out these words,
Them -darned—green -apples—mother V’

NO.

Sunday

»n

•

yelling like a ealiope.
copious tears a shedding.
“What is it darling? tell me dear.*’

wondrou.-ly fair;

hour

Rev. Mr. Ross returned to the city yesterday, and
will he services in the North church, as usual,

Vud

We glide and w'e ride
And we (‘hatter with glee,
For the love of our life
a home on the sea.

one

there

And

With never a sorrow
And never a rare.
Id break up our \ isions
"d

The length of the days has decreased
and a quarter.

mother heard him .-oh and ere,
And springing from her bed,
In robe of night upstairs she Hew,
To where he slept o'er head.
\nd found her hoy all doubled up,
And wound up in tin* bedding.

Hi
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Mr.-. 1‘. <d

Vicinity.

and

lUMMESCIXU SEPT. 3. TO CONTI.W K 10 WEEKS.
For
J Tuition same as usual in such schools.
further information address the Principal,
ISAAC K. MOORE,
iw32
swanvilie. Aug. s, lssi.
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ATWOOD’S

Steel Plow.
Clipper
PATTKKN,

the result of several years
eontiuued experiments. The style, form and
work perfection. The share is made of FIN K Tool,
>TKKL. Can he hammered or ground like am
tool. Never before ••tiered for sale.
FKKO ATW(K)I), Winterport, Me.
*\v31
VT K\Y

J.^1

SEAMEN WANTED.
OEAMEN

io

era.

31 tf

ANDOliPIN MO SK OIKS, forecast
J. S. KANKK'l’T,
to
Intelligence Office, Rockland.

Apply

Babbitt Metal for

Machinery.

METAL, the best anti friction metal fo
lining maehinerv boxes, for sale at
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
20istl

TYPE

sands of snlVerin.a: yvomen
f«*r, and if used a-di
nn»-t ob.-tinate .Mi-place
the
t*»
cure
fail
rented,ue\
incuts, < >y arian ’IToubles and (:hr*»nie Weaknesses
\ 11 letters are
so eomnion t«» the best «»f the-ex.
answered by a skilful Female LMiysieian. Fill-sold
by dniu-ri-t-. or mailed upon receipt of price,
scinl f«*r pamphlet ami
per box'; six boxes, $a.oo.
list of cured. Address
lyeo\vk2l

They

tw*M

Address
A. H. A

nito n

Principal.

prepared expressly
er

H. F. THAYER & CO.,
Boston, Alans
13 Temple Place.
■

FOR SALE.
RNlSltEU COTTAGE AT NORTHPORT,
j
pleasantly located near the yvharf ami over
ookin:if the hay. Kmiuireof
F. \. < F KTIs, Lamror, Me.,
‘.".Uf
or lb F. ltIH>WN, on the Lamp <•round.

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL SfS | Little liliie 17H
Farmington. Maine.

are

A

New

Poet.

Tilden

In the Midsummer Scribner there is a group of
six ’Songs ot Nature,v by a new poet. Mr. Roger
Kiordan ot New York, who has

long

been

one

of

the artists ot the magazine, and who has made a
characteristic illustration to accompany one of the
From them

poems

we

quote the following

TWILIGHT.

Women, moths, bats, beetles, toads,
Love the passiug away of day.
The graying of all colors bodes
To them soft circumstance, fair play
For purposeless activities
And undefined sympathies

Condoles

With

Bookwalter.

We can imagine how Mr. Bookwalter,
the novice, looked into the eyes of Mr.
Tilden, the expert, and asked him for aid
and friendly counsel. “I am afraid,” we
can hear Samuel mutter, “that you have
played the game too openly. Now a barrel”—and Mr. Tilden glues his cold lips
to theshrinking ear from Springfield—“a
barrel to be valuable must be kept out of
view.
Let the boys get a smell of it, but
don’t put it up in public sight."
“I understand,”says Mr. Barrelwalter,

Those who suffer with lamo back will bo glad to
learn that one bottle of Elixir ok Like Root will
cure the most obstinate case.
[Courier.

T» Tic Pnllic: Back

“Arc dose bells ringing for tire 1" inquired Simon
of Tiberius
No, indeed. answered Tibe ; “dey
ab got plenty of tire, and the bolls are now ringing
for water

Of the LATEST SPK1NO STYLES, which can
now be seen at my stores, and at the lowest

prices.

The Peruvian S>rup lias cured thousands who
were
suffering from Dyspepsia. Debility, Liver
Boils. Humors, Female Complaints,
1
am
“Now
told," says Uncle Sammy Complaint.
still in that hoarse whisper, “that you took etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth \Y.
Fowle A Sons. Boston.
your barrel up on an express car, that you
An exchange says
The last thing a man wants
sent it to the convention on a dray, that
to do is to die
Well, isn’t it the last thing he
you placed it upon the platform, and that does do (
1 take some vagrant scent for guide
you had five hundred men in the gallery
Sweet brier, lilac, mignonette.
Fruit of the tropics burning clime,
pointiugat the cask and shouting: •There
Woodbine, hawthorn, violet,—
Thy wondrous virtues, fadeless still.
it
is!
There
it
is!
NomiNominate
it!
Aud wander far and wide,
Exert an inlluence sublime.
DR. GROSVENOR'S LIVER-AID
nate it!' Am I, or am I not, correctly inIn ministering to human ill:
Homeless, nameless,—kith nor kin,—
Nor law above me nor within
And many a pang along our way
formed as to these particulars f”
IS NOT A PAD,
Sanford's (linger doth allay.
lmAO
“You are wrong,” says Mr. BarrelwalHut way-side things I gladly greet.
B lit an Internal Remedy for Liver
As of my blood's most cherished strain.
(lirls. don’t thiuk a fellow is a gentleman because
ter eagerly ; “wo did not keep it in plain
Complaints,
lie gives you a polite bow.
They feed me with forbidden sweet ;
Bowers are a!wavs
sight. My manager, Mr. Ballentine, sat knaves,
Such as
so euchre players inform us.
Though drawn apart. I’m theirs again
on
and
if
with
his
coat-tails.”
covered
it,
1 kiss the stars, i clasp the sky,
Bti.hu sm.-s I'nnit
1 m*i»,i -n< >x.
“Its No Use,” Ho Said.
“In law and in fact," whispers Sammy,
l»\ M'KI’SIA. I M / /1 X I. S S. P11. b -, Boll.S. .1 VI X
And with the clouds on hill tops lie
And we do not blame him for saying it. He was
PICK, lib Vitim UN, Xil lt SroMAl H,
“it was still in sight. Mr. Ballentine, thus
For I have dotted humanity.
Kill
MATISM. NKI KAl.r.l \. Kit I ITIiiXS, Sl lPU't
seated, became a fixture attached to the sick ami in pain : lie had been so for months. Ho
1<M
S.»WKS. Fk\|\I.I: ( <»MI I.AIX IS, IMAnd put a looser vesture on
in urni-;s \x i» s vi.i
\i
Km
Head things have living tongues for me—
reality. (See Blackstone, Kent and Bill had tried physicians' prescriptions and all the nos
The Liver i- the Laraest <>ra:m of tlu* Human
In deserts 1 am not alone
Heisley.) Ballentine was Barrel ; Barrel trums that had been recommended to him. So
It
ithe
larae-*
heeau-e
ii
hathe
mo.-t
to
Body.
Though outcast, rebel, renegade.
do.
It i- intimately eoimcetcd with the digestive
was Ballentine; and Ballentine became
when a friend came in one Highland said “I have
Hark nature maketh me amends.
and ner\i»u- -y stem-, eonscpnntly. any derange
Bookwalter.
You catch the legal drift, I known Dr David Kennedy's Favorite Rcuiedv■'
Her springs tabooed yield me sweet aid,
ment ot the Liver produce- ( onstipation and a
see. Well, I never would have done things
Her creatures are my secret friends.
!iuudr<-1 e\ ils in it- train, and al-o occasions nervactually to cure worse cases than yours," the weary
ou- diseases without number;
resulting, it unso openly.
You ought to have kept it in answer was, It's no use. but i'll
TI1K CKASSU01TKK.
try it to please
hecked, in paraly-i-. insanity or deal Is. I >r. < .rosthe cellar, covered with the American liag,
emu's Live!' Aid i- \ ...
medicine for imHere's the dollar, (io and get a bottle
It
you
dressed all iu green.
(Grasshopper,
grasshopper,
mediate aeti"H upon the Liver, and thousands of
the constitution, my letter of acceptance was done, and in a few weeks 1 here was a
And scarlet, and copper, aud ultramarine.
new man
te-tinnuiials have Keen received a- to tlu* benefit it
and
Frank
Hurd’s
tariff
resolution."
You're the gayest grasshopper, that ever I've seen
lias ai v eii.
in that town
In his gratitude he declared
Where have you been i
Where are you going to
“But, unseen, how could it have helped
When I am in Kondoiit. N. Y.f I'll stop in Dr.
Liver \id l a- been a ble--inc t.* my i.. atliietW ho would have known it
me through !
Did the hot sun trow a dew drop create you t
ed mother.
she tried many, many thina- tor her
Kennedy's office and tell him of this | Exchange.
Is there a brillianter being to mate you !
was there f’
-iek headache., but never found anv relief until she
Is nature pledged with her last sou to fete you !
took the Liver \id. It ha-, imhvd, been invaluable
Put pebbles of different sizes into a box. shake
Mr. Tilden pushed Mr. Bookwalter back
she is imw u ina her fourth Lottie.
Docs all the ioy iu tiie world await you ?
to her
I told
into the sunlight at the window, took his them up. and tin* largest will he found at the hot
•m di uaai-t how e\ee lent it w a-, and a--ured him
It is different with strawberries
tom.
0 King of creation !
Small bridegroom of June!
that h>* miaht tfely re< ommeii'l ii a- the he-t known
chin in his band, raised the Ohio head up
<> white spark thrown oil' from the white heat of
Ib-avnot adverHow to Secure Health
remedy f u i k In a da< h<
an angle of forty -livedegrees, and took
at
1 11' pe von vv
t.-cl half cnonaii
let it become
noon !
*
U is strange any one will suffer from derangeb tter known.
He then let go. moved
a long, long look.
Mils. M. \ "HIVLKK.
Musician who tindest the whole world in time !
t p; \\
ments brought on hv impure blond. When SCO
J.’d st
New ^ u k
hack a pace, and shook his bead.
Dry drinker, good fellow, pray grant me a boon
V ILL'S S \ PSA PA HI LL A AND STI LLI NO I A. or
“I
1
see."
He
resumed
after
see,
Lot
;1
sadly
Ibmaaid- at >l per bottle, or it
Tcii me. if l in the fields were to live, now,
BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP will restore health
battle- for .-si.
lyrli*
“Green! green! gieen!”
1
to the physical organizations
It is a strengthen
leap over leaves and inoug lilies to dive, now. a moment.
To revel, and take some gay girl to w ife. now.
“In my eye '"asked the gentleman I’n ui ing syrup, pleasant to take, and the BES T BLOOD
\:nl give up all thought how to study and strive.
ever discovered, curing Semfnla.
PUKIFIEK
SyOhio.
now.
philitic disorders, Weakness of the
Eiy
"Kvery where ! Kvery where ! How long si pel as. Malaria, Nervous disorders. Kidneys.
Bil
Debility.
Hut lie iu the grass, on the biink of the river,
have you been a Democrat !'"
ions complaints and Diseases ot the Blood. Liver.
Singing, would such a line life last forever !
"Six years."
Kidneys. Stomach. Skin, etc
M uld summer ne'er
go t Would 1 ne'er hav to
“And bow long a politician
shiver
Baker's Pain Pana< k\ can s pain in Man and
In winter's cold blasts for my lack of einhavor
“Six months."
Beast
“My son." and the old gentleman keyed
I What ( You say that the summer is not yet
s Worm
Dr.
Syri i- instantly destroys
a going—
his voice to a plaintive note, “i would
Worms
rii.it n
do not fed winter's breath yet a blowing:
never venture into the water until 1 knew
That roses can only be sipped while they're growhow to swim. But, only six years a Deming
ocrat
II
That. in harvest, tis better he reaping than sowing
——————
only six months a politician how
could you know of that line Democratic
scent that leads a Democratic manager to
Fog.
r 11H L pi I\v LI: I d
! *1 -1. V -1. 1 d
Y KKl>TIN
a barrel through thick and thin,ovei stone
h-.i
i
rahlv
ae
tin1 pin.cl by
preparalioi
", all pcrviuling, all "ushroudiiig tog,
know'ledaed by 1 e Medica 1 L.icu ity in every. -eel ion
walls, across water, through lire and
.ut thou the tleeey hair of thut dire dog
’, and the larac -am iwher. ii ha- bee intro In
storm
U hose <lay s. hut now. we celebrate, and whence
Young man, you have much to
1 he i.e-i
uranic <>i the e-timalion m w !ii«ii il iDidst emanate, and how come hither thence !
learn.
But the mischief is done now. It
For the rtfeei produced h\
eld
Pic public.
I ureal mockery of rainy days,
is little help that 1 can give you."
FELLOWS' COMPOUND SYRUP OF
Hast thou no care tor washerwomen's wavs I
The great remedy for Dyspepsia, IffiiflTiaDiS'
|
“Is hope all lost, then ?”
HYPO PHOSPHITES
.\o thought for island parties doomed to wait.
eases And functional Derangements attendant*
“<
me
can
do.
have
Hie i .\ 111
You
will refer b« the uednul a idlemeu
\nd picnic luncheons mouldering on the plate
thing only
yon
upon Debility. In 1*2 lb* bottles, 15 cents.'
u ho
!ett» r ale atlaehed liereio.
<»: art thou some I’udine, soft aud broad,
shown the barrel, empty it. Fill it up and
Accredited Physicians and Clorgymcn
bottles,
Fxtraet from a letter.
•'old.
bride
reluctant
lord.
clammy
seeking
x x.
I
Me-.. 'I :• i! 1. i 7
Bupplicdwlth net exceeding six bottles atone-half
empty it again. And again. And again.
!
tile
with
shores
fed.
noiseless
freading
weeping
"P -b.lni. V p.
Mr
fill
A
the rctailprlcc, money to accompany order. Sold
Of course it cannot elect you, but it will
\nd haunting furtively the dripping street
! hav< p re -e ribed ; our syrup Fellow V
by Druggists and byVD. B. Dewey Sc Co.. 4d
make fun for the hoys.
And what," said
l’akc him, fair spirit, to ttie swelling main,
in in
IP, popiio-ptiiteI'l'acii v. for some luiu
Dey St., X cw York.
Vud Id us have the blessed Sun again
Mr. Tilden as he .showed his guest to the
died- d patients, where it- a e >v a- indieatci. with
!
.-nit.- -ati-f.e t -r le-ult-.
| Portland Press.
Tonic.—‘‘Tncreadng the ntrenglh% obeiaiiny tho
"so lightens otic's way to Hie tomb
door,
.1
A. Vl( V IM 1U K. M. I*..
tffrrtu of (teJjilUyk find restoring ticalihy junctions.''
as to do good unto bis fellow mail
Webster.
'1 '-••edh < •muioi, -t.
to bestow without return, to be open banded
Goins
Fishins.
»•
i>
d
Y
1 -IMP-oN. M.
Hud-on. \.
I 1.1 *»K11
without the expectation of reward!”
vvtit
With bhietish right on the coast, liig [Cleveland Herald.
•I navi n--d the-yrujj ot I ly popho.-phite- made
in ea-es "I r n-umplion, and other
Mr I "how
cod and halibut further out. and dogfish
! .im and Throat di-ea-e-. vvi:h tin* uio-t a ratify ilia
Now one’s mind is like his dress
No one can its color guess :
Now one’s heart is like the sky—
Changing, doubtful, rich
And conscience like the cross roads sign
That tells not which is which
—

Parties buying paper of me can have it trimmed
free of charge.
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Porous Plasters.

line of
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a

DRY & FANCY GOODS !

Ueasons Why they ;\ve Vide wed to Ml
lUUiv Vtmnis VI as tors

Prints from 5 to sr.; Sheetings front 5 to I Of.;
trashes from te. upwards; Dress Goods from
an sr. Knickerbocker to a line All-Wool ( ashmere.
Also Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming
Silks and Satins, Laces,Edgings, Hitches, RurltIngs,Shetland shawls,Long and Square Shawls,
Cardigan Jackets, (both for ladies tutd gents)
Ladles Cloakings, lister Cloths, Kepellants,
Table Oil Damask, a dozen patterns, White
Linen and Turkey lied Damasks,
A' nice as can lie found in this vicinity.
great variety of

counted irritant effects.
Second.
Because they are a genuine phnnm.ct utieal prepso
and
aration,
recognized by tin- prolession.
Third.
Because they are tic on y plasters that relicv<»

<

list of Prices

: 12c., 15c., ljc. 20r..25r.,
2se„ ;iOc„ 32c., 35r., 40c., 50c., 55c., «5r.. 75c.,
sOc., S5e., 00c„ $1.00, $1.10, $1,20, $1.30, $1.35,
t .75, 2.00, 2.50 Per l ard.
a

Six th.

dill'ercnt kinds of goods in titese prices.
1 also have

I have

only
,
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MEAD’S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER
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FINE WHITE SHIRTS!

M V

Hair

\ -I

From 30c. to $1.50.

From si .00

The 'teamer I. K W I ft TO *
*IT
iAwill lea
713, * t!\- 1*1 r. KI N (■, Ma-te
Ihti lroa> l Wharf, Portland, eveev Tuesday and Friday evenings, at II.15 o'clock, t n armai
Pullman express train from Huston, for Ibu-kland,
< a-t ine, 1 >.-ei 1 -le, >e*Igw iek,
We-f Harbor, Bai
Harbor, Ml. Desert. Millhritlge, Jon,-sport, an.I
Maeliia.-p. »rt.
lb-turning, will lean Waehi.i-port e\,rv Monday
and Thursday morning, at 4.30 o’eloek, touring
as above, arming in Portland same owning,
o,
neoling w ill) the Pullman night train for Bo-ton.
Ihe fa-t .-teamer ( 1TY <>»• lilt IIMoNI), ( ap;
W m. I
I Pi’llnison, lea\ »
Portland rv,
Monday
W ednesday and Saturday evenings at 11.1 5 o’cloc k.
commencing June 15 or on arrival Xeamhoat I
pi e-s Train from Boston i-t >lt |>e-erf, Xuithw e.-:
o' 'I
Par Harbor-, touching at itockiand only, an
arriv ing at Bar Harbor at about 10.30 \ m.next day
Keturning, lea\e llai II.arbor about 7 \. m. Monat .-.•uti
days. Wednesdays and Fridays, nun Mi
w'e-t Harbor tml lb*eklatil, arrLing in PotU.-.about 5 I*, m.
t'onneet- at lioeklainl with -anl-a-i
)
-teamer- each trip for Belfast, Bangor ami Km
l.amlings; also w ith steamer on Ti.m-dav and Id
day trip- for (•P-*n'- Lamling. Bluehill am; I
worth.
A
l*>.n Harbor with -learner for J ,ni.
and >uili\ an. M St-dgw irk with
r.Lli.-i p
< "MIN'- \‘- l.s)
\t Ib-eklan i -Ml. !.r
-I II. aCo. (i. m; B.I e.g a a m I lb
da> with ill lord
for
l.amlings
Portland
K. < l -It IN1
t.. -m
d M.,i
L. 1 > A Y (o-neral Ticket Agent. L rt!
Belfast, Jiiiii 11, lvM. -•»
>

ilolitj) mill Color.

I

SEABURY & JOHNSON,

Mens’ suits, $ti.OO, s.00, 10.00, 12.00, 15.00,
10.00, 22.00: Mens’ listers and Overcoats,
$2.75, tl.OO. 0.50, 7.50, S.OO, P.00, 15.00.

GENTS'

Flv< Trips Per Week, t ommenelng June 14th.
~

Dr. David Kennedy's “Favorite Rented*
and the
price. which is only one dollar a bottle,and that the
doctor’s address is Rondout, V.
Kd.
I :i»;

Benson’s Cape Porous Plaster1

READY MADE CLOTHING !
Mrn.s' t inlt rsliirts mill I>rmn

moves all impurities of the I.lood, regulates the diordered Liver and Kidneys, cure- Constipation,
Dyspepsia, and all diseases and weaknesses peruculiar h> Females.
otir druggist torlhi-new
iff., When inquiring oi
medicine, a \ oiii mi-take- l»\ re mem be ring tin* name,

Madiias.

Castine.Sillkri.l^e \

1

I’KK'KS.

ALL

-FOK-

iii. Desert, Rockland,

a

Because the manuiaet

S H I R T I N Gr S
IN

of

once.

Fourth*
Because they will positively cure diseases whit h
other remedies will not even relieve.
Filth.
Because ovcrf.000 plivsieiansand drn grists have
voluntarily testified i, at they are superior to ail
other plasters or medicines lor external use.

( LOTUS FOB MKS A BOVS’ WKAB.
Here Is

of the

strengthening porous plaster, ami contain in addition thereto the newly discovered powerful and
active vegetable combination which u-ts with increased rubefacient, stimulating, sedative and

)>ain at

of in

and discoveries in medicine. To this object probably no one lias contributed more signullx
than Dr. David Kennedy, of Rondout, N. V., in the
volitions

medicine which has become famou
under the title of the “Favorite Remedy.” It r«*

First.
Because they possess all the merit

A

THE RUBY RIVER.
keep the blood pure, is the principal end

To

production

Uenunlies:

Cotton, Cotton & Wool & All-Wool

v

l'.xtorual

or

*
*
That the Lord may bless you and inyour means of doing good is my daily prayer,
and may many yet unborn praise the ‘Favorite
Remedy’ and its discoverer.”
*

crease

Curtains & Curtain fixtures Benson’s Capcine

<
apt. W. It. Unix,
Capt. K. c. IIomi k.

A steamer leaves Bki.fast for
Boston, every week day at Jv.
i’. M.
Leaves Lincoln’Wharf, Boston,every week day
•'*
at
o’clock r. m commencing Saturday, June 1 Mir
Connections with steamers at Kockland for all ot
their eastern landings. Thomaston, Waldohoro and
Damariscotta, l»v the Knox A Lincoln Railroad.
Fare to Boston.$3.00
Hound Trip. 5.00
Fare to Lowell. 3.50
JAMES LITTLEFIELD, Superintendent.
D. LANK, Agent.
Belfast, June 15, 1 SSL—13

1 am confident that if I had not
your medicine ‘Favorite Remedy,’ during my
periods of critical illness 1 should never have recovered.
*

Capt.utisIngkaiia.m.

|

|

o'clock

taken

*

VMBKIIH.K,
KATAHDIN,
NKW BIU NSWK K,

N.

consciousness.

to

(

Str.

Mcllwain, of Fergusonville, Delaware
V., writes: “Only a few days before I
commenced using the ‘Favorite Remedy,’ in one of
my spasms and sinking spells, my friends thought
I was dead, and gave
up the attempt to restore me

I

BY

!

Steamship Company

Daily Line Between Bangor and Boston.

Mr>. s. A.

county,

POSITIVELY CURED

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

Lady

SPASMS.

Ache

3000 Rolls of Room Paper

drummer is in limbo in a Wisconsin
jail for hitting a hotel landlord with twenty one
out of a possible twenty three eodtish balls

Chicago

The Sanford

Escapes the brave, and Prays for her Deliverer.

HAVE .H’ST liECKlVKl) FROM BOSTON

1

AC.JEMT* AM It C A M V ANHERM
Make from $‘25 to $50 per week selling goods for
E.U. RIDEOUT & UO.,10 Barclay Street,New York.
Send for their Catalogue and terms.
lyr.'U
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rj fair. I ha\e China Sets from $7 to $12.
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-CURES—
Dyspepsia. Nervous Affections. Goner J B'Lility, Neuralgia, Fi v.r
and Ague. Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Boils, Dreary,
Humors, Female Cl.
j

faints, Liver Co;,

plaint, Remittent
Fever, and
ALL DISEASES ORIGINAL KV, IM A PAD STATE
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Lack

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,

of Energy,Loss of Strength,

Want
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Appetite, Inter-

mittent

Fevers,

etc.

IRON' BITTERS are lii-l.Iy
recommended for all diseases naaiiringa
certain and eflieient tonic.
! KON 15ITT i AlS
hh (he Hood,

(‘lUjtlu iC

the

'imtfH-tcjiy

((ltd.

<

the 'nerve*.
IKON 15ITTKKK
tlie

digestive
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to

Moving all B
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symptom
food, bcbdiiwl, }■
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'in to

like ad,arm
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burn,
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IRON liini;::

Preparation l.'ml v l
or
(jive h- nho ie.
Sold l»y ill I <il nggist

only Iron
t
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n

the l<> (h,

\\ rite lor the A l»
Poole, 22 pages of
useful and amusing reading -sent free.

15KOWX CII KIWI CAL, CO.
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IMPERISHABLE
PERFUME.

Murray

& Lanman’s

FLORIDA WATER.
Best for TOILET. BATH.

and SICK ROOM.
Chios] 2

itli soul

on

an

Excursion.

The bark Ibis, from Pensacola, lay the
other day at the foot of Seventeenth St..
North Hiver.
A San reporter hoarded
her and asked ('apt. Sawyer if he had
really seen whales oil' Pimlico Sound on
his way ill' the coast.
“Whales." said
the genial Captain.
“Any number of
them.
There must have been two miles
of black bai ks and water-spouts."
Captain Sawyer unrolled a time-worn
chart on the tabic in his cabin, and, with
his dividers, followed down a number of
pencil marks to latitude ^(1 degrees and
longitude 71 degrees Id minutes This
brought him to a point about so miles oil'
Pimlico Sound, and further northeast of
Capo llatteras.
“It was on Saturday and Sunday ," lie
continued, "when wo encountered these
sperm whales going south, or southwest,
as if to round llatteras.
They were going very slowly, backs above the water,
and were spouting all of the time.
They
were strolling along in
groups, sunning
themselves half an hour at a time, and
then taking a header and coming up to

dead that he does not
No one cares par
ticulany for tin* fish that may be caught,
unless lie is very hungry and the nearest
place to get anything to cat is many miles
away, as it generally is: but going after
fish ah, that is bliss indeed!
What
comes hack in the basket is of very little
consequence.
Generally the pleasanter
way is to give away all the fish you catch
and get a fresh lot at the market to take
home.
What goes out in the basket,
however, is of great importance. It is indeed marvellous how many things are
needed by a party that is going after fish,
one man going alone will merely put a
big cracker in one pocket and a small
tlasi; in the other; but let that man take
unto himself a companion and straightway the expeditionary stores arc increased
about twentyfold, and the solid comfort
that the couple take in packing that basket could not possibly be indicated by the
And the
vulgar standard of money.
tackle, too—wliat does catching a tish spout."
“How many were there
amount to when compared with the satis“Well, first we met two schools of
faction ni' getting ready to catch him ?
Ino each, 1 should say.
OccasionTo take a six-inch trout,worth at Fulton about
Market about twonty-tive cents, a man ally they frolicked and llopped about
heavily in a sort of dignified and elephantwill buy a rod that is dirt cheat) at twenine sport : More followed, and the next
fora
dollars:
windlass
or
reel
with
ty-live
morning,
Sunday, we saw more. Altowhich to haul the monster up from the
there were over 70H on the picnic.
deep lie will pay the price of a good watch, gether
We passed within duo feet of two big felwhile the feathers of which his artificial
lows. but they seemed preoccupied and
dies are made cost him more than the
didn't notice the ship. 1 don't think they
leathers on his wife’s Sunday bonnet.
knew we were there.”
And what glorious fun it is to find just
“Had you any means of capturing
the right place to fish ? On a trout brook
them f
this place is always a little further up,
“No, and it did seem a pity to have so
until the source of the brook is reached,
much valuable sperm oil indolently sw imafter which it is a little further down ; on a
from us.
There were some
pond the best place is always a little fur- ming away
whales
there
too. I said to Limerick,
big
ther along the shore.
In cither case the
one of my men here, “Now. there’s a felresult is that the fisherman always works
low that’s worth sg.uiin," and lie must
hack to the exact place that he started
have been, and there w ere bigger ones in
from, and when lie learns what he has
the school.
It would have been a harbeen doing he reaches that sublime convest for a whaling ship.
A million doldition of mind where words are utterly
lars in sperm whales is too good a haul to
to
the
of
emotion.
unequal
expression
let go by, but we eouldn t do anything.
Chance and change, too, combine to
I've seen a sperm whale
<leeasionally
make rare surprises for the fisherman.
Let the hearer of the lunch basket drop cruising along as far south as Savannah,
and once in a while I've heard of whale
his burden into the water, even if merely
oil' and about there.
Hut I never
ships
by accident, and the party will have a saw so
many whales at one time before
meal such as they might visit restaurants
w
from now to 1 )oomsday without stumbling any here."
"Where were they going.'"
Then
there
is
the chance of rain,
upon.
“For sipiids. probably.
'Chat' a favorw Inch always makes the fisherman’s clothite food with them.”
ing fit him so closely, and the chauce of
Now that the commencements are over
missing stage or train, and of finding and the
students free, there seems to be
one's self many miles from home with the
no manner of reason
why a school of
paper portion of his money all soaked
whales should not goon a vacation.
N.
into a wad of pulp.
No fish are needed
V. Sun.
to make the act of going fishing the most
extraordinary change from everyday life
An Fmborate Chinese Funeral.
that can he had for a given amount of
< •in* nt' the must elaborate Chinese l'u
IN. V. Herald.
money.
nerals that New York has seen oeeurreil
Monday. It was that of Con luiito, who
‘‘It Might Have Been.”
kept a laundry. He is said to hav e been
Y(\su*rtl;t> morning ;t man wlm lives in the first member of the Chinese Lodge of
tin* Saginaw valley was at the depot to Freemasons to die in that
city. The fulake the train for home.
As he was buy
neral attracted a crowd nt several thousand persons.
mg his ticket an old friend who lives here
First in the procession
slapped him on the shoulder and gave came a stage containing a Chinese, band ;
him greeting.
After a few salutations next came the hearse, and following it
the 1 letroiter asked :
were forty carriages and several hundred
Have you married again ?”
Chinamen, (in the way to Evergreen
"No.”
Cemetery mock money was scattered in
■1 >o vou want to ?"
the street to attract the attention of the
“Yes'.”
devil, it being calculated that lie will stop
“Come with me.
1 know a widow to pick up the money and lie delayed, so
whom 1 can recommend.”
that the burial can take place without in“( 'an we
At the cemetery
get back to the depot in fifty terference from him.
minutes?”
the body was quickly bur ed ; the band
with gongs, horns and cymbals, played
“Yes, easily.”
a martial air to cheer the soul of Con Lu“Very well: lead the way.”
That’s all that was said about it until ito and then three candles were lighted
they reached the Central market. The and the garments of Con Luito were
Detroiter walked the Valley man up to thrown on a pile of burning joss sticks.
the stand of a well-known and lair-look- This was the end of the
ceremony and
with obeisances to the grave the Chinaing widow and said :
“Mrs. blank, mv friend has only a few
men went away.
minutes to spare.
You are a widow?”
“Yes.”
Riding out a few miles from Auburn on
“Three children ?”
the road to Poland, you come on a neat
“Yes.”
little place, so full of whimsicality that
“Worth ,*(;,(MMI ?”
you have to stop and look at it. The
“Yes.”
house is about the size of a dry goods box,
“Healthy, good-natured and a member and a man of ordinary size can’t go in the
of the baptist church ?
front door without stooping. It is in the
“Yes.”
midst of a neat little (lower garden and
“Yen well. This is Mr. blank of Sagvegetable patch, and a rustic squirrel
inaw.
He is 47 years old, sound as a
cage hangs at the door. “What kind of
dollar, owns a good farm, has two chil- a bovver might this be f’you ask yourself.
dren, and is looking for a second wife. You discover that the llovver beds are in
Do you like his looks?
Do you think alphabetical form, and
you easily make
you could love him ? Will you encourage this out: “New Star.” An unfamiliar
him?
He is in a hurry and can’t fool
plant, which you ascertain to be tobacco,
Yes or no.”
is growing in a field near the house The
away time.
“No,” replied the w idow, as she arrang- inhabitant of this queer little house is
ed her pie-plants and radishes,
“lie’s Leonard Ducharme, an old French garin days too late.
I am engaged to a dener in poor health, who here leads a
widower in Toledo.”
hermit life.
He has one acre of land and
“That’s honest Injun?”
by selling his flowers, berries and vegeta“True as I live.”
bles, turns many an honest penny. His
“Xuf eed -good morning, and he has childern live in Lewiston. Last
year Mr.
•'ll minutes left to go to the train.”
Ducharme raised 50 pounds of good smokAnd the Saginaw widower picked up ing tobacco.
He has a home-made press.
his grip sack and walked otf without a He will double his
plantation next year.
change of countenance. [Detroit Free He built his little box three years ago.
Press.
[Lewiston Journal.
a man w
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brooks, breathes there

Whales

so

fishing?

Clothes Wringers, both Bench and Common, Hand
Nans, kc> and Bracket Nans, Framed Wood Nans,
from NOe. to $1.10, Flat Irons, Ac.

35 cents A pleasant, cbeap. and
■valuable remedy for fretful and puny children.
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Farmers Attention!

Dor Sprains. Wounds, Scalds, "Rheumatism, and
any pain upon Man or Beast.
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Positive Cure

Complaint* and Wcakneasea
hocomiuou to our bent female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of F<-male Complaints, all ovarian troubles. Inflammation and I'leera
tion, Fulling and Displacements, und the con.-c.jmnt
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
un early stage of development. The tendency to cancerous humors there is chi eked very speedily by it'
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of tin* stomarh.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration.
(Jeneral Debility, Sleeplessness Depression and Indi-

ery l.o\VK>T i'KK

and

hope

a

Done.
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t■ >r 'ale or to
Lin-.dm ill,-ituated at
aeh. Tw o -tori,-' hiudi w ith I.,
ished thr-mrliout, with nice
nice
nented cellar, and two
of -oft water.
Tbi' plane
‘•onmiaiids an excellent iew ..| in, nay. i wo min
utes walk from the leleyraph and p"-t "iii •, and
vs ithin a stone’s throw of the w ater and a line beach.
It lias beautiful shade tree', with --mi,
li.-i.a* trail
trees.
A very desirable summei reside ice and an
be 1m m if lit at a liar-fain.
For particulars enquire ot
Mi’s. .1. (
a
,.f Can!. IF
Tlh »M US, Belfast. MW. FKItltV, at l.inrolnvillr Ucarh.
>11

Minuted «m a hiah hank ami e.mi
a view <d' tin* entire hay, a
lew minute- ri*It* or walk I'rom'the
_-south eml of l.ittle 1,’iver hrid.ae.
Biaz/.a in front ami on
111h -ide. Mied fur h*»r<f
ook room, ilinina i'""in, a.I elianiln't'-, pleut of
li-h ami flams, and an excellent heaeh for hallitna.
ami in every respect turn of l!ie most de-irahle In.
ealities in the town
f Vnilipori.
Bcader, you
-liould not let thi- opportunity skip.
Nmiv this,
beautiful -pot for the pleasure of yourself and
family.
I'm- further particular- empiire «»f
«>.!..< urn m: i 1 or u. i. w i-.i.i
Joint Owners, Belfast, Me
-•

Thanks

Friends and the Public

to

Generally.

shall coiitiniic al (he old stand, and give good
bargains to all in want of

all times and under all circumsUtn* ism t in
harmony wit h the laws that govern tin fvinule syst* m.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDI A K. PI X kIIA M’S YECiF.TAHLE < OMPOUXDis prepared at 2:3 ami 23.'. West rn Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for §f*. S«-ut by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pink ham
freely answers all letters -f nquiry. Semi for pumpk
let. Address ns above. Mention this Paper.
at
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opposite Mil)), Huston,
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At this season, various diseases of the
bowels are prevalent, and many lives are
lost through lack uf knowledge of a sale
sind sure remedy. Perry Davis’Pain
Killer is a sure cure for Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Summer
Complaint, etc., anil is perfectly safe.
Head the following:

The

Patent'."

in, *», toiler I1. IMn.
ii. 11 I I >1»V, 1
! »ear Sir
\
n pr■a.r■, I f. r
y
in
then \.ni ha
me,
l>|o, my lir-l patent, Mi
acte'I for amt a*In i-e> I me in hum I red- of ra-r-, ami
procure* 1 many patent*, rei-sue- ami extern-. a -. 1
have oeea.-ioieillv employ e-l tiie i- -1 ,u, m
New N ork, Philadelphia ami W a-iiinato'i,
a 1
trive y ou almo-t the u hole "t my !*i.i.-ineline, am I ad\ i.-e < it her- to employ
'l our- trill
<. I.« >lh ,!. I >P \ PI l:,
Poston, .l.ai 1. I"!
ly ri

B. F.

No family can safely be without this
invaluable remedy, its price brings it
within tlie reach of all.
For sale by all druggists at 25c., 50c.
and $1.00 per bottle.
PKRRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
Iyr25
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Tin* subscriber oilers for salt* at a
bargain, llu* sloop yacht B.I'l'TIvK
■tot.l’ K. The boat is-jp feet lon^,
11feet, beam,
feet deep with
centre-board. I las excellent aceom
__modation for six persons. The yacht
i- well found, is in excellent condition and is a fast
sailer. For a safe pleasure boat to visit the different summer resorts, none better can be found. Kn—

of
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HOWARD,
Manufacturer and dealer in

MOMMENTS, TABLETS, GRAVESTONES,
of

AMI MAltltl.K SHKIA KS,
the best Italian and American marble
rill urn STUFF'/', /IF/,FAST.

i.mosl-

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.
MKTAL, the bust anti-friction
TYPE
lining machinery boxes,
20istf
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
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Amount of capital -toek et-rlilh ule> out
standing. I ,-j<m».im»
Amount of debt- due except ta\esSL'il
Amount o| interest in real e-late and lix
lures. I ,<|:1<mumi
Last valuation of real e.-tate and fixture-..
A. I*. M A rill AN ", Irea-nn r.
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Mrrclinnls,

DKAl.l'.ItS IN

Huy, Potatoes, Onions, Apples, lleuns. iliiller,
(iieese, Kpps, Live Foul. Poultry, (Inme, Sullimn. Fresh Water Fish of nil kinds,.Ac.

No. 110 South Market St., Boston, Mass.
Shipments paid for soon a sold. Any informa
timid*
tio.il given as to markets, «Ke.

S.,
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THOMSS & OSBORNE

HEALTH IS WEALTH !
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11-i, via. Di/./.ine~-, t mvul
-1• .-1:i.
-ion-, .Scrums Headache, Mental Depre--n.ii. 1
"I
.Memory, spermalorrliua, Impotcnev, Involun
lary Kmis.-ion-, Premature old \#c, eau.-cd 1>\
over exertion, m‘H aim-e. t (.v er indulyenee, vv hieh
leads to misery, decay and death. nin'lm\ w ill cure
recent case
Kach box contain- one month's treat
mcnt. One dollar a box, ur -i\ boxes ter live dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. Me
M i111 eaeli
euaruutee -i\ boxc- to cun- anv
order received bv us lm ,-i\ iioxes, ace.-mpanied
with live dollars, vve will send Hk pur-ba.-ii
ur
written guarantee to return the limm-v ll the treat
not effect a cure. Guarantee- issued bv
mcnt doi
K- II M"1 mm sole authorized a#cnt for lit hast, Mr.
M LSI A to, >.de Pi "prit on -, 1-1 A I-.".
•JOHN (
M
Madison Mrcet, Chicago, lil. ,1. M. Pi kkins
wholesale a#cnt, Portland, Me.
lyre >v\ i.»
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JUNK, PAPER STOCK,

IRON & METALS
& Sibleys Bros.’ Wharf,
Belfast, M>
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Cure Your Corns !
BY

USING

sen id i /////;/ r/\

Entirely harmless;

SCHOOL.

Castine, Me., 1881.
lh//i/ui

F.
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i- not a eau-tic.
It removes torus, Warts, liunion
ithout leav in# a blcmi.-h.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
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lion lo lie ourt ihat Beniamin ! Ri- liard -. llu- de
fern lain. ai tin* time d sen i*
--i 1 be writ, was
oi
an inhabitant of tin- Mate.and had nn teuanl.ag* id
or altoriie\ wiilii-i
::e-anw. ihal hi- ^o. ..|tale have been alia-lied in tlii-aeiion, tint lm l«a
had no notice of -aid -nit and attachment, n
»r
thi- -nil
dcred, that notice oi the pen-lem >
h\
I•
the
-aid
defendant.
an
a!
given
piil-lisliina
ie-ti d copy oi thi- < Irder, together with an ab-lr.n I
of the
w ril. Move weeks -m-ce--i vch
in
I iirual.
tin* Republican
new-paper printeil
Bella-t. in the County ■•! Waldo, the la.-t publilion !<■ lie ii"! less than thiriy days bei. re In ne\ ;
term -•!' thi- t **in :. t-> be In-Men at Belfast, w it Ion
>1 \\ a bio. on the t him 1 Tin
and for the « "lint;
of Uetolier. I>>l, that said defendant may tiien and
there appeal-, and answer to -aid suil. il he >h;i’l
c iu-e.
-e
Vilest
WILLI A M BLRRY ( lerk

I^RLDI.RK
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alloii.-,

Ue-A Cl UK IS Cl A Il.tX 'll 7. IK. <*&
Price *25 cents. For sale by all Pruirglsts.
Try it and you w ill be convinced like thousands
who have used i( and now testily to it-, value.
Ask for NrhlottcrbeckN torn anil Wart Sohrnt
Ivrs
and take no other.
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I. F. FRISBEE, Principal.

ACADIAN
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IHtTOiK, fl lllK.
’PHIS school, under the management of I. |\
1
HtlsKKL, A. II., and d. I P.AKsi)\>, A IL.
fives a thorough preparation for college. Il-course
extends over three year*. Next term I egins Aug.
loth. Situated in the suburbs of a thriving eily and
idjaeent to Hates ( ollege.it oilers to student- ad
vantages not surpassed by those of any school in
he State.
Lxpenses moderate. I or eatalogue ap
dv to
-’in**
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SURGEON DENTIST,
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REV.

<1

Washington Slreel,

K< >i:<. VNIZ \TION Ilf I...I Lilli llnu'.iiipli
renovation
\ new ami able
tin* Imiiding-.
lucidly. Pupil-litted l‘>»r all New I dig land college-.
( Ia--ie.il. s.icnlilie,
Lour regular enur-e- of stud;.
Ih-lle- Lett res, and I mhi-l rial seienn
nereial College and Department- of \ ri and Musii
All in ••barge of experienced l• a• h• r
Call l* rin
will begin \Vcdm‘s(ia>, Aug. :>l*d. Term- ino.br
tie.
Address
7\\ _,s:

D„

OHIre over II. II. Johnson A < o.’s store.

ISAAC HILLS,

;I.ail
|.;><»

Languages.
(iood hoard ami rooms for self hoarding can he
obtained on tlm most reasonable terms, l or further
information address,
L. <
MolJSK.
Libert \ Viliam-, \um I, !»l. :‘.\\::i'

C. C. KILGORE, SVI.
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WELLS.

Tin* fall term

and

of-

city.

1881.

Bainbiudge, N. Y., March 22,1881.

Berry Davis’ Lain Killer vert, rail.* to ajv-r<t
instant relit/ for cramp and pain in tlie stomach.
Joslii'ii Burditt.
Nicholville, N. Y., Fi l). 2, lKSl.
The very lest medicine I know of lor dysentery,
cholera morbus, and cramps in the stomach. Have
used it for yearn, and it is sure cure every time.
Julius W. Due.
Moingona, Iowa, March 12,1**1
I have used your Pain Killer m severe cases of
cramp, colic,ami cholera morbus,and it gave almost
instant relief.
L. E. Caldwell.
Cabnesville, Ga., Feb. 28, l**i.
For twenty years I have used your Pain Killer
In my family. Have used it many times for bowel
complaints, and it almius cures. Mould not feel Halo
without a bottle in the house.
J. B. I vie.
Saco, Me., Jan. 22,1*81.
Have used Perry D avis* Pain Killer for twelve
years. It is safe, sure, and reliable. No mother
should allow it to be out of the family.
If. I. Nates.
Oneida, N. Y.,Feb. in, l**i.
M e began using it over
years ago, and it
thirty
always gives immediate relief. M ould hardly dam
to go to bed without a bottle in the house.
M\ O. Sperry.
Conwayboro, S. C., Feb. 22, lb*I.
Nearly every family in this section keeps a bottlo
in the house.
Dr. E. Morton.
IT. S. Consulate,
Crefeld, Rhenish Prussia. Feb. 8.1881.
T have known Perry Davis’ Pain Killer almost
from the day it was introduced, and after years of
observation and use I regard its presence in my
household US uu indispensable necessity.
I S. Potter, IT. 8. Consul.
Burton-on-Trknt. Eng.
I had been several days suffering severely from
diarrhoea, accompanied with intense pain, when I
tried your Pai n Killer, and found almost instant
relief.
H. J. Noone.
21 Montague St., London, Eng.
During a residence of twenty-three years in India,
I have given it in many cases of diarrlnea, dysentery, and cholera, ami never knew it to fail to give
relief.
R. Claridge.
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Tlmt feeling of Bearing down, causing pain, weigh
and backache, isalv uys permanently cured by its u

No family should be without LYDIA E. P1NK1IAM
LlVF.lt PILLS. They cure '-oustipatioii, biliousm
and torpidity of the liver. i!6 cents j*er box.
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p>»-loilire. railroad ~tali"n,
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provided with both hard and >of| water, and tin
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MSI A NT to a license from the I Ion. .lame- D.
Lam-on, .1 ud#e of Probate for the ( ounlv d
Waldo, I shall sell at public auction on the loth da
of September, A. D. Issi, at one o’clock in thealn
noon, on the premises, the homestead farm ot the
late I,«d> Met 01*11, ot' I .iueolnv ille, con.-i-t inu ot
house, barn and about loo acres of land, the -ame
bein# situated in the town of I.incolnv ille, on the
Sale I■ > be made on
west side of Pilcher'- Pond.
I lie premise-.
Also, 1 -ball sell at the -ante time
-il uaied
acn
and place, a wood lot ron-i-tingof
Sab
"lute,
w ithin loo rods of the above farm.
be-old
iroin
to
estate
of
real
and both parcels
incumbrances.
\
Mi ('(Mill, \<!mini.-tratrix.
M AIH
Dated Lineolnville, duly 21, Issl. .iw l"
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MANHOOD RESTORED.
A victim of early imprudence, cau-in# nervous
debility, premature decay, ete., ha\ in# tried in vain
every know n remedy, has discovered a simple means

of self-cure, which he will send free to his fellow
Chatham st.,
sufferers. Address,!. II. UKF.\ L'S,
N. V.
lyr -tf.
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promissory note signed by deb n i
ant, payable to plaint ill or their order, dated .him
It, ML', for the sum of forty and AM on dollar- m
VsMimpsil

on

demand with interest al eight percent.
Returnable to danuarv Term, M>l.
Ad damnum one hundred dollars.
Diana,i; K. .Iihinmin, IMi!.*- Ally.
\ true copy of the Order of Court w ith Ab-tra- t
of the Writ
Iw d
Utesl
WILLIAM BKRRY
Clerk.

Tor (>m Poll'ir f (porranlee a perfrrt cure for all
forms of 1'ild's, also £1 to £."* in all the
worst eases of Leprosy, Scrofula and He Mints.*/
fcintl,
Bi.ooi*. Skin, tV«
vrert/
Entirely Vegetabb
Internal and external use.
1 thank all to send t<*
me and take hack their money in everv case of fail
lire.
Sold ev ervwhere.
5*1 a bottle. Send for
namphlils/ic li. D. BOW LB. Chenii h 11 Central
Boston
,ami
A*toowA
Montreal)
Wharf,
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